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Summary

Summary
This dissertation addresses the support of collaborative tailoring, i. e. the technical
and human art of modifying the functionality of software while the software is in
use in the field and doing so together with others. This is an interesting and
important issue for two reasons: firstly, software is rarely produced to be used by
one person at one time, so most people will benefit from being able to change the
software according to their needs. Secondly, since several people with similar tasks
may or do tailor their software, there can be synergetic effects if they tailor
collaboratively. The research question guiding the work described in this thesis is
how collaborative tailoring can be adequately supported. The answer to this
question is provided in the form of eight suggestions for collaborative tailoring.
These suggestions include both technical and organizational aspects with a stress
on the former.
The suggestions are: provide objectification, allow sharing of tailoring files, allow
browsing through tailoring files, provide awareness of tailoring activities, make
annotations and automatic descriptions possible, allow for exploration of a
tailoring file, make administration and coordination easy, and support a tailoring
culture. The thesis explains these suggestions and describes the research process.
This process includes literature study and the subsequent development and usage
of a prototypical software (a word processor extension and a groupware search
tool) dealing with aspects of collaborative tailoring.
The dissertation consists of two parts. In the first part the various results and
insights of the papers of the second part (collection of papers) are gathered,
focused, and enhanced. The first part can be read as a contribution in its own
right, where not only methodological issues are raised but also the process of
generating suggestions for collaborative tailoring is described and discussed.
The seven papers of the collection contribute to the overall research question in
different ways. The first and second paper shed a light on tailoring in general,
present preliminary results on collaborative tailoring and highlight the necessity for
more research about collaborative tailoring. The third, fifth, and sixth paper
present the two cases word processor and groupware search tool. The fourth
paper presents a method for usability testing resulting from my work on the word
processor case. The seventh paper presents the suggestions for collaborative
tailoring derived from the previous work. A summary of each of the seven papers
of the collection is provided in the introduction.
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Resumé
Denne afhandling behandler understøttelsen af collaborative tailoring (samarbejde
om tilpasning), dvs. de tekniske og menneskelige aspekter af at ændre softwarens
funktionalitet, mens softwaren er i brug, og at gøre dette i samarbejde med andre.
Dette er et interessant og vigtigt emne af to grunde: for det første er det sjældent,
at software fremstilles til brug for én person én gang, så for de fleste mennesker vil
det være en fordel at kunne ændre softwaren efter deres behov, og for det andet:
eftersom mange mennesker med de samme opgaver kan eller vil skræddersy
deres software, kan der opstå en synergieffekt, hvis de gør dette i fællesskab. Det
forskningsspørgsmål, der har være styrende for det arbejde, der er beskrevet i
denne afhandling er, hvordan “collaborative tailoring” adækvat kan understøttes.
Svaret på dette spørgsmål gives i form af otte forslag til “collaborative tailoring”.
Disse forslag omfatter både tekniske og organisatoriske aspekter med vægt på
førstnævnte.
Forslagene er: tilbyd objektivering, muliggør deling af tailoring-filer, tillad browsing
af tailoring-filer, understøt opmærksomhed på tailoring-aktiviteter, muliggør
kommentarer og automatiske beskrivelser, tillad undersøgelse af en tailoring-fil, let
administration og koordination og understøt en tailoring-kultur. Denne afhandling
forklarer disse forslag og beskriver forskningssprocesen. Denne omfattede
litteraturundersøgelser og en efterfølgende udvikling og anvendelse af en
prototypisk software (en tekstbehandlingsenhed og et groupware-søgeværktøj),
der behandler aspekter af “collaborative tailoring”.
Afhandlingen består af to dele. I afhandlingens første del samles, fokuseres og
uddybes de forskellige resultater og indfaldsvinkler i artiklerne i anden del
(artikelsamlingen). Første del af afhandlingen kan læses som et bidrag i sig selv,
hvori der ikke blot rejses metodiske spørgsmål, men hvor også selve processen
med at udvikle forslag til “collaborative tailoring” beskrives og diskuteres.
De syv artikler i samlingen bidrager på forskellige måder til det overordnede
forskningsspørgsmål. Den første og anden artikel belyser ”tailoring” i al
almindelighed, præsenterer de første resultater af „collaborative tailoring” og
fremhæver nødvendigheden af mere forskning i emnet. Den tredje, femte og sjette
artikel præsenterer de to cases: et tekstbehandlingssystem og et groupwaresøgeværktøj. Den fjerde artikel præsenterer en metode til brugbarhedstest som et
resultat af mit arbejde med tekstbehandlingscasen. Den syvende artikel
præsenterer de forslag til “collaborative tailoring”, der er resultatet af tidligere
arbejde. Et resumé af hver af de syv artikler i samlingen findes i introduktionen.
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Preface
Nowadays, most of the software is tailorable, i. e. it can be modified while it is in
use in the field. This is fine considering the diversity, uncertainty and dynamism
that software use in different organizations is subject to. Taking into account that in
many groups people have similar tasks and that their computers are networked,
the question arises, how collaborative tailoring can be supported adequately.
An answer is provided by this thesis which, of course, is subject to numerous
limitations. Limited was the time to provide the answer, limited is my scientific
background of and in Human-Computer Interaction and Computer Supported
Cooperative Work, limited is my intellectual capacity, and reasonably large but still
limited is the empirical and theoretical material on the issue. Therefore, there is
still an unlimited abundance of aspects to understand and work to do, related to
collaborative tailoring. However, as limited as the given answer may be, it is the
first extensive treatment of collaborative tailoring. It recognizes and exceeds the
existing literature of descriptions of how people tailor together, brings in my
experience as action researcher and focuses on collaborative tailoring as a
particular form of collaborative work.
Thus, the answer provided by this thesis is reasonable enough to be the basis for
more refined questions and hence may become part of the slow process of
evolution of knowledge about people working and using software collaboratively.
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1. Introduction
This section provides information on my motivation and research objective for the
work on this thesis, describes the research approach taken, and provides the
structure of the thesis at hand including summaries of the papers of the collection
part of the thesis.
1.1. Motivation & Research Objective
Since 1991 I have been working in the fields of Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI) and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), first as a student, later
as a researcher. Over the years I participated in several projects, all of which were
concerned with the issue of using computers to support professional work and
involved application partners, i. e. organizations or groups which were observed
how they worked or tried out software that was provided for them. The general
questions relating to these application partners have always been What does the
work there really look like? and What can I derive for the design and introduction
of computers to support office work? Over the time I experienced many things that
had been and still are described in literature: work life has many facets, you
should not rely on organizational charts, the informal aspects of work often matter
more than the formal aspects.
This continuous work made clear that one of the major challenges was to find
adequate ways to deal with this heterogeneity and dynamism. One of the ways is
to continue design in use (or Design at Work, see Greenbaum & Kyng 1991).
Most of the projects, I participated in, therefore involved user participation or
evolutionary prototyping in order to understand the concrete user requirements
and to be able to refine the systems to be used in a stepwise fashion. In this
research setting it was just natural to consider tailorability, i. e. the possibility to
modify the functionality of technology while the technology is in use in the field, as
one option to cope with the diversity, uncertainty and dynamism of the application
partners and to continue design in use. The papers in the collection part of the
thesis (see subsection Structure of Thesis below for an overview over those papers)
reflect this work: they document either long-term case studies dealing with
particular aspects of system use in selected organizations or papers on different
aspects of tailorability based on experiences in concrete organizations or about
proposing, implementing and testing certain aspects of tailorability for a system.
Four research projects shaped my understanding of designing in use and provided
many insights without which this thesis had not been possible:
•

GvS (Gestaltung vernetzter Systeme / design of networked systems, 1991 1993) focused on German design norms and guidelines for single user
applications that were transferred and enhanced to include groupware aspects
like suitability of information, moderability, visibility, controllability of interactional influence, and particularly group-oriented configurability (see Herrmann
et al. 1996). The project included intensive cooperation with two application
partners.
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•

POLITEAM (1994 - 1998) installed and maintained a groupware system at two
sites at the German public administration. This involved user participation and
an evolutionary process of software development and introduction (see
Klöckner et al. 1995, Pipek & Wulf 1999).

•

Virto (1996 - 1998) and InKoNetz (Integriertes Kooperationsmanagement in
Netzwerkorganisationen / integrated cooperation management in network
organisations, 1998 - 2000) worked on the design and introduction of
groupware for the internal cooperation of virtual and networked organizations.
This covered both theoretical and practical aspects (see Kahler & Rittenbruch
1999, Lemken et al. 2000, Rittenbruch et al. 1998).

Working in these projects, I learned how helpful it could be for individuals to tailor
their systems to their needs. It also became obvious that tailoring collaboratively
was sometimes necessary and always promised to increase efficiency and
cohesion within a group. Obviously, using groupware applications (as the
application partners sometimes did) or at least a computer network (as they always
did) was a good prerequisite for distributing and sharing tailoring files as one form
of collaborative tailoring which for many of the application partners seemed a
useful thing to do. So there was a need –also described in the literature– as well as
an option for improvements.
In the course of these projects a question evolved that then guided my further
research: How can collaborative tailoring be adequately supported? The thesis at
hand aims to answer this question by providing theoretical and empirical insights,
as well as analytical and constructive results. The first part of the thesis and the
papers of the collection in the second part of the thesis contribute to this in two
ways: First, the thesis is analytical by providing aspects of collaborative tailoring in
different settings. In the first part of the thesis this is done by two means: a
comprehensive literature survey of tailoring in general, and particularly
collaborative aspects of tailoring, presents the publicly available state of the art.
The presentation of some of my own work adds to this by providing examples of
implementations of aspects of collaborative tailoring in two cases. The collection of
papers in the second part of the thesis provides more material regarding research
on the work in different organizations, aspects of tailoring and the two cases (see
the summaries of the papers and figure 1 below for more detail). This leads to the
second research objective: the thesis aims at being constructive by deriving
suggestions for collaborative tailoring from the preceding description with a
particular focus on software tools and software features. These suggestions may
then serve for researchers to refine and transfer to other areas, for software
developers to have a guideline for implementing necessary functionality and
provide adequate software structures, and for practitioners to be able to select and
tailor generic software and to provide organizational structures that support
collaborative tailoring.
This thesis is based on intensive literature study and collection of descriptions of
related work, on my experience as action researcher, particularly with tailoring
and collaborative tailoring, and the identification and implementation of identified
relevant features in software and their evaluation in laboratory settings and a field
test. Thus, the thesis is the first extensive treatment of collaborative tailoring. It
recognizes and exceeds the existing body of work of descriptions of how people
tailor together and how some features of collaborative tailoring are implemented
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on the background of a particular technology or system. At the same time it
focuses the abundant literature about collaborative work on the issue of
collaborative tailoring.
Tailorability can be treated from different perspectives. One of the requirements to
be found in much of the literature on tailorability is that it should not be relating
only to the surface, but particularly to functionality deeply embedded in the
application (see e. g. the deep customization proposed by Bentley & Dourish
1995). This in turn led to research in the field of software engineering interested in
software architectures for tailorability (see e. g. JCSCW 2000 Vol. 9 (1), Special
Issue on Tailorable Systems and Cooperative Work for several papers dealing with
this). A second, product oriented, perspective on tailorability is concerned with how
tailorability is or might be realized in (commercial) software products. As a third
alternative, tailorability can be treated from a theoretical perspective. The
perspectives overlap and influence each other. This thesis centers in the area of
theory: factors relevant for collaborative tailoring are identified, ordered, and
generalized. The suggestions for supporting collaborative tailoring are the result of
this process. However, the other perspectives are involved. One of the most
promising software engineering approaches to tailorability are component-based
architectures. Such an approach has also been used in the groupware search tool
case described below. Also, the proposed suggestions are partly based on
research of (enhanced) commercial software (word processor and groupware
case) and are meant to influence not only a theoretical debate but also noncommercial and commercial software development.
1.2. Research Approach
The work described here has been conducted with a background of HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW).
The references used for this thesis show the influence of both disciplines. Most of
the work on tailorability of single user applications can be found in the field of HCI
(e. g. Trigg et al. 1987, Mackay 1991), whereas most of the general aspects of
collaboration are covered by the CSCW literature. Interestingly enough, the
literature illuminating the collaborative aspects of tailoring derives from both
research fields (e. g. Gantt & Nardi 1992 for HCI; Bentley & Dourish 1995 for
CSCW).
The chosen research approach is - or rather the approaches are - based on
knowledge of, and experience in these two research fields. Since collaborative
work is a complex matter, qualitative research with its particular strength to explain
what goes on in a group or organization, has gained acceptance during the last
years (see Avison et al. 1999). Several approaches have been involved: For each
part of the research the approach which seemed most adequate was chosen. The
underlying assumption for the work described here is that human behavior is
always bound to the context in which it occurs and that social reality cannot be
reduced to variables in the same ways as physical reality. In this sense, all my
research is qualitative. The research approaches used are described and discussed
below.
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Action Research
Action research is valuable to enhance the understanding of a complex
human process rather than being a universal prescriptive truth. It is an interventionalist approach to acquisition of scientific knowledge linking theory
and practice and involves problem diagnosis, action taking, evaluation and
learning. The collaboration of research scientists with practitioners is a key
aspect (Baskerville & Wood-Harper 1996). Action research is suitable for
theory building and for finding out something about organizations or groups
(Galliers 1991).
Like most of the other projects I was involved in, the POLITEAM project was
engaged in an action research oriented approach, and subsequently were
the endeavors for an adequate search tool at the application partners’
organizations (see fifth paper and sixth paper of collection). Over a period
of several years I studied the organizations and together with them I worked
on changing and shaping their use of information technology.
Survey
A survey is a snapshot of practices, situations or views, usually executed by
questionnaires or interviews and is suitable for theory building and for
finding out something about organizations or groups (Galliers 1991).
Structured interviews have been used as a means for data collection at
several points in different areas of the work described here (see third paper,
fifth paper, and sixth paper). They either served to support an initial understanding of relevant aspects (e. g. experiences in collaborative tailoring) or to
contribute to an evaluation of a prototype.
Laboratory Test & Field Test
Laboratory experiments or tests aim at the identification of relationships
between variables in a controlled environment. Field experiments extend
laboratory experiments to a “real world” area out of the laboratory in order
to receive results from a less artificial environment than a laboratory. Both
laboratory and field experiments are suitable for technology and theory
testing (Galliers 1991).
For the evaluation of prototypes of the word processor extension and the
groupware search tool and its included tailoring environment, as well as the
underlying assumptions on collaborative tailoring, tests in the laboratory (see
fourth paper) and in the field (see sixth paper and section Suggestions for
Supporting Collaborative Tailoring) have been used. The laboratory test of
one version of the word processor extension was performed with a small
number of participants and the new method constructive interaction for
testing collaborative systems - (CITeCS) developed in the context of the work
described here. Another version of the word processor extension will be
tested in a group of about 5 to 15 people for several weeks. The last version
of the groupware search tool tailoring environment has been applied in the
organization where it had been developed in the context of action research.
Since its functionality is very advanced and its implementation was equally
inspired by the needs of the organization and research interest, the test can
be considered either to be a part of action research or a field test.
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One reason for taking different research approaches was to provide an adequate
approach for each of the different research activities. Action research helped to
obtain a deeper understanding of the organizations I worked with particularly over
time. However, gaining insight into a specific problem, such as collaborative
tailoring, took a long time due to the holistic approach and process.
The interviews provided an overview over a particular aspect at one time in the
interviewees’ work life. Interviews with people from different organizations helped
to get a broad view on different individual and organizational tailoring habits in
the case of the word processor and provided feedback on the subjective usability
and utility of the search tool tailoring environment, respectively. The data of the
interviews were less rich than those of the action research.
The laboratory test was rather focused on the usability of the word processor
extension and provided results for this aspects. However, for obvious reasons it
lacked a real organizational embedment; arguably, it would have been good to
increase the number of tested persons in order to increase its reliability. The field
test in the search tool case concluded a set of activities in that one organization.
This resulted in the methodical issue, though, that the participating persons knew
much of the prototype and its development before the test started. This could have
hardly been avoided as only the fact, that previous action research including
workshops in this organization had created trust on their side and the necessary
knowledge on my side, allowed the introduction of such a complex tool into this
organization.
Each of the approaches contributed its advantages to the research. The usage of
several different approaches in different settings for different, but related aspects
of collaborative tailoring, thus provided a cross-approach tri- (or multi-)angulation
to provide additional support to the generalizability of the results adding to the
generalizability that is provided by every single research effort. While it may not be
reasonable to attribute particular methodological results to particular research
approaches, I may say that the action research and the survey undertaken account
for much of the results’ ecological validity while the reliability is mainly covered by
the laboratory and field tests.
1.3. Structure of Thesis
The thesis consists of two parts. In the first part the various results and insights of
the second part (collection) are gathered, focused, enhanced, and related to each
other. The first part of the thesis can be read as a contribution in its own right,
where not only methodological issues are raised but also the process of generating
and field testing suggestions for collaborative tailoring is described and discussed.
The seven papers of the collection contribute to the overall research question in
different ways. A summary of the papers and their position in the matrix of
approaches and results, similar to the one suggested by Sørensen (1994) (see
figure 1), are provided in the following. Note that I do not intend to claim that
there is a continuum between analytical and constructive result or between
theoretical and empirical approach. Rather, figure 1 serves to depict how the
approaches and results are represented in the respective papers.
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The order of the papers in the collection part of the thesis is determined by the
structure of the first part of the thesis rather than chronological. The first and
second paper illuminate tailoring in general, present first results on collaborative
tailoring and highlight the necessity for more research about collaborative
tailoring. The third and fifth paper present the two cases: word processor and
groupware search tool. The fourth paper demonstrates a method for usability
testing resulting from my work on the word processor case. The sixth paper
presents among others the results of a field test of a search tool and its tailoring
environment which had aspects of these suggestions implemented. The seventh
paper documents the suggestions for collaborative tailoring derived from the
previous work. All papers present work dealing with different aspects of my
research question of how collaborative tailoring can be adequately supported.

Figure 1: Position of papers in research matrix
1.3.1. From Taylorism to Tailorability (first paper)
The first paper relates tailorability to the division of labor proposed by F.W. Taylor.
It is argued that collaborative forms of tailoring have merits particularly for posttayloristic organizations and several examples are provided. The paper concludes
with the request for more research on collaborative tailoring. It is the basis and
starting point of my work presented in this thesis.
1.3.2. How to make software softer - designing tailorable applications (second
paper)
The second paper relates tailoring in a groupware setting to positive experiences
with participative and evolutionary software development. A broad approach to
the requirement analysis for tailorable applications is advocated and two examples
from our own work are provided. This paper contains first results of my own field
work related to a broad approach to come up with design suggestions for
tailorable applications which built the background for my further work.
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1.3.3. More Than WORDs - Collaborative Tailoring of a Word Processor (third
paper)
In the third paper the word processor case is presented. Based on previous
knowledge about collaborative tailoring, it is described how an extension of a
word processor supporting collaborative tailoring has been implemented and
evaluated. This case contributed to the subsequent suggestions for collaborative
tailoring, particularly through the treatment of issues of sending and receiving
tailoring files. Also, the case served as one concretization of the more abstract
treatment of collaborative tailoring in the first and second paper.
1.3.4. Constructive Interaction and Collaborative Work: Introducing a Method for
Testing Collaborative Systems (fourth paper)
In the fourth paper a new method for testing collaborative systems (constructive
interaction for testing collaborative systems - CITeCS) is introduced. This method is
a side result of my work on the word processor case and served for the laboratory
test of the word processor. Thus, it is an indirect contribution to the suggestions for
collaborative tailoring and depicts this particular form of laboratory test and its
contribution to my research question.
1.3.5. Developing Groupware with Evolution and Participation - A Case Study
(fifth paper)
The fifth paper describes the basic setting of the groupware search tool case and
the first steps of the development of a prototype which is not yet tailorable. The
evolutionary and participatory action research approach becomes clear and the
basis is laid for further development and a subsequent field test of the search tool
and realized aspects of the suggestions for collaborative tailoring (see sixth paper).
1.3.6. Tailoring by Integration of Components: The Case of a Document Search
Tool (sixth paper)
In the sixth paper the steps of the development and field test of the collaboratively
tailorable component-based groupware search tool are presented. For this thesis,
particularly the field test of aspects of the suggestions dealt with in the seventh
paper as realized in the groupware search tool tailoring environment is relevant.
The field test shows the general usefulness of the implemented suggestions and
hints at further need for research, particularly to handle the complexity of such a
powerful tool.
1.3.7. Collaborative Tailoring - Eight Suggestions (seventh paper)
The seventh paper presents the eight suggestions for collaborative tailoring
derived from my work described in the first five papers. The background for each
suggestion as well as examples and the relation between technical and socioorganizational aspects are provided. Whereas the other papers focused on
describing a process and a subsequent result, the seventh is primarily a
presentation of results from a broad range of previous work. Thus, it contains one
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possible answer to my research question of how collaborative tailoring can be
supported adequately.

2. Foundations & Related Work
In this section the main relevant literature for approaching collaborative aspects of
tailoring is presented. A large body of work has been devoted to theoretical and
empirical work on how tailoring and particularly collaborative tailoring of software
could be supported technically, why it should be supported and how software has
been tailored by users. Some authors also described systems which they
implemented and which have sometimes been evaluated. The presented literature
is restricted to contributions explicitly discussing tailorability as a major issue. Since
nowadays much software is tailorable in one way or another, this restriction was
necessary to stay focused. However, it would certainly be worthwhile to take a
closer look at tailorable software and literature about it, where tailorability is not
the main focus of the paper or the most outstanding feature of the software.
2.1. Tailoring Software
Modern software usually comes with a cornucopia of features, that permits many
forms of file creation or modification. However, this abundance very often makes it
difficult for users to find out how to perform a particular task with the software or
how to do so efficiently. Tailoring is the technical and human art of modifying the
functionality of technology while the technology is in use in the field. Consequently,
the feature of a software that states that the software can be tailored is called
tailorability. It is widely agreed that tailorability is one of the major future
challenges in the design of interactive systems (Bentley & Dourish 1995, JCSCW
2000 Vol. 9 (1), Special Issue on Tailorable Systems and Cooperative Work).
2.1.1. Reasons for Tailoring
The main and overall reason why software should be tailorable and needs to be
tailored is the complexity of the setting where it is used and of the task it is used
for. Woods (1988) (as quoted in Carstensen 1996, p. 52) distinguishes four
aspects of complexity: the dynamism of the world, a large number of interacting
parts, uncertainty e. g. about available data, their inference and future states, and
the existence of risk, where the possible outcome of choices may cause high costs.
While Woods provides a general overview over complexity, Trigg (1992) focuses
explicitly on tailorability. Trigg argues in favor of tailorability and considers it to be
beneficial and basically less risky if a choice is made by a human than automatically by the software. He provides three main reasons why systems should be
tailorable.
•

The diversity along several dimensions like persons, tasks or objects of
tailoring must be taken into account when selling a generic software that is
supposed to fit different settings. A lawyer in Saudi Arabia probably uses a
word processor differently than a researcher in Europe does. This even holds
true for custom-made software: people may work in the same office with
different tasks or even only different usage patterns of mouse and keyboard.
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And also one single person may want to perform a single task differently at
different times or related to a different context.
•

The dynamism (called fluidity by Trigg) of individual and organizational work
corresponding to the changing nature of work over time requires software to
also change over time. The structures of work organization and collaboration
may vary considerably in relatively short time periods.

•

The uncertainty and ambiguity about the exact work practices and procedures,
even in the perception of the workers, makes it necessary to leave room for
alternative ways of performing tasks. Trigg (1992) reports a case, where a
person in an interview about her work practice revealed uncertainties of her
own view on her work situation, e. g. how reasonable it was to archive certain
documents.

Based on similar observations Oppermann & Reiterer (1992) derive the need for
tailorability from different perspectives:
•

From a software technological perspective tailorability bridges the gap
between development and use. They argue that off-the-shelf software is in a
dilemma: It is supposed to fit for many users, many tasks and for a long time
span. To do so, it is shipped with settings for ascertained or assumed average
requirements. Thus, it constitutes a compromise between the requirements of
all users with all tasks at all times, resulting in an unmanageable software, and
a particular user with a particular task at a particular time, resulting in an
almost useless software. Oppermann & Reiterer argue that this constitutes a
need to extend the development phase into the use phase, in order to enable
developers or users to change the settings for the average use situation to meet
their own needs.

•

From a work science perspective, it is argued that the respective literature
based on ISO 9241 Part 10 (ISO 9241: Ergonomic requirements for office
work with visual display terminals (VDTs), Part 10: Dialogue principles) leads to
tailorability, particularly the dialogue principle suitability for individualization,
but also the principles conformity with user expectations, where tailorability
supports that the conformity can be established by the users themselves, and
the principle controllability, where tailorability allows users to reach more
control over the selection and order of program steps and the kind and scope
of in- and output.

•

Taking an organizational perspective, Oppermann & Reiterer claim that
organizations are highly complex and dynamic social networks that require a
software system to be able to be modified to this dynamism.

Grudin (1991) hints at the fact that software is almost never programmed to be
used by one person at one time, but by many users at many times, who are often
not personally known to the programmers, or who perform a task unknown to the
programmers.
Haaks (1992) distinguishes different dimensions of tailoring, including initiator
and actor, object, aim, time, and scope of validity. The initiator and actor can be
the system or a user. The object of tailoring depends on the taken perspective and
can range from setting default values, via limiting the available functionality in
order to ease the learning of the system, to modification and enhancement of
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functionality. The time when a system is tailored may also differ. Tailoring can take
place before the first use of the system, between different phases of use and
during use. Oberquelle (1994) does not consider the first case to be tailoring, but
configuring, since it is not a reaction to local needs during use. Haaks (1992)
concedes that only tailoring a system before the first use is never enough since it
does not take into account the dynamism of use. He describes the scope of validity
as depending on the concerned group of persons (a single user, a group of users
or all users), the time span (a session or a phase of usage) and the affected
aspects of the software. Wulf et al. (1999) claim that the definition of the scope of
validity is particularly important for tailoring groupware applications, and define
system behavior for different scopes of validity by creating and ranking tailoring
statements.
Note that the literature about tailorability often conveys the impression that
tailoring is an explicit process. While this is certainly often true, tailoring may also
be performed implicitly, e. g. as part of the ordinary work of a person (see below
for the distinction of using and tailoring a software).
These reasons and dimensions for tailoring require that for a concrete tailoring
activity the work practice of the group to be supported must be known. Kjær &
Madsen (1994) applied participatory techniques in analyzing the requirements for
flexibility of a picture archive and communication system in a hospital. They
support the notion of dynamic work and write about flexibility that is part of a
group’s work practice (p. 22):
“[...] flexibility concerns not the regular procedures and standard
way of doing things but the unexpected, unprecedented, the
exceptional cases, situations and events which are only
experienced by the people who do the day to day work.”
On one hand this underlines the importance of tailorable systems allowing users
to transfer the flexibility of their work to the software they use. On the other hand it
supports the argument that people who tailor systems for or together with others
need to know a good deal about the others’ work. The importance of local experts
is highlighted in the subsection Collaborative Aspects of Tailoring.
2.1.2. Definitions
There are different terms, concepts and taxonomies connected with the idea of
users modifying software during use, such as individualization, personalization,
adaptation, customization, end-user modification, and tailoring. More than 20
years ago the EMACS editor provided mechanisms for extension by the user while
it was running (Stallman 1981, p. 149):
“Many minor extensions can be done without any programming.
These are called customizations, and are very useful by themselves.”
Some years later, a more thorough distinction is provided by Trigg et al. (1987, p.
723) who described Xerox PARC’s information structuring system NoteCards:
• “a system is flexible if it provides generic objects and behaviors that can be interpreted and used differently by different
users for different tasks
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•
•

•

a system is parameterized if it offers a range of alternative
behaviors a user can choose among
a system is integratable if it can be interfaced to and integrated with other facilities within its environment as well as
connected to remote facilities
a system is tailorable if it allows users to change the system
itself, say, by building accelerators, specializing behavior, or
adding functionality”

The authors stress the importance of tailorability, since it is the one of these
features that allows users to change the system behavior in ways unanticipated by
the system’s designers.
Beginning in the late 1980ies, Oppermann and his colleagues at the GMD
worked on the topic of adaptation of software. Based on the notion of individualization demanded by ISO 9241 Part 10 (see above), they studied adaptive systems
(cf. Oppermann 1994 for a comprehensive report). They distinguish between
adaptivity, being system-initiated individualization, and adaptability, being userinitiated individualization. Kühme et al. (1992) classify systems by employing the
four steps initiative, proposal, decision and execution of a system change, where in
purely adaptive system all of the steps are taken by the system and in an
adaptable system all are taken by a human. This allows the description of hybrid
systems, where e. g. the initiative and decision are performed by the user and the
proposal and execution are performed by the system (“computer-aided
adaptation”). Oppermann (1989) considers adaptivity and adaptability to be the
two sides of individualization which, together with variety (i. e. the possibility to
choose from a number of options) constitute flexibility.
Fischer & Girgensohn (1990, p. 184) provide a taxonomy of end-user modifiability
where
“the changes supported by a modifiable system include the
following [...]:
• setting parameters (e. g., with the help of property sheets),
• adding functionality to existing objects,
• creating new objects by modifying existing objects, and
• defining new objects from scratch”
They stress (p. 184) that
“end-user modifiability makes systems adaptable, in contrast to
adaptive systems [...] which change themselves based on the
user’s behavior.”
Mørch (1995a) defines tailoring as being the adaptation of generic software
applications to the specific work routines of a user organization. Based on a
literature survey he identifies three levels of tailoring:
•

Customization means selecting among a set of pre-defined configuration
options by direct interaction or setting parameters;
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•

Integration can be hard integration, where a component is attached physically
to the application, or soft integration, where a component is integrated by
means of a macro, script, or agent;

•

Extension means adding new code to the application.

Similarly, Henderson & Kyng (1991) distinguish the three levels choosing between
alternative anticipated behaviors, constructing new behaviors from existing pieces,
and altering the artifact. They consider these to be activities that the tailors must do
related to the above mentioned four properties of systems by Trigg et al. (1987).
Henderson (1997, p. 1) defines
“Tailoring is the technical and human art of modifying the functionality of technology while the technology is in use in the field.”
This definition is adequately broad and includes both the relevant technical and
socio-organizational aspects. It also stresses the importance of really using a
technology at some place and in particular work settings in order to be able to
know how it should be tailored there. Therefore, this definition is also used for the
thesis in hand.
2.1.3. Tailoring, Using, and Developing
Tailoring software can be distinguished from use and development, although it
bears similarities with both. On one hand, it is a way to continue design in use to
account for unanticipated needs; on the other hand, it extends use by providing
means to make it effective and efficient. Henderson & Kyng (1991) argue with the
relative stability of an application, claiming that people tailor when they change
stable aspects of an artifact. However, they also admit that the distinction may be
difficult: Changing the font of a document can be considered to be use or
tailoring. They also introduce the notions of subject matter vs. tool of work and
claim that changing the subject matter is use, while changing the tool is tailoring.
Again, the distinction is not always clear, since one person’s subject matter is
another person’s tool: For a person using an application programmed in C++,
this application is a tool, whereas for its programmer it is the subject matter, and
the C++ compiler is the tool (and for the compiler builders it is the subject
matter). Finally, if the effect of a modification is immediate only, the action can be
considered to be use.
2.1.4. Tailoring in Action
When tailorability was still a rare feature for software, several systems have been
described where different forms of tailorability play an important role. Note that
the core of explicit discussion of tailoring and the high time for implementations
based on the idea of tailoring lies in the early 1990ies. Later on, tailorability was
considered to be a common feature for software, although many interesting
concepts had never been implemented or tested on a broad scale and tailoring
possibilities often consisted in mere option-picking or technical parameter-setting
being of dubious value to users.
With SHARE Greenberg (1991) proposed a layered architecture for a conference
tool with the possibility to use one of a set of personizable floor control policies,
i. e. rules for deciding who’s turn it is next to speak or write in a computer-
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mediated conference. Such a rule could state that every person, who wants to say
something, can just take the turn by interrupting the speaking person, or that the
speaking person has to explicitly stop speaking before anybody else can start.
Also, there could be a chairperson, who picks the next speaker from the group
raising their hands. The decision for a special policy is made before every single
session. Malone et al. (1992) describe a system that allows end users to tailor
software on a level closer to system development than just setting parameters.
Their OVAL System is a radically tailorable tool for cooperative work, where
radically tailorable means, that the tool is meant to enable end users to create
different applications by modifying a working system. This is done by combining
and modifying objects, views, agents, and links, which provide an elementary
tailoring language. While, in fact, the idea of end users designing the application
that suits them best, is intriguing, the question remains how many users were able
to handle the more advanced features of this complex system.
Mackay (1991) provided valuable insights to actual tailoring. She studied the
tailoring behavior of 51 users of a Unix software environment over a period of
four months. Four main reasons that lead to tailoring have been identified:
external events like job changes or office moves, social pressure like contact to
colleagues who suggest changes, software changes like breakdowns or upgrades
(the latter often retrofitting new software to behave like the old version), and
internal factors like spare time or running across a previously unknown feature.
The topmost barriers for the persons she asked were the individual factor lack of
time (cited by 63% of the users) and the technological factor that the software was
too hard to modify (33%). MacLean et al. (1990) present the Buttons system, where
the buttons are tailorable Lisp screen objects that allow users to carry out an
action. They claim that users even with little or no programming experience can
modify various aspects of the buttons, and that the architecture is powerful enough
to allow users with programming skills to create new buttons for novel applications. They identify nine tailoring techniques in Buttons and claim that they are in
an ordered relation so that they build steps to climb the “slope of tailorability” (p.
181). Providing these relatively small steps to the top of the “tailorability mountain”
(p. 175), the authors claim that there is only a little barrier to learn a new, more
advanced tailorability feature.
2.2. Collaborative Aspects of Tailoring
Since more and more work with a computer is done in groups where people work
on similar or the same tasks and files, tailoring very often has collaborative
aspects to it. Collaboration here is defined in a rather broad sense. Several
arguments have been put forward to distinguish collaboration from cooperation.
Dillenbourg et al. (1995) grant that both terms are often used interchangeably
and that there is some disagreement amongst the authors themselves. They then
continue to define that in cooperation, the task is split hierarchically into
independent subtasks; whereas in collaboration, cognitive processes may be
heterarchically divided into intertwined layers. Grudin (1994) associates
cooperation with small groups, where relatively little friction or discord among
users is anticipated and collaboration with larger organizational systems, where
conflicting goals play a major role. Bannon & Schmidt (1991) note that distinctions
between such terms as cooperative work, collaborative work, collective work, and
group work are not well established in the CSCW community (which has not
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changed much since then in that respect). After a literature overview they conclude
that collective work, collaborative work, coordination and articulation work
designate different types or facets of cooperative work. Collaborative work, in their
view, stresses a particular complying spirit among the cooperators.
Since this thesis focuses on rather small groups and collaboration in tailoring is
generally done voluntarily, I assume that this complying spirit does exist and am
going to use the term collaboration for common tailoring activities considered
here, where collaboration is a sub-category of cooperation so that the following
statements about cooperation also hold for collaboration.
Clarke (1996) also provides an overview over cooperation based on literature
study. He distinguishes three advantages of cooperation, namely (p. 59)
“ 1. Efficiency, where cooperation minimises the effort required to
achieve the goal.
2. Possibility, where the partners can achieve goals not possible
for one person to achieve, and
3. Synergy, where the cooperating partners can together achieve
a different order of result from that achievable separately.”
He also distinguishes the three types of cooperation: full cooperation, like in the
tightly knit cooperative working of a small group like a surgical team, intermediate
cooperation, like in various manufacturing activities, and loose cooperation, where
people share goals and rewards like shareholders of the same company wanting
to make money.
Nielsen & Carstensen (1998) stress the fact that cooperation among people is
constituted by interdependence between tasks which creates an interdependence
of actors. Referring to Schmidt’s (1994) work on Modes and Mechanisms of
Interaction in Cooperative Work, they provide an example from maritime
navigation where they analyze a scenario of approaching a harbor where the
captain and several other persons interact. In this situation, the success of bringing
the vessel safely into the harbor vitally depends on the actors’ cooperation. They
concede, however, that it is necessary to distinguish between actual and potential
actor interdependencies.
In the literature on tailorability collaborative aspects have not played a major role
so far, but have been mentioned at several occasions. Already Stallman (1981)
reports that users not only think of small changes and try them, but also pass them
over to other users. Mackay (1990) researched how people actively shared their
tailoring files with each other. The study was conducted at two research sites. At
the first site, 18 people using Information Lens (Malone et al. 1988) to tailor the
management of their emails were observed over a period of three or more
months. This included several interviews per participant and the collection of
automatically gathered data. Mackay reports that several people shared
Information Lens rules (i. e. text files containing information about the filtering of
mails), including two manager-secretary teams who used the rules to support a
standard form of communication. At the second site, a group of 51 users on a
common project sharing Unix tailoring files were observed over a period of four
months. The data gathered stem from one or more interviews per user and also
included copies of their tailoring files. More than three-quarters of the participants
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received tailoring files from others since they had joined the project. The following
methods to obtain or give tailoring files or ideas were identified (p. 213):
• “Someone helps you to get set up.
• You ask someone to help you get set up.
• You get the standard system file and use it.
• You have a problem and ask someone for help.
• New ideas are posted electronically in a common area and
you look.
• Someone has a new idea and tells you about it.
• Someone tells you to look in the common area.
• You have a symbolic link to someone else’s file which is automatically updated.
• You walk by and see someone else’s screen and ask how
something was done.
• You watch someone performing some task, notice a useful
technique, and ask, how it’s done.
• You help a newcomer get setup with a version of your files.
• You post an idea in the common area.
• You tell your friends about a new idea.”
Depending on the job category (e. g. Manager, Secretary or Application
Programmer) the different groups borrow and lend files with different intensity and
have a different percentage (0% to 38%) of translators. To Mackay these are
persons who actively share their files and talk to the recipients of the files. She
concludes both cases by criticizing that staff members are often not rewarded for
sharing tailoring files and requests that tailorable software should provide the
ability to browse through others’ useful ideas and that it should include better
mechanisms for sharing customizations which then may serve to establish technical
or procedural standard patterns.
The role of a local expert was also highlighted by Gantt & Nardi (1992) who
describe what they call patterns of cooperation among CAD users. They studied the
use of a Computer Aided Design (CAD) system by conducting in-depth interviews
with 24 informants and collecting and analyzing the informants’ CAD artifacts.
They distinguish between local developers who write macros, programs and scripts
and help end users in tailoring on one hand, and on the other hand gardeners as
a sub-group of local developers. With gardeners, the informal position of a local
developer has evolved into a formal or semi-formal position. They are responsible
for writing and disseminating standard macros and programs at the corporate
and department level. Usually, a gardener has both domain and computer
knowledge and often starts from the domain side and then acquires the necessary
computer expertise. Gantt & Nardi support the contention that the activities of local
experts should be recognized and promoted since a local expert, and particularly
a gardener, can save the organization’s time and money by offering valuable
resources, like macros and programs to the entire group. They admit, however,
that it may be difficult to find a person with the right combination of technical and
social skills.
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Nardi & Miller (1991) report that spreadsheets offer strong support for cooperative
development of applications. They present results from an in-depth-study based on
data of 350 pages of transcriptions from interviews with 11 users of several
spreadsheet products. Nardi & Miller conclude that spreadsheet co-development is
the rule rather than the exception and that spreadsheets support the sharing of
both programming and domain expertise. In their study they describe, how
spreadsheet users (p. 163)
• “share programming expertise through exchange of code;
• transfer domain knowledge via spreadsheet templates and the
direct editing of spreadsheets;
• debug spreadsheets cooperatively;
• use spreadsheets for cooperative work in meetings and other
group settings; and
• train each other in new spreadsheet techniques.”
They identify the three kinds of users: non-programmers, local developers, and
programmers. The first group is responsible for most of the development of a
spreadsheet, and the second and third group contribute code to the spreadsheets
of less experienced users. Local developers are technically less experienced than
programmers are but serve as consultants for non-programmers in their work
environment. For spreadsheet applications it can be argued that using and
tailoring them are closer together than for many other applications, since their
usage - in the sense that you just put in numbers and calculate something - implies
the prior work of defining code behind the spreadsheet’s cells which is responsible
for the calculation. This is usually done by persons who have domain knowledge
and, as Nardi & Miller note, usually done cooperatively. Considering the fact that
more and more off-the-shelf software needs tailoring and offers mechanisms for it,
the presented results encourage the tighter integration of using and tailoring.
Trigg & Bødker (1994) found an emerging systematization of collaborative
tailoring efforts in a government agency. In their study, they examined the tailoring
of word processors performed by four persons in a Danish administration over a
year. After this, they conducted hour-long interviews. The four protagonists work
on the borders between technology development and everyday work, two of them
being officially recognized local developers whose tailoring work is part of their
job description. The third one is a system supporter and the fourth person is the
least technologically inclined of them. Tailoring at their organization mainly means
customizing the word processors button panels, macros, and standard forms.
Trigg & Bødker explicitly distinguish tailoring from programming, since the latter
moves from analysis to design and then to realization, while the former basically
consists of trial and error where the starting point often is a personal solution that
may become more stable and then used by several people after a constructive
process of small improvements. They observed that tailoring is often a collaborative process where the idea and the basic work is performed by the local
developers who then pass on their partial solution to the programmer for
improvement. Also, the learning process of tailors has distinctly collaborative
character, as they ask each other and consider themselves to be on a learning
staircase trying to move upwards. Over the time, the sharing of tailoring files had
evolved from an opportunistic spreading where someone heard about tailoring
done by a colleague and copied their tailoring files to a more systematic activity:
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ideas are conveyed to the local developers or the programmer who then
implement them. The new tailoring files are downloaded when a computer is
rebooted (usually each morning). In particular cases, the workers are notified
about how they are supposed to use the new functionality. They are also free to
ignore the tailoring files. While it is often argued that tailoring leads to an
unmanageable abundance of individualized solutions, several aspects imply that
tailoring in this organization does rather have a standardizing effect. Standards of
particular text blocks and of macros and button panels that reflect the work
practice can be developed and widely used because the organization explicitly
supports individual and collaborative tailoring and the distribution of tailored files.
Wasserschaff & Bentley (1997) describe how they supported collaboration through
tailoring by enhancing the BSCW Shared Workspace system, which is an extension
to a standard web server providing basic facilities for collaborative work. It
includes information sharing, document management, and event logging and
notification. They designed multi-user interfaces for the BSCW system, which allow
users to take a certain view on the data in the shared workspace. These Tviews can
be added to the shared workspace as objects in their own right, so others may
take them, use them, and modify them in the same way as documents and folders.
However, there are no evaluation data to support the notion of Wasserschaff &
Bentley, that Tviews can bridge the gulf that often separates the tailoring of surface
and presentation features from the deeper aspects of system behavior, nor is there
data on actual collaborative tailoring performed around Tviews.
In their Buttons system MacLean et al. (1990) explicitly supported the sending of
tailored files via email. They observed that via this opportunity, small improvements easily diffused throughout the user community and that a high amount of
tailoring could be done by “begging, stealing or borrowing” (p. 178) appropriate
buttons. Moreover, users often took buttons they had obtained from others as a
basis to do some tailoring of their own by adding or changing something.
MacLean et al. propose that the two possibilities to make systems more tailorable
for workers are to make the tailoring mechanisms accessible and to make tailoring
a community effort. The users in their study in the beginning had mixed feelings
towards the buttons and perceived them as unfamiliar and messing up the screen.
However, after a while they got used to the buttons and did not only share buttons
with others but also over time appropriated buttons and started to perceive them
as personal and positive. The notion of the importance of a community of people
who tailor is supported by Carter & Henderson (1990). Based on their experiences
with the Buttons system they claim that a Tailoring Culture is essential to the
effective use of a tailorable technology. Such a tailoring culture grows as tailoring
becomes part of users’ everyday work and makes them experience the technology
as being under their control. Carter & Henderson conclude that (p. 113)
“tailorability is a relationship to rather than a property of technology. Tailorability addresses how technology fits into an
organisation and how groups and individuals make use of it.“
As shown by the aforementioned examples, collaborative tailoring does not only
occur among groupware users, but also in groups of users using the same
software and thus being able to profit from the fact that this software is tailorable
and that tailoring files may be exchangeable. Particularly the fact that more and
more computers are connected to a local or wide area network creates the
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infrastructure to exchange tailoring files even of single user applications easily
through the network. Therefore, the boundaries between collaborative tailoring of
a single user software and a groupware become fuzzy.
Another aspect of collaboration is highlighted by Robinson (1993). He introduces
the notion of common artifacts that are used by several people and may serve to
provide awareness and an overview over the work process that otherwise would
not be available. In Robinson’s view, these common artifacts can provide useful
hints for the design of systems to support cooperative work. In this way, tailoring
files may serve as common artifacts for groups of people to learn about each
others work and at the same time being a means to support forms of work that
were not anticipated in the original system design.
Oberquelle (1994) proposes a classification of groupware tailoring distinguishing
tailoring actors, who can be individuals or a group, from persons affected by a
tailoring activity, who can again be individuals or a group (see figure 2). This can
also be used to classify collaborative tailoring. Different aspects and intensities of
collaborative tailoring of a single user software and of groupware fit in the
resulting four categories:
•

individualization: individuals tailor for themselves and are the only ones
affected by the tailoring activity – e. g. individual keyboard shortcuts or the
window layout of an individual email client;

•

tailoring effective for group: individuals can tailor for a whole group who then
agree or are obliged to use the tailoring files - e. g. a system administrator or
expert user provides a letterhead to be used by the group;

•

individualization supported by group: a group can tailor synchronously or
asynchronously for its members to use and change the tailoring file - e. g.
several persons work on collection of macros that individuals can use;

•

group tailoring: a group can tailor synchronously or asynchronously and its
members agree or are obliged to use the tailoring files - e. g. several persons
work on the introduction of semi-structured email templates valid for the whole
group.

Figure 2: Classification of collaborative tailoring following Oberquelle (1994)
Collaboration certainly takes place where the whole group is actively tailoring. A
weaker form of collaboration takes place where an individual, often a local expert,
tailors for a group. Certainly, tailoring is more efficient in this case than if all
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individuals did it on their own. Also, the tailor and the group share the common
goal of improving a system to meet their needs. Usually, as has been described in
several of the studies mentioned above, there is also a form of interdependence
involved. On one hand, the group depends on the tailor to supply something that
meets their needs, and the tailor needs to know the domain and the requirements
from the group. On the other hand, since tailoring is often a constructive and
cyclic process, the tailor usually depends on the group’s feedback to improve the
tailoring file. The border for individual actors tailoring for themselves and tailoring
for the group is often blurry. Even if a person only tailors for herself or himself
someone else might notice a difference to her or his own system and ask how the
tailoring had been done and if they can have the tailoring file. Also, an individual
might tailor something for her or himself and then think that it might be useful for
two colleagues and send it to them or even for all colleagues and put it into a
shared workspace. This, in turn, may lead to a second person changing the
tailoring file and then again sharing it with others, which could lead to numerous
versions and a discussion about them. Thus, even if originally there may have
been no intention to interact or collaborate, the potential for both appears as soon
as an individual tailors. It has been described by all of the aforementioned studies
that this potential interdependence and collaboration often results in actual
interdependence and collaboration if the technical and organizational framework
allows for this.
2.3. Conclusions
All of the above makes collaborative tailoring an interesting field for research:
collaborative tailoring may make both the work of a group and its individuals
more efficient and create synergetic effects for them. On the other hand, tailoring
is an effort that many people cannot or do not want to undertake due to the fact
that they think they cannot afford the time, because it is not part of what they are
supposed to do or because the software does not provide mechanisms that seem
appropriate to them. Collaboration on top of it seems to make it even more
difficult to them.
At the heart of tailoring is the question how much and what kind of flexibility a
software should provide so that users can benefit from it without being too
restricted or overwhelmed with all the options and possibilities available. At the
heart of collaboration at the workplace is the question how software and
organizational settings should look like to support collaboration adequately.
The previous work described in this section showed different aspects of
collaborative tailoring and the fact that it can be a worthwhile activity. However,
the presented results were often not generalizable and had not been brought
together. Taking this generalization and combination as a basis for two cases and
subsequent suggestions for collaborative tailoring, the thesis intends to show how
the positive aspects of collaborative tailoring can outweigh the involved effort and
resources and how software and organizational embedment make collaborative
tailoring beneficial. The pragmatic approach taken here includes both software
design aspects without going into too much detail and aspects of organizational
embedment without just staying fuzzy and avoiding detail. The following two cases
that I was involved in provided much understanding how to go about such a
pragmatic approach.
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3. Two Cases
In this section, two cases are presented that each shed a different light on tailoring
and collaborative aspects of tailoring. In the word processor case (see third paper
of collection), the explicit aim was to support collaborative tailoring of a single user
application mainly by the objectification of tailoring files and by providing
mechanisms to distribute and share these tailoring files. The groupware search
tool case (see fifth paper of collection) has a longer history of development. Here,
a strong user involvement over time led from the development of an improved
untailorable search tool to a tailorable search tool. The field test of the last version
of the groupware search tool that then did include several features to support
collaborative tailoring is described in the section Suggestions for Supporting
Collaborative Tailoring.
3.1. Word Processor
Generic single user applications usually do not provide support to share tailoring
files among its users. However, they are often tailored collaboratively. As
described above there are several positive experiences with the sharing of tailoring
files of single user applications, like word processors or spread sheets. To support
such collaborative aspects of tailoring single user applications, an extension to a
common off-the-shelf software that should allow the exchange of tailoring files
was to be developed. In order to get a deeper understanding of how people
collaborate in tailoring a word processor I read the relevant literature described
above and a field study was conducted. The result of the study was a number of
different collaborative tailoring use situations focusing on the exchange of
document templates and toolbars. Based on an analysis of these use situations a
tool, which provided collaborative tailoring functionality was implemented as
Microsoft Word 97 extension.
3.1.1. Setting
To learn about users’ habits and to inspire the design, a qualitative field study with
users of Microsoft Word has been carried out. We conducted 11 semi-structured
interviews with users from four different fields (public administration, private
company, research institute and home users). Depending on their field of
application the interviewees reported about differences in the extent and the way
tailoring is seen as a collaborative activity. We identified four typical use situations
that showed a variety of collaborative forms to tailor word processors, covering the
classification of figure 2. Figure 3 positions them in Oberquelle’s (1994) matrix
(see also third paper).
Different groups of users were involved in the collaborative tailoring process
depending on the respective tasks. Thus, support for collaborative tailoring should
allow differentiating among various groups of users when sharing tailoring files.
Sharing of tailoring files can require different mechanisms. In cases a power user
builds a tailoring file required by a user for the task at hand, a mail tool seems to
be the appropriate technical support for distribution. On the other hand, if
tailoring files are not required instantly by a specific user, a publicly accessible
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store allows to select among these tailoring files. The interviews also showed that
there is a need to make users aware of the fact that somebody else has produced
a tailoring file with relevance to them.

Figure 3: Position of use situations in Oberquelle’s matrix
Evaluating the use situations and summing up the results of the final discussion
with the interviewees, the following main requirements for the tool emerged. It
turned out that this empirical evidence is in line with theoretical and empirical work
described in the literature about tailorability:
•

tight integration in the word processor application;

•

mechanisms for sharing, sending and receiving tailoring files

•

•

a public store to provide a location to exchange tailoring files;

•

mailing mechanisms for users to be able to send tailoring files directly to
other single users and groups of users;

•

a private workspace for tailoring files, that may be copies of files from the
public store or files received from others via the mailing mechanism;

an awareness service which notifies users about modifications of tailoring files.

Consequently, the respective features were provided in a prototype as an extension
(“add-in”) to Microsoft Word implemented in Microsoft Visual Basic for
Applications. The features included sharing document templates and toolbars,
identifying tailoring files in shared workspaces by means of annotations and a
preview mode, and a notification service to inform users of the arrival of a new
tailoring file in their inbox. Finally, a usability test of this add-in has been
conducted by using the method constructive interaction for testing collaborative
systems - CITeCS (see fourth paper of collection).
3.1.2. Evaluation
The evaluation resulted in findings on different levels. Most obvious, there were
some shortcomings of the interface resulting in the need to change the names of
some buttons. Moreover, all of the participants considered the possibility to save,
connect and distribute tailoring files to be very helpful for their work. Although not
all participants were expert users they were all able to use the tailoring functionality and the sharing functionality. The overall usability of the tool was perceived to
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be good. The discussion following the tasks revealed that the participants’
conceptual model of how the distribution of files worked was very close to how we,
the designers, had intended and implemented the distribution.
Besides the qualitative usability test a quantitative evaluation in which 32 persons
participated was conducted (see third paper). The aim of this quantitative
evaluation was to find out how the option to send and receive tailoring files with
the extension performs in comparison to the sending mechanism already
implemented in Microsoft Word in the file menu. The menu item Send To spawns
an external email client with an outgoing mail that contains the current Microsoft
Word document template as attachment. The hypothesis was that the extension
would not rank worse than the internal mailing mechanism even if it was unknown
to users. To test this hypothesis 32 persons of at least average computer skills had
to test both the extension and the internal mailing mechanism. The means for the
functionality and the usability regarding sending and receiving for both the
extension and the internal mail mechanism were between 4.5 and 4.9 on a scale
from 1 to 6 (very bad to very good) with a maximal difference of 0.2 between the
extension and the internal mail mechanism in any given category. Despite the fact
that the extension was only an unoptimized prototype with the first version of the
user interface the participants could obviously detect the value in the strong
integration and the enhanced functionality of the extension.
The word processor case showed that even for single user applications
collaborative aspects of tailoring are an issue. It also showed that, with relatively
little effort, several important features for collaborative tailoring can be supported:
the word processor was already tailorable on several levels (choosing from
alternative behavior, creating macros) and extensible by an add-in implemented in
Basic; most organizations have their computers connected and already support
some forms of shared workspaces. So the technology and infrastructure is mature
enough to connect people who tailor single user applications individually in order
to be able to introduce collaborative aspects. Moreover, the case showed how
fuzzy the borders between use and tailoring are: The tailoring files most interesting
to the word processor users were document templates, which are basically writeprotected documents. However, as templates they were considered to be tailoring
files, since they modified the functionality of the word processor in use, because
the users could start the word processor by double-clicking a template and
immediately were able to do their task of, say, writing a formal request.
3.2. Groupware Search Tool
The POLITEAM project was a collaborative software development project in which
the target organizations required technical support for distributed collaboration.
The aim of the POLITEAM project was to develop a system, which supports
distributed work in large organizations. This was done by providing a workflow
component to handle circulation folders, that structure the workflow, and by
implementing the metaphor of a shared desk that integrates document processing
tools (cf. Klöckner et al. 1995). The application partners of the POLITEAM project
were two government organizations: a subsection of a German Federal Ministry
and the State Representative Office of a German state, both located in Bonn. In
the POLITEAM project user advocates played a special role. These project members
visited the sites regularly, provided support to the users and thus were able to
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perceive user requirements in a direct way (cf. Mambrey et al. 1996). For each of
the application partners that were to introduce the POLITEAM system into their
organization, their work and organizational structure has been analyzed. After
configuring the first versions of the POLITEAM system to each of the application
partner’s needs, it was introduced in their organizations so that about 40 persons
altogether worked with the system.
Among the multitude of challenges that the POLITEAM project had to face dealing
with such a complex issue as the introduction of groupware in large administrations, searching of files was of particular interest. To meet the respective
requirements, in the course of the POLITEAM project a tailorable search tool has
been developed for the participating users to search for files in the shared
workspace. For the development of the search tool, we proceeded in three major
steps. First, Search Tool 1 using Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications was
developed to meet general needs with a default setting for a generic search tool
(see fifth paper). In a second step, the evaluation of Search Tool 1 was used for a
component-based reimplementation in Java. The resulting Search Tool 2 allowed
end-users and organizations to tailor the tool to their particular search requirements. Finally, Search Tool 3 provided mechanisms to support collaborative
tailoring and the exploration of the tailoring functionality. Search Tool 3 and its
usage are described in the section Suggestions for Supporting Collaborative
Tailoring.
3.2.1. Search Tool 1: Involving Users
The basic version of LinkWorks had a tool implemented that allowed the user to
search for any object, independent of its actual location within the system.
Discussions with users revealed that this search tool was not well enough designed
to be used by the application partners, since the issues of privacy and unintentional manipulation of shared files were not satisfactorily dealt with, possible
conflicts about snooping around on others’ desks had not been considered.
In the course of the redevelopment of the search tool, different techniques for
requirement analysis have been involved. We conducted 10 interviews with
interview partners from four different organizations, one of which was a POLITEAM
application partner, and held four workshops with POLITEAM members, where
aspects of searching were raised, two of which were dedicated to search tool
prototypes. Moreover, the POLITEAM user advocates helped us to get a better
understanding of the work of the application partners and their requirements.
The search tool prototype was implemented by using the LinkWorks programming
interface. A major improvement in the resulting prototype 1 of Search Tool 1 was
the distinction of the area where an object was found (i. e. on the searcher’s own
desk, on someone else’s desk or in the archive of the group). This prototype was
presented to system developers and user advocates, then changed. The changed
version (prototype 2) was shown to three users from one of the application partner
organizations in a workshop with the primary aim to evaluate the functionality and
user interface of the new search tool.
These users not only suggested some minor changes of the user interface, which
were considered in the next prototype, but also hinted at another major feature
that could be subject to tailoring: They suggested that objects found by the search
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tool might not only be represented as a link to the original object on the searcher’s
desk, but might alternatively be copied from the owner’s desk to the searcher’s
desk. While this might be seen as a contradiction to the design ideas of LinkWorks,
it became obvious that this was the appropriate solution for some settings. Though
we initially thought that this prototype could become part of the POLITEAM system,
the feedback from the workshop and the statements of the user advocates
convinced us to redesign the prototype and provide a tailorable version. Prototype
2 of Search Tool 1 suited most of the needs of the users of the application
partners. In this way, it was considered the default configuration and starting point
for a future tailorable system and as a means to have the users get to experience
and get used to electronic search.
In a next step, the search tool was enhanced by different mechanisms supporting
the choice of functionality options and the construction of conditions for system
behavior. To do this, the initial interviews conducted before the first prototype were
helpful to identify options for tailorability. The broad approach to get requirements
from different organizations by conducting interviews, doing workshops, discussing
prototypes including hands-on-experience and being supported by the knowledge
of user advocates helped to provide a deeper understanding of the aspects to be
considered to develop a tailorable search tool for groupware.
3.2.2. Search Tool 2: Towards Component-Based Tailorability
After the implementation of a search tool that suited the basic needs of a range of
users, a component approach to create a tailorable search tool has been applied.
By using the established work on components and wiring diagrams to connect
these, we wanted to enable users and local experts to create, modify and test
search tools during runtime.
Component architectures as a means to design applications have been known for
quite a while. In the development of the component-based search tool we focused
on the possibilities - not for software programmers and designers but rather for
users and local experts - to tailor a search tool during runtime. To implement such
a tool, Sun’s JAVABEANS (see JavaSoft 1997) component model was used which
allows for dynamical binding of components. We provided a layered architecture
where several atomic components could be combined to a compound component.
The deconstruction of a search tool into components was one of the foci of a fullday workshop with 9 persons from the Federal Ministry and the State
Representative Office. The analysis of several other search tools had shown that a
first approach to a composition would be two distinguished parts, related to the
chronological sequence of searching for electronic files in a shared workspace.
First, a search is performed according to a specific search request, then the results
are presented and can be used for further work. The workshop confirmed this and
provided further hints particularly for different in- and output switches taking into
consideration e. g. age and name of files.
The division into two parts seen from the user’s perspective results in the division
into three parts that were actually provided. This is due to the provision of usually
invisible components which do the actual work: the so-called flow components are
used to perform a search and to have an effect on the search results, like splitting
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it into two output streams (switch) or retrieving some more of their attributes (e. g.
date of creation, last change).
Based on the results of the introductory workshop of Search Tool 2, Search Tool 1
was decomposed into several different components which are divided into three
categories: input components, data flow components, and output components.
The input components are used to specify the search and to trigger an action.
Here, e. g. the name of the objects that are to be found can be entered, and a
search can be started.
In order to allow users and local experts to tailor search tools by connecting
components, an integrated runtime and tailoring environment has been
developed, which serves as basis for the deployment of a component-based
application. After the search tool is started, a user can either just use the search
tool or enter the tailoring mode where the components and their wiring are shown.
The components can be deleted or modified, new components can be added and
the wiring can be changed as long as it obeys the wiring rules.
To evaluate the design of the component-based search tool and its integrated
runtime and tailoring environment, we held another workshop where several
aspects of Search Tool 2 were discussed.
Understanding component architectures
Search Tool 2 consists of several components as well as a runtime and tailoring
environment. This approach was clear to all users. The layered architecture was
understood only by the more experienced users.
Additional components
Several requirements for additional components emerged during the workshop.
Some users requested the possibility for a full text search, others asked for more
expressive display components and the possibility to access the found objects
directly rather than having to create a copy or link, which they would have to open
via another window. The users also asked for more switches, e. g. a switch which
displayed all the documents older than three months in a window, separated from
a window showing documents, which had been written more recently, and a switch
which allows to display objects in different windows, depending on the location
within one person’s folders.
User interface
After the presentation, the users stated that the graphical interface for connecting
components was too complicated to handle without additional support. The
following discussion in the workshop resulted in three suggestions. Firstly, the users
asked for a better description and for more appropriate names for the different
components they could select from. Secondly, they argued for a context sensitive
quick-info delivering more comprehensive explanations about the behavior of
individual components or search tool alternatives. Thirdly, they asked for a context
sensitive behavior of the select box in which all components available in the system
were listed.
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Collaborative aspects
During the workshop, there was also a discussion about collaborative aspects of
tailoring search tools, particularly about the division of labor within the group.
Some users argued that they usually had not the time to tailor a search tool and
suggested that the person, who already provided local support, should create
different search tool versions, so the others could just select a search tool from
different alternatives. The user providing local support was enthusiastic about the
tailoring environment and suggested that we should provide a tool to distribute the
tailored search tools among the group. He argued that his job would become
much easier with such a tool.
Exploration
The complexity of the search tools and their wiring makes it difficult to know if a
new search tool really does what a user wants it to do. Therefore, the user working
on local system support asked for some way to test a search tool. In order to fully
perceive what the search tool does and not to disturb other users and their privacy
by searching just to test a search tool, a test environment with artificially created
data could encourage tailoring. Such a test environment would also prevent the
users from unintended deletion or manipulation of “real” data.
3.3. Review of the Cases
The two presented cases show different approaches to, and highlight different
aspects of tailorability. In the word processor case, the starting point was the idea
to support collaborative tailoring of a single user application by allowing
objectification, sharing and sending of tailoring files. This idea has been realized
in a straightforward way: The initial understanding of collaborative tailoring was
enhanced by interviews in several settings about collaborative tailoring which
resulted in the description of typical use situations. This in turn led to the
implementation of an add-in to Microsoft Word, which was tested in a laboratory
setting. In the case of the groupware search tool, the tailorable search tool evolved
as part of a long process of introducing groupware in “real life”, i. e. in two
subunits of the public administration. There was much interaction with users
involved e. g. through interviews, workshops and user advocates. In addition, the
process included more iterations and successive prototypes. So with this much
broader approach the process was slower but also deeper: the resulting solution
was already suited for a particular group, which had begun to accept the search
tool certainly because of its features, but also because it had been brought to them
in a process that they had participated in.
Concerning collaborative tailoring, both cases complement each other and the
literature: The interviews in the word processor case clearly show, that even for
single user software like work processors, collaborative tailoring does exist. Some
of it is not even supported by a computer network, e. g. looking how something is
tailored and trying to repeat it at home, or passing floppy disks. The implementation shows the general possibility to enhance already existing tailoring possibilities
by features for collaboration using the existing local area network. The laboratory
evaluation provides evidence that the concept of sharing and sending tailoring
files in analogy to other files can be understood and that it may be useful for
people’s work. The groupware search tool case, as it has been described, above
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does not go so far in the implementation of different functions. The dynamism of a
real organization, however, is better captured so that the practical use including
organizational structures, like the division of labor between the local expert and
the other users, becomes clearer.
Together with the literature, these two cases provide the material for suggestions to
support collaborative tailoring.

4. Suggestions for Supporting Collaborative Tailoring
This section describes the continued work on the word processor case and
groupware search tool case and presents the related suggestions for collaborative
tailoring. The work on the cases as described in this section and the development
of the eight suggestions for collaborative tailoring have been performed in
parallel: on one hand, the continued work described in the cases, including the
technical implementations and the field test, reached a level of maturity that made
the suggestions possible. On the other hand, a provisional conception of what
would be beneficial for collaborative tailoring was derived from previous work on
the cases and the literature and guided the implementations and the field test.
Thus, the continued cases and the eight suggestions were mutually influential. The
field test for the groupware search tool and its included tailoring environment also
provided some information on selected aspects of collaborative tailoring. For a
more detailed description of parts of the first phase but particularly of the second
phase of the groupware search tool case, see the sixth paper of the collection in
the second part of this thesis. For a more detailed description of the eight
suggestions, see the seventh paper of the collection in the second part of this
thesis.
The suggestions are the quintessence of my work on collaborative tailoring in the
last years and my contribution to the ongoing discussion. They are the result of an
intensive literature study and collection of descriptions of related work, of my
experience as action researcher particularly with tailoring and collaborative
tailoring, of the identification and implementation of identified relevant features in
software and their evaluation in laboratory settings, and of the field test. The eight
suggestions identify the most relevant means by which collaborative tailoring can
be supported. They are (1) provide objectification, (2) allow sharing of tailoring
files, (3) allow browsing through tailoring files, (4) provide awareness of tailoring
activities, (5) make annotations and automatic descriptions possible, (6) allow for
exploration of a tailoring file, (7) make administration and coordination easy, and
(8) support a tailoring culture. They aim at different aspects of collaboration,
sometimes showing all or some of the background they originally derive from
(e. g. individual or joint file organization for suggestions 3 and 6, CSCW for
suggestion 4, or socio-technical considerations from the information systems field
for suggestion 8).
4.1. Continuing the Cases
The work on both the word processor case and the groupware search tool case
was continued in a second phase following the first phase described in section Two
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Cases. The second phase for each case includes an advanced implementation and
a field test.
Note, that the field test for the groupware search tool is completed, whereas the
features of the word processor extension are implemented and the layout of the
field test is planned, but the actual field test has not yet taken place.
While a distinct list of suggestions to support collaborative tailoring did not exist
when the second phase of implementations was started, it is still possible to
attribute the resulting suggestions to features of the implementations of the word
processor extension and the groupware search tool tailoring environment in the
second phase. The following table 1 gives an overview of how this attribution can
be made in retrospect.
suggestion

word processor

groupware search tool

1 Objectification

document templates

components and whole tools

2 Sharing

shared workspace and
sending / receiving

joint pools for tools and
modules

3 Browsing

in private and public
workspace

in pools for tools and
modules

4 Awareness

notification of tailoring file in
inbox

not for collaborative parts

5 Annotations &
Descriptions

both supported

both supported

6 Exploration

not in this version

exploration on simulated
data supported

7 Administration & administrator has special
Coordination
rights; keywords for tailoring
files

everyone can manipulate
tailoring files

8 Tailoring Culture supported by workshop and
input of relevant tailoring
files

supported by workshop and
visits to encourage tailoring

Table 1: Attribution of suggestions for collaborative tailoring to second phases of
the two cases
4.1.1. Word Processor
Based on the experiences from the previous evaluation of the prototype of the
word processor extension in the first phase (see section Two Cases), a new version
of the extension of a common word processor supporting users to tailor
collaboratively in several ways has been built. The extension was completely reimplemented to ensure the necessary stability. In continuation of the word
processor case this new extension will be tested under real working conditions for
several weeks by a group of 5-15 people that still has to be identified. At the end
of the usage period, the participants will be interviewed about their use of the
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extension. The use of the extension and the related collaborative tailoring activities
will then be logged and the resulting tailoring files will be gathered and analyzed
(permission of participants provided).
The extension and the respective field test incorporate aspects of almost all of the
suggestions for collaborative tailoring as indicated in table 1.
4.1.2. Groupware Search Tool
Also, a new version of a tailorable component-based groupware search tool has
been created which incorporated the support of several aspects of collaborative
tailoring in a tailoring environment.
This new Search Tool 3 (see section Two Cases for a description of the preceding
versions Search Tool 1 and 2) was used in a field test with three users in the State
Representative Office of a German State that had already been part of the action
research involved with Search Tool 1 and 2. Other users of the State Representative were asked to provide search permission on their documents eventually
needed by the participants of the field test (see sixth paper for details on the
development and evaluation of the component-based tailorable search tool and
the tailoring environment).
Note the methodological weakness that the field test of Search Tool 3 in the State
Representative Office contributes to a basic form of evaluation of the suggestions
for collaborative tailoring, although the use in the same organization had already
contributed to the development of these suggestions. This weakness is justified by
the fact, that the development of such a complex tool, its relation to the State
Representative’s work practice based on action research, and the subsequent
acceptance of the researchers involved as well as the willingness to use the tool
within the organization, was the result of long and intensive work. There were no
resources available to create this understanding of another organization and the
acceptance there to use this rather complex groupware search tool to be able to
do the field test in another organization.
We presented the new search tool environment in a workshop in which three
users, one user advocate and three designers participated. In the following two
weeks, the search tool environment was applied in a field test and the users were
supported continuously by a researcher. A researcher also visited each user at
least twice for a 60 - 120 minutes time span for personal support and in order to
encourage them to tailor. The tailoring process and the emerging problems have
been observed and the respective written notes were transcribed.
At the end of this observation period, a last extension of the search tool was
introduced that included a simulated search in the groupware environment.
Several days after installing this new version, semi-structured interviews were
carried out with the users. The interviews covered issues related to the tailoring
environment: patterns of collaborative tailoring, usage of textual documentation
(manuals, help functions, annotations), occasions and means to experiment with
applications, and further design requirements. The interviews lasted about 60
minutes and were carried out at the users’ workplaces.
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Search Tool 3 incorporated aspects of almost all of the suggestions for
collaborative tailoring as indicated in table 1.
4.2. Eight Suggestions
The second phases of the cases contributed much to the suggestions for
collaborative tailoring. However, the conduct of the cases themselves and the eight
suggestions were also heavily influenced by existing work on tailoring and
collaborative tailoring.
One of the preconditions for collaborative tailoring is that a system can be tailored
at all. There is a large body of literature on the question of how tailoring of a
single user application can be supported (see e. g. Oppermann 1994). Some of
the following suggestions are inspired by this. However, tailorability of the
application underlying the collaborative tailoring efforts is assumed. Another
source of inspiration is the discussion of Computer Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW) in general. The suggestions presented below focus this discussion to the
particular topic of tailoring. Undoubtedly, CSCW as a research field will be a
constant source for improved and new suggestions for supporting collaborative
tailoring. The suggestions for supporting collaborative tailoring are presented at
length in the seventh paper. They may serve for researchers to refine and being
transferred to other areas, for software developers to have a guideline for
implementing necessary functionality and provide adequate software structures,
and for practitioners to be able to select and tailor generic software and provide
organizational structures that support collaborative tailoring.
The following suggestions concern both technical and socio-organizational aspects
of collaborative tailoring. It is important to note that neither technical nor socioorganizational measures to support collaborative tailoring alone suffice: they must
be combined. Often the distinction is fuzzy and a particular suggestion belongs to
both areas to a certain extent. In the following, first the suggestions that are
located more in the technical area, after this, socio-organizational measures are
proposed.
4.2.1. Suggestion 1: Provide Objectification
A prerequisite for most forms of collaborative tailoring is that tailoring is made
persistent in tailoring files. This objectification (Henderson & Kyng 1991, p. 232)
allows users or administrators to access, modify or share the tailoring files by the
usual means that files are processed. Thus, the already existing infrastructure for
file processing like the operating system, the network and applications can be
used. Objectification not only allows users an easier technical approach to the
tailoring files. It may also have the psychological advantage of moving tailoring
closer to using since tailoring then is no longer associated with an application that
is difficult to change but may be considered on a higher level but similar to the
files associated to and modified by the application. Looking at figure 2 in section
Foundations & Related Work, the objectification particularly supports those forms of
collaborative tailoring where the actor and the affected person are different. In this
case, the objectified tailoring activity can be easily exchanged. Note, that
objectification is usually, but not necessarily, the prerequisite for different forms
and modes of tailoring:
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•

a tailoring activity to a word processor that does not allow an objectification of
the tailoring activity in a file can be repeated on a second computer on request
of an interested colleague;

•

a groupware that allows tailoring but not an objectification of the tailoring
activity in a file still permits collaborative tailoring e. g. where several persons
tailor the groupware with effects for the whole group;

•

tailoring activities may also occur or be exchanged by means of a network in
other forms than files, e. g. in a tailoring stream sent and received through
ports at specified locations and occasions.

In both phases of the word processor case, document templates as most important
tailoring files, which also include macro information, are objectified in a file. The
reasonable objectification of other possible tailoring files of interest, like toolbars
or directly manipulable macros, is not provided by the word processor in the
second phase and would require much work dealing with the word processor’s
internal features and data formats.
In the groupware search tool case, the layered component-based approach
provided an ideal basis for the objectification of tailoring files. In the first phase, it
enabled us to have components of different granularity (atomic, composed,
complete search tools) as objectified tailoring files. In the second phase,
components and whole search tools could be stored separately. Complete tailored
search tools and modules combined of basic components could be kept in a
common directory of the groupware. Their particular file structure allowed to add
the saved search tools and modules directly to a combo box (the tailoring box)
containing a list of search tools or modules from which new tailoring files could be
created. It was accessible for all users from the tailoring menu.
4.2.2. Suggestion 2: Allow Sharing of Tailoring Files
Sharing tailoring files or ideas with others is one of the most common and
powerful forms of collaborative tailoring. The interviews in the word processor
case (see third paper) showed how important and common sharing of tailoring
files is as a form of collaborative tailoring. Sharing tailoring files is often supported
in two ways: Either a shared workspace is provided to keep tailoring files for a
group to retrieve, or mechanisms for sending or receiving tailoring files are
provided. In analogy to the treatment of other files that are handled collaboratively
and depending on the concrete task and organizational setting both, the
centralized and the decentralized form have advantages. If there are already
shared workspaces for other files existing, a particular shared workspace for
tailoring files can be very useful, because the group is used to working with shared
workspaces and there is less trouble with different versions of a file. However, if a
certain number of files has been reached, the need for some administration of the
shared workspace arises. The decentralized approach of sending and receiving
tailoring files leaves the administration to the individuals and bears the danger of
having numerous and possibly inconsistent local copies of tailoring files. Again in
analogy to the treatment of other files, it is recommendable to provide support for
both forms of sharing tailoring files and support the users to let effective and
efficient ways of usage emerge.
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In the case of the word processor, several mechanisms for sharing, sending and
receiving tailoring files were provided (see section Two Cases): a shared
workspace to provide a location to store tailoring files, mailing mechanisms for
users to be able to send tailoring files directly to other single users and groups of
users, and a private workspace for tailoring files that may be copies of files from
the public store or files received from others via the mailing mechanism. The
laboratory test of the first phase of the word processor case showed that this
distinction had been understood (see fourth paper). In the second phase of the
word processor case, a folder substructure is added to allow for more detailed
filing with the option to use a keyword system for tailoring files.
The groupware search tool tailoring environment allowed users to share tailoring
files by saving them in a shared workspace. There, they could be deleted,
renamed or copied (see sixth paper). Due to the file structure and its presentation
in the tailoring box (see suggestion 1) new tailoring files were immediately shared
with all other users. The fact that a form of sharing was provided was welcomed
by the users. They did not consider it a problem that a tailoring file they produced
was immediately available to others. One user argued that he was interested in an
additional personal space for tailoring files so others could not observe him
tailoring since originally he thought this might not be considered important work
that he was supposed to do.
In the literature, too, several authors report on different forms of sharing tailoring
files (see also section Foundations & Related Work). Mackay (1990) reports on
various forms and preconditions of sharing tailoring files, ranging from telling
someone how to tailor to reach a certain effect to actively putting a tailoring file
into a predefined shared workspace. MacLean et al. (1990) explicitly support
sending tailoring files to others with their Buttons system. Wasserschaff & Bentley
provide mechanisms that their Tviews (tailoring files describing a particular view
on a document) can be distributed via the groupware system that they have been
programmed for. In the discussion about collaborative tailoring sharing tailoring
files is considered a necessity to support collaboration. Henderson & Kyng (1991,
p. 233) state that “means must be available to acquire changes”; Bentley &
Dourish (1995, p. 145) require that it be “possible to add attachments to the
shared workspace for others to retrieve and use“.
4.2.3. Suggestion 3: Allow Browsing Through Tailoring Files
Browsing helps people to find information they need even if they may not look for
a specific information. Particularly for tailoring files, it provides support on two
levels. Firstly, users browsing through tailoring files may find files that they are
interested in functions that they had not thought of before. Secondly, on a higher
level browsing through tailoring files is a means to get an overview over the
tailoring of a group particularly for new group members. By browsing, they can
get an impression of the number of files, the structure of folders possibly
representing different areas of tailoring, and the annotations and automatic
descriptions which provide information about active tailors and their tailoring
focus.
The interviews in the first phase of the word processor case and the experience in
the groupware search tool case revealed that users are willing and interested to
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use others’ tailoring files but often do not know, if there exists a tailoring file that
may meet their needs. This corresponds with the observations of Mackay (1990)
on patterns of sharing tailoring files where several of the methods to obtain or give
tailoring files support the notion of vague initial needs satisfied by asking others
and stepwise finding out what it really is that you want to know. Consequently,
Mackay concludes that tailorable software should provide the ability to browse
through others’ useful ideas.
In the first phase of the word processor case, the possibility to browse through
tailoring files including the display of annotations had been provided (see
suggestion 5: Make Annotations and Automatic Descriptions Possible). In the
second phase, the main window of the word processor extension additionally
allows browsing through both the file hierarchy of the shared workspace and for
every single person browsing through his or her personal workspace.
In the second phase of the groupware search tool case, the lists of the search tools
or modules in the tailoring box could also be browsed. Here, the names of the files
as given by the creator gave first hints to the functionality and appearance of the
search tool or module. During the field test, tailoring files had been created and
deleted but the list of search tools never contained much more than ten items
which made browsing easy, and no additional structure e. g. by subfolders was
necessary.
Technically browsing can be supported by adequate browsing facilities that can
give both a general impression about what files are available and, in connection
with other features like annotations (see suggestion 5), can provide relevant
information, e. g. a brief description of the functionality at a quick glance or the
name, creator, date of creation, size, number of people who downloaded or saved
it from the shared workspace, or an average of all marks given to that tailoring file
by all users who tried it out. Additionally, different sorting mechanisms for tailoring
files in a directory can give an overview. Bearing in mind that collaborative
tailoring currently is rather an activity of small groups, lightweight solutions seem
to be preferable to very elaborate browsing tools that may incorporate advanced
database technology but are difficult to handle and require much input by the
creator of the tailoring file.
Interestingly enough, the concept of general browsing has had an enormous
upswing with the growth of the World-Wide Web. On one hand, this is obvious
considering the hyperlink structure of the WWW. However, the sheer mass of files
in the WWW seems to make finding strategies more adequate that contain strong
aspects of direct logical or keyword search with a search engine, whereas general
browsing seems a more suitable concept for small or medium sized collections of
files that may be pre-structured by a folder structure or keywords or any form of
subject trees.
4.2.4. Suggestion 4: Provide Awareness of Tailoring Activities
Collaboration needs information about what others do. This also concerns the
need for awareness about others’ tailoring. One way to create this awareness is by
notifying others of the existence of tailoring activities or tailoring files. Henderson &
Kyng (1991, p. 233) claim that “news must be published that change is available“.
This helps users to stay up-to-date and avoids double work on the same tailoring
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issue. If tailoring files are shared this can be accomplished by a simple event
driven notification service stating that a person received a tailoring file from
someone else or that someone has uploaded a new tailoring file in the shared
workspace.
Several interviewees in the word processor case reported the importance and
different forms of making others aware of their tailoring work, like just telling them
or putting a notice on a non-electronic blackboard. In the word processor case,
awareness about others’ tailoring is provided by a notification service that is
triggered whenever a tailoring file arrives in the tailoring inbox. The notification
service informs the user via a message window at start-up time of the word
processor and when the user activates a tailoring function in the menu. This
window presents the tailoring file and asks the user either to store it in his or her
private repository or to delete it instantly. Another simple form of awareness is
provided by the fact that the browser for tailoring files always shows the list of
tailoring files in the shared workspace so that new files can be recognized.
This direct form of informing others that someone is engaged in tailoring is only
one of many ways that awareness can support collaboration. The term and notion
of awareness have been very popular in CSCW research in the last couple of years
since awareness is considered to capture many aspects of what makes collaboration successful. The basic definition is provided by Dourish & Bellotti (1992,
p. 107) who define awareness as being “an understanding of the activities of
others which provides a context for your own activity”. Gutwin (1997) distinguishes
Informal Awareness, Conversational Awareness, Structural Awareness, and
Workspace Awareness. Among other things, they serve for recognizing
opportunities for collaboration, relate behavior in a conversation, relate behavior
to the knowledge of a group’s organization and of the working relationships within
it, and concern people’s interaction with the workspace. All aspects of awareness
in the general context of collaboration can be applied for collaboration in the
context of tailoring. In the latter case, awareness gains a particular importance
since tailoring for most people is not their primary work task. Therefore, they might
not actively be concerned about informing themselves about others’ tailoring and
need particular mechanisms to be kept informed. Note, that annotations (see
below) can be considered to provide awareness by making context of the tailoring
explicit.
4.2.5. Suggestion 5: Make Annotations and Automatic Descriptions Possible
For collaboration, it is helpful to understand the context in which the other
participants work. As described above, creating awareness is one means to
provide understanding of context. In the groupware search tool case, it became
clear after a while that it was difficult for others to understand what a particular
search tool created by one person did. Therefore, the participants required more
context by a textual description. Such annotations serve to enhance learning and
share that understanding with others (Henry 1997). Active annotations, i. e. adding
a critical or explanatory note to a file, are a good means of providing context
particularly to a shared file. This is more necessary for a tailoring file than for a
general file concerning the primary work task, since the tailoring file is usually less
self-explanatory and has a form that is less known to users than the files they
usually work with. Here, annotations can serve to explain the context and the
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function of the tailoring file. Similar to remarks added by programmers to the
program code they write, annotations added to tailoring files by tailors serve to
provide a better understanding of what the tailoring file’s function is. Annotations
can be made as plain text provided by the tailor to go with the tailoring file.
Similar forms of creating context are the selection from a list of categories or
keywords that can be associated with the tailoring file or even automatically
generated descriptions of parts of the context that the tailoring file was produced
in, e. g. name of the tailor or date and time of tailoring. Mørch (1995b) provides
context in a similar way by a presentation of the rationale in his layered
architecture for tailorable applications.
In the main window of the word processor extension, the annotations provided by
the creator of the tailoring file and automatic descriptions like author, data of
creation and name of included macro collection could be seen in both phases of
the word processor case.
The annotations and automatic descriptions for the tools and modules could be
directly accessed from the tailoring box in the second phase of the groupware
search tool case. A plain text annotation could be provided by the creator of the
search tool or module, who could also decide to provide her or his name in the
respective field. The automatic description contained versioning information in
case the search tool or module was based on an existing search tool or module. If
the name of the tailoring file has been changed, the existing annotations and
automatic descriptions were kept as a changeable default. As an additional
feature the help texts for the tailoring environment were available in a shared
workspace and could also be annotated so that people could read others’
annotations to the help text.
All users in the groupware search tool field test considered annotations and
automatic descriptions to be very helpful. They argued that these helped a lot to
understand the search tools and modules and could make the exploration easier
or even completely obsolete. All users were willing to write annotations but
generally unsure about what to write. Accordingly, users sometimes had difficulties
to understand what other users’ generally brief annotations meant. Additionally,
the usage of the annotations was different: one user described what the tailoring
file did, another described the internal wiring and someone else suggested it
would be helpful to describe what a module or search tool was made for. The
option to name the creator of a tailoring file was positively received: this could
help to talk to the person in case of difficulties but also to judge on the quality of a
tailoring file. Since the version history was never longer than one file in the field
test, it did not play an important role. The help texts were rarely used in the field
test and never annotated.
4.2.6. Suggestion 6: Allow for Exploration of a Tailoring File
Tailoring files may include aspects of presentation, e. g. a corporate letterhead, of
manipulation, e. g. a toolbar for special tasks, or of action, e. g. in a macro. Even
with context provided e. g. by annotations, it is not always clear to other users what
effects a tailoring file has, particularly if it includes actions or a set of different
tailoring aspects. One way to support understanding here is to provide means for
exploration, i. e. finding out what a tailoring file “does” without necessarily
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producing all the effects of the tailoring file persistently, and thus avoiding the
danger of deleting previous work by some unforeseen effect of somebody else’s
tailoring file. According to Engelskirchen (2000) this includes several mechanisms,
like undoing the effects of a tailoring file, working in a neutral mode, where the
effect is shown but not persistent, or trying out the tailoring file on test data that
can be changed or deleted without harm.
In the search tool case, exploration was a critical issue, because the user acting as
local expert asked to be able to test newly created search tools since he wanted to
know whether the tailored search tools did what they were supposed to do. In the
second phase of the groupware search tool case, exploration of a search tool was
possible on simulated data. The exploration mode was visualized by a red
background and allowed trying out a search tool on simulated data rather than
real data to avoid unintended data manipulation and provide full control to the
exploring person over the data space to search.
The users liked the exploration mode because it provides complete security from
irreparable damage to the system they had experienced with other software and
particularly its insufficient undo function. They considered the visual closeness to
the real mode to be very helpful for their understanding and the red background
sufficient to be aware of acting in the exploration mode. The usage of simulated
data was basically understood by the users, but considered to be rather timeconsuming due to the need to create simulated data for particular test situations.
They recognized the search on simulated data as one way of understanding the
behavior of a search tool on another person’s desk. The effect of searching on
simulated data to understand how a search tool works is similar to the analysis of
the search tools’ or modules’ components or the discussion with colleagues, but
avoids some of the disadvantages of these approaches. All in all the users
considered the search on simulated data as adequate for users on an intermediate
expertise level who know enough of the search tools to understand the basics but
still need assistance.
4.2.7. Suggestion 7: Make Administration and Coordination Easy
Technical and organizational means should be provided to administrate and
coordinate the tailoring activities of a group. Organizational means are described
in suggestion 8: Support a Tailoring Culture. For the technical means, there is
again a strong analogy with the administration of general files and the
coordination of general activities in collaborative settings.
The administration of tailoring files is necessary particularly with a growing
number of tailors and tailoring files. The administrator is a person who has an
overview over tailoring and is able to order the tailoring files. The administration
may include taking care of a shared workspace by removing old versions or by
checking and debugging files that are put into the shared workspace. The
administrator may also compare and combine several tailoring files. This requires
administrative access rights and possibly the installation of a tailoring sandbox
where a tailoring file can be tested (see also suggestion 6).
The interviews in the first phase of the word processor case revealed the
importance of such administration and coordination for several interviewees e. g.
in relation to organization-wide document templates for administrative purposes.
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In the second phase of the word processor case, the role of an administrator who
is allowed to delete files from the shared workspace is provided for the shared
workspace. Tailoring files also can be attributed by given key words to provide
additional structure. For the planned field test, coordination of the tailoring
activities will be provided by a researcher.
In the second phase of the search tool case, such an administrative measure was
provided, too: The tailoring files could be manipulated (i. e. copied, renamed,
deleted) in the tailoring box by everyone. During the field test coordination of the
tailoring activities (suggestion 7) was provided by a researcher. The lack of a
refined access policy was not considered a problem since the users felt that the
tailoring files and issues should be public – except for the amount of time a person
spent tailoring.
Administration and coordination play a role also in the literature on tailoring and
collaboration (see also section Foundations & Related Work). Henderson & Kyng
(1991) suggest that systems used together demand that tailoring should be
coordinated. Computer supported coordination of collaborative work in general
has been intensively researched and appropriate mechanisms have been
proposed (Carstensen 1996). The coordination of tailoring may involve a crosssection of technical mechanisms and organizational measures to support efficient
collaboration. While an administrator focuses on work with tailoring files, the
coordinator (which may be the same person) focuses on the collaboration of
different users and groups. Tailoring files can be considered to be artifacts around
which collaboration evolves and subsequently coordination is necessary. The
coordination may include eliciting and realizing technical and organizational
requirements to support collaborative tailoring. Additionally, an active information
policy about tailoring e. g. by email, or the organization of workshops or a mentor
system concerning collaborative tailoring can play an important role.
4.2.8. Suggestion 8: Support a Tailoring Culture
Besides and in addition to technical measures the success of collaborative tailoring
also depends on socio-organizational aspects and what Carter & Henderson
(1990) call tailoring culture. The necessity to understand that tailoring and
particularly collaborative tailoring can bring benefits to a group working together
or to an organization was a prerequisite for our application partner in the search
tool case (see fifth and sixth paper) to identify one colleague to be responsible for
coordinating and administering collaborative tailoring. The interviews in the first
phase of the word processor case revealed several forms of an emerged or
installed tailoring culture ranging from a person-to-person exchange of tailoring
files or ideas to persons acting as local experts, some of them being officially
recognized. The interviews also show that tailoring culture is often developed in a
bottom-up process where few persons tailor, then exchange ideas and files, a
knowledgeable and interested person emerges as local expert, and ideally these
efforts are institutionalized by officially recognizing the tailoring activities or
nominating someone officially responsible for coordinating and administering
collaborative tailoring. These, often subsequent, steps represent three possibly
coexisting levels of tailoring culture:
•

level of equals, people helping each other (see also Gantt & Nardi 1992), or a
network of ‘who asks whom’ (Trigg & Bødker 1994);
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•

different levels of expertise, existence of local experts, “gardeners and gurus”
(Gantt &Nardi 1992)

•

organizational embedment with tailoring as a community effort (see MacLean
et al. 1990) and official recognition of tailoring activities and their importance.

In the second phase of the word processor case, the development of a tailoring
culture is supported in several ways: before the introduction of the extension, a
workshop will be held where the extension and its benefits are introduced to the
participants who also receive a reference manual. During the field test, several
tailoring files that have been proved to be of interest for the participants will be
created by a researcher, then stored in the public workspace or sent to a
participant with the suggestion to distribute them.
In order to support the tailoring culture during the field test in the second phase of
the groupware search tool case, after an initial workshop on the groupware search
tool, its tailoring environment, and collaborative tailoring, a researcher regularly
visited the site and encouraged users to tailor. One user who previously had
already shown particular interest, began to grow into the role of a local expert.
4.3. Discussion of Field Test
The results of the field test of the groupware search tool with its included tailoring
environment show that the suggestions are in fact useful for realizing support of
collaborative tailoring. With the exception of awareness, all suggestions were
explicitly realized in the tailoring environment in one form or another and earned
their merits in the field test. Awareness was implicitly realized by the fact that a
new search tool caused a new menu entry. This low level of obtrusiveness was
appropriate considering the relative high effort that the production of a new search
tool required and the resulting moderate number of tailoring files produced. The
suggestions concerning objectification, sharing, browsing, and administration and
coordination were tightly integrated with the features of the tailoring environment
already available for non-collaborative tailoring: tailoring files were just added to
a list and access was equal for everyone. This tight integration eased the users’
work but may cause irritation in larger groups with frequent changes in the list of
tailoring files. For such groups more structure for the tailoring files and additional
awareness may be needed, as realized in the word processor extension to be
evaluated, where private and public areas are distinguished and different access
rights, including an administrator role, exist.
Due to the complex nature of searching in a groupware setting, much effort has
been put into realizing features to help users understand others’ tailoring files in
the groupware search tool tailoring environment. Hence, annotations and
exploration were in the focus there. Annotations are generally a good means to
create additional understanding. However, they also show shortcomings. Firstly, it
is time-consuming to write them and the benefit is not on the writer’s but on the
reader’s side. Secondly, free form annotations can relate to many aspects ranging
from the tailoring rationale to technical or user interface issues. While in many
cases it is important to allow these different aspects, sometimes it may be helpful
to give more structure to annotations, e. g. by providing several input fields for
plain text for different issues or by supporting organizational conventions on how
to write annotations. In addition, annotations for help texts suffer from the fact that
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even help texts are not read very often. For the word processor extension,
annotations may serve to hint at hidden features of the tailoring file, e. g. macros
contained in a document template. Supporting exploration of tailored groupware
search tools, particularly on simulated data, is a complex affair. This complexity is
due to the nature of groupware, where the effects of a person’s action to the work
and data of other persons are not always completely visible or understandable to
him or her due to access restrictions and asynchronous work. The field test for the
groupware search tool tailoring environment shows that this complexity is accepted
in order to understand how a particular search tool works by users on an
intermediate level. In cases of single-user software, like a word processor,
exploration is much less complex and provides a relatively quick and easy way to
see the effects of a tailoring file.
In the groupware search tool field test there was not enough time for the group to
develop a stable tailoring culture. However, a group member began to emerge as
a local expert. This experience supports the presumption that in a situation of
continued use of tailorable software and with forms of aid and stimulation
provided for a limited time, as described above, a tailoring culture is likely to
develop if the organization recognizes the importance of collaborative tailoring.
The two realizations of the suggestions for collaborative tailoring show two of
many ways to put the suggestions into practice. Which of these ways should be
taken and which weight and significance is contributed to which of the suggestions
depends on the particular setting. Important factors are the software that is
tailored (e. g. single-user software or groupware), the concerned organization and
organizational embedment of the software (e. g. large or small group involved and
issues of organizational distribution of those involved) and the potential benefit
from collaborative tailoring.
Certainly, a longer period of usage for both realizations of the suggestions for
collaborative tailoring would allow the refinement of the implementation and
provide important information on the dynamism of software features supporting
collaborative tailoring and their usage as well as the emergence and development
of a tailoring culture and their relation to each other. However, the field test of the
groupware search tool tailoring environment already underlined the relevance of
the introduced suggestions for collaborative tailoring.

5. Conclusion
While it is well known for quite some time, that tailoring activities are often carried
out collaboratively, there is a lack of support for this. The aim of my work
described here was to provide an answer to the question how collaborative
tailoring can be supported adequately. To reach this goal, I performed a survey of
relevant literature (see section Foundations & Related Work), researched and
presented two cases of forms of collaborative tailoring involving action research
and the implementation and different forms of evaluation of prototypes (see
section Two Cases). This lead to suggestions to support different aspects of
collaborative tailoring (see section Suggestions for Supporting Collaborative
Tailoring). The suggestions ranged from software features to socio-technical issues
and related both. In parallel, aspects of these suggestions were realized in
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software and used in a field test (also see section Suggestions for Supporting
Collaborative Tailoring).
5.1. Results
The work leading to the proposed suggestions provided a rich picture of many
aspects of collaborative tailoring. This picture was then used for constructive
suggestions for supporting collaborative tailoring. Necessarily the suggestions are
an abstraction of the numerous concrete experiences from the preceding work.
The field test of the suggestions shows the validity of this abstraction.
The suggestions cover a broad range of software features and socio-organizational aspects. As can be seen from the two examples and different details
described in the section Suggestions for Supporting Collaborative Tailoring, the
concrete realization of the suggestions can and must differ in different settings. The
proposed suggestions may be realized in again other ways where other
organizational circumstances or tasks or systems prevail. Advancements in
technology may lead to the extension of the list of suggestions or to the
replacement of a suggestion by a new one, that may better reflect the changed
setting. For each realization of the suggestions this requires a careful reflection of
the concrete circumstances of the software used, the tasks performed with it and
the group and organizational structure.
One main result of the work at hand is, that tailoring needs a strong integration
with the primary work task both technically and organizationally. Only if tailoring
and collaborative tailoring are not considered to be completely separate from use
they can be successful. Here, further research on adequate software architecture
and the organizational embedment of collaborative tailoring is needed.
The presented results suggest that collaborative tailoring may also serve as a
medium to encourage groups or organizations to discuss group standards and
conventions and thus contribute not only to a tailoring culture but to a general
group or organizational culture.
Again, one must bear in mind that this eventually rewarding activity of collaborative tailoring requires willingness and patience. As always, the question remains
open how much administrative work the participating individuals are willing to
contribute for the benefit of a group or organization and how much administrative
effort is still reasonable to stay on the profitable side of collaborative tailoring.
More refined tools to measure this and more refined categories to weigh the
individual and group pains and gains against each other are needed.
Now, do the suggestions for supporting collaborative tailoring really answer the
question how collaborative tailoring can be supported adequately? The answer is
“yes and no”. Yes, the suggestions are the result of careful and comprehensive
research where different methods have been employed to understand people’s
collaborative tailoring habits and their work practice and to provide, test and
evaluate software to support aspects of collaborative tailoring. Therefore, the
proposed suggestions are the quintessence of serious efforts to understand
collaborative tailoring practice and derive constructive statements from this on a
level that is abstract enough, to reflect the analytical content and concrete enough,
to provide valuable help for real settings. But no, the proposed suggestions do not
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claim to guarantee successful collaborative tailoring nor can they cover all of the
different circumstances and settings for collaborative tailoring now and in the
future. All things considered, the suggestions for collaborative tailoring in hand
provide one spin on the upward spiral towards sufficient theoretical and practical
knowledge about adequate support for collaborative tailoring.
5.2. Future Work
One starting point for this thesis was the notion that mainly descriptive work about
collaborative tailoring had existed and that there had been a lack of constructive
results from these descriptions. Now that the suggestions for supporting
collaborative tailoring provide such a constructive result and different realizations
of the suggestions may be put into practice, it is time to observe again and find out
if and how the suggestions can be refined, and if there are hints for a reasonable
taxonomy of which aspect of collaborative tailoring has which impact in a
particular setting. Longer term observations could also provide information about
technical and organizational dynamism going along with collaborative tailoring
and how this in turn may influence which aspects of collaborative tailoring are
most relevant.
To support collaborative tailoring and the integration of work task and tailoring a
generic tailoring organizer belonging to different applications could be helpful.
This organizer could combine mail mechanisms with the operating systems’
functionality for access rights or shared workspaces and an enhanced functionality
for awareness and annotation. First steps towards this direction are taken by work
dealing with component architectures for tailorability of groupware.
Right now, it seems that tailoring is most useful in small groups with similar work
tasks and personal acquaintance. Future work should also address the question of
technical and organizational scaleability of collaborative tailoring. For larger
groups of participants the distinctions between public and private spaces and
between creator and user of tailoring files need to be enhanced. Like in shared
workspaces for general purpose, a more sophisticated access control model is
needed. Another form of supporting collaborative tailoring would be to allow the
worldwide distribution of tailoring files, e. g., via the World Wide Web (WWW).
Thus, one could even think of supporting global teams or even establish widely
accessible libraries for tailoring files. Whether this is, however, reasonable in the
light of the poverty of organizational and task context is unclear. How context
could possibly be provided and how large groups of participating contributors can
be handled may be learned from recent experiences in distributed software
development. This is particularly interesting when taking place without existence of
a formal organization as in the case of the distributed development of Linux and
its components.
Certainly, more research is needed to understand the complex interdependence of
using and tailoring systems collaboratively and to extend and enhance
generalizable results for technical and organizational support for collaborative
tailoring.
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From Taylorism to Tailorability
Supporting organizations with tailorable software and object orientation

Abstract
With markets globalizing and customers’ demands specializing organizations
worldwide need to change. To reach the necessary flexibility of information
technology one approach is tailorability, i. e. users are enabled to adjust software
to their needs. Some examples for tailorability are given, and its potential benefits
and shortcomings are discussed. Software development plays an important role
for establishing tailorability, and object oriented methods can be helpful in this
context.

Intro
The former successful tayloristic work model that divided labor to increase
efficiency is now a big obstacle for modern business with its need to react quickly
to environmental changes. The conviction that there is one best way for an
organization to run and that organizations work like machines which follow the
linear principles of cause and result is replaced by the idea of an organization as
a constantly moving social network that keeps adapting to environmental changes
(Paetau 1994). Some of the newer literature on organization introduced new
concepts to overcome the rigidity of taylorism and paid tribute to a less linear
understanding of organizations. The suggestions include “reengineering the
corporation” (Hammer & Champy 1994) and building “virtual” (Davidow &
Malone 1993), “fractal” (Warnecke 1993), or “object oriented” (Klotz 1993)
organizations. All of them differ in their main focus, but all stress the importance
of information technology while skipping its particular role and shape in a posttayloristic setting.
That this must not be neglected in any organization we learned in a project
finished recently in which we developed software ergonomical design principles for
groupware (cf. Herrmann et al. 1993). The principles were influenced by
interviews we conducted and that supported our hypothesis that the usage of
networks which are usually designed for communication and co-operation also
raises conflicts of interests between different users. An example for this is the
ambiguity of visibility in a network of cooperating people: Whereas it can be of
importance to one person to see what other people in a team work on it might be
felt to be unwanted control by the latter. In a situation like this no single optimal
solution will be available. Instead a common stable solution for all participants
must be found. Moreover, the system should be able to handle ad-hocnegotiations about conflicts by means of a negotiation function (cf. Wulf 1993).
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In order to reach the organization al flexibility demanded by newer organizational
theory as well as by the software ergonomical need to adjust systems to individuals
and groups several measures and concepts are promising. One of them is
tailorability.

Tailorability
Software for a modern organization should be tailorable. This means that users
can adjust it to their special needs by themselves. Ideally there will be different
levels of adjustment for different needs and qualifications (cf. Henderson & Kyng
1991). Thus, adjusting the software might mean that a person places icons or a
toolbar on the screen wherever she or he wants, that the input device can be
chosen (keyboard, mouse, voice etc.), but also that people make highly
sophisticated configurations in a system to support their work as a team e. g. by
defining who’s substituting whom at which occasion in a workflow process. Also
end user programming can be used to tailor software.
Relevant dimensions of the tailoring process are who the initiator, the actor, and
the affected persons are, what its subject is (user, task, organizational context),
what its goal is, or when, for how long, and for what parts of the system it is made
(cf. Haaks 1992).
Some examples of collaborative work practice can highlight different aspects of
tailoring software in a collaborative work setting.
•

When introducing a new ISDN telephony system in an organization several
configurations can be made. Some of them concern technical aspects, others
may result from the organizational structure and again others relate to privacy
aspects. Thus, one part of the configuration adopts the telephony software to
the standards of the local telephone company while another part sets the rules
for call forwarding or prevents any unauthorized person to activate the
microphone of one of the telephones from a remote place. Usually these
configurations affect all of the people using the telephone system, and they are
rarely changed. They are made before the first use of the system. The
telephone users are seldom asked to participate in the configuration process or
even informed. This is a classical and rather rigid form of tailoring.

•

With SHARE Greenberg (1991) proposes a layered architecture for a
conference tool with the possibility to use one of a set of “personizable floor
control policies”, i. e. rules for deciding who’s turn it is next to speak/write in a
computer mediated conference. Such a rule could state that every person that
wants to say something can just “grab” the turn by interrupting the speaking
person, or that the speaking person has to explicitly stop speaking before
anybody else can start. Also, there could be a chairperson who picks the next
speaker from the group who raise their hands (shown by an icon on the
screen). Other floor control policies can be defined. The decision for a special
policy is made before every single session. It remains open if only the person
initiating a meeting or the whole group can decide about a meeting’s floor
control policy.

•

A closer look at organizational aspects of tailoring is taken in some papers
dealing with the sharing of customization files (Mackay 1990; Nardi 1993
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Chapter 6; Trigg & Bødker 1994). While the software that is dealt with is not
necessarily groupware, i. e. used by people to collaborate, there are still
interesting observations about collaborative work practice made. The main
point of interest here is that people individualize software they use for their
daily work and share these individualized custom files with others who feel that
the files are useful for them. The customization may include some macros or
lengthy blocks of standard text that different people need to write to fulfill legal
or other requirements. To have others benefit from the customization files
“translators” (Mackay 1990) are needed who make custom files accessible and
talk to people about them, thus “translating” between the system developers
and the end users. They should be domain experts as well as interested in
computers and willing and able to communicate and help people. The
translators often emerge from a group in a “natural” way. They can be
beneficial for an organization in supporting the process of tailoring software to
an organization’s needs. Some positive experiences with translators (“gardeners”, as Nardi (1993) calls people who are rewarded or paid for being
translators) have been made. They have shown that gardeners can be a source
of high quality support. Other field studies have mentioned that the process of
sharing custom files has become more systematized in the course of the time
(Trigg & Bødker 1994).
•

Malone et al. (1992) describe a system that allows end users to tailor software
on a level closer to system development than just setting parameters. Their
OVAL System is a “radically tailorable tool for cooperative work” where
“radically tailorable” means that the tool is meant to enable end users to
create different applications by modifying a working system. This is done by
combining and modifying objects, views, agents, and links which provide an
elementary tailoring language. While, in fact, the idea of end users designing
the application that suits them best is intriguing, the question remains how
many users will be able to handle the more advanced features of this complex
system.

A very important aspect of tailoring in a work group setting has not yet been
widely discussed. None of the examples mentioned involved a group of users
jointly tailoring their groupware system to the group’s needs. This will be of
increasing importance in the future since more and more groupware systems will
be installed in post-tayloristic organizations. Having a group tailor their groupware
system raises questions about how this can be done. Similar to the technical (cf.
Wulf 1995) and organizational means to deal with conflicts among groupware
users while they use the system, ways have to be found to moderate different
interests in a groupware tailoring process.
The tailoring examples above highlight some of the potential benefits and
shortcomings of tailoring software. Generally tailorable software can enhance the
flexibility of an organization by enabling technical adjustments to organizational
needs. Thus, for an organization tailoring can be a vital part of the management
of change and the heading towards a learning organization. By actively
supporting the tailoring process e. g. by gardeners spreading custom files or by
work groups discussing group-relevant aspects of tailoring the self-organizational
potential of work groups in a post-tayloristic organization can be set free. Also
organizational support by gardeners or regular tailoring meetings can be helpful
to provide structure to the tailoring process and thus keeping the organization’s
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technical infrastructure from turning into a thicket of incompatible individual
solutions or being lost in space between system planets tailored by groups.
On the other hand tailoring software is not inevitably beneficial. There is the
danger of a tailoring overhead since the time and effort needed for tailoring is lost
- at least at a first glance - for the primary work task. Gardeners might be difficult
to find, since they need a double qualification finding themselves on the border of
system development and everyday work. Also, there is a danger of getting too
unfamiliar with the work settings when a gardener works for a longer time on the
developer’s side of the border. Moreover, the gardener system provides another
layer between system developers and end users. While this is intended to improve
the communication between these groups it might just increase the organization’s
hierarchical overhead. Organizations face the danger of running into a
qualification problem not only for gardeners but for all personnel. Tailoring
software requires technical and social skills, particularly in a collaborative work
environment, that not every organization member might have or be willing or able
to acquire. Moreover, software ergonomical design principles particularly for
groupware and work psychological demands are in danger of being disrespected
by unskilled tailors. This is a dilemma software ergonomy faces by pleading for
tailorability to ensure that a system fits the users’ needs on one side while on the
other side struggling with the potential negative effects of letting the final look and
functionality of a system slip out of the hands of developers and putting it into the
responsibility of people tailoring within an organization. Finally, allowing for more
internal dynamics as a result of continuously tailoring software might be a problem
for some managers fearing to lose control.
Deciding on how a system needs to be to fulfill the expectations of all or most of
the people working with it at least to a certain extent doesn’t get easier when the
decision is made within an organization rather than by external system developers.
But the chances are better to find a way of tailoring the system to support the
organization and its members well by discussing the special needs and trying out
what works good and what doesn’t.

Software Development
Tailorability is a feature of software. Therefore, software development is a relevant
area to look at. Moreover, software development is affected by the post-tayloristic
organization models directly. Developing software for a special organization must
no longer be document driven and follow the rigid top-down waterfall model, i. e.
consist of predefined disjunct phases with written milestones to document the state
of a project before the next phase may be started.
To overcome the waterfall model several approaches have been made. Two of the
most promising are EOS (Evolutionary Object Oriented System Development)
(Hesse & Weltz 1994) and STEPS (Software Technology for Evolutionary
Participative System Development) (for an introduction cf. Floyd et al. 1989). Both
consider software development to be evolutionary and stress the necessity to
continuously coordinate the areas of development and usage since system
development always includes the design of workplaces.
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The particular strength of EOS is the usage of object orientation (see chapter
below) which might be a good technical basis to realize tailorable systems. STEPS
relies on user participation where developers and users exchange their views of the
system-to-be or the last revision to ensure that the software fits the users’ current
and future needs. Thus, part of the tailoring before the continuous usage of the
software is done by system developers together with end users. This procedure for
the two groups to work together in evolutionary development seems to be a good
social approach to tailoring.

Remarks on Object Orientation
There are different relations between the computers science’s concept of object
orientation and post-tayloristic organizations. Klotz (1993) has used the object
oriented image of independently operating objects communicating through clearly
defined interfaces and being provided with all necessary resources to describe how
a modern organization should work and called it “object oriented organization”. It
is yet an open question if this is not overstretching the comparison with the object
oriented approach.
But still object orientation can be of great value in designing and using tailorable
software. Since people tend to think in objects rather than functions the interaction
in a participatory design process between developers and users on what the work
and the software are about is made a lot easier with the gap between their
different notions narrowing. On the other hand object orientation supports an
evolutionary process by allowing easy prototyping and changing of modules.
Basic to object orientation are modularity by data encapsulation, inheritance of
object features, and the polymorphism that frees objects that send a message from
knowing the receiving object’s properties. Each of them can be very helpful for
tailorability, e. g.:
•

encapsulation ensures lean and clearly defined interfaces, so parts of the
software can relatively easy be changed, removed, or added without risking a
decrease of system stability;

•

inheritance particularly supports working in a group where features of a
configuration object of the work group can be passed on to the group
members’ configuration objects without them having to configure each and
every of their work environments manually whenever the group configuration
changes;

•

polymorphism is needed in tailored work settings to ensure that changing one
object doesn’t make it necessary to change the methods of other objects.

These features have shown to be valuable for prototyping and will be of use to
build tailorable software since many of the requirements for prototyping and
tailorability are common. Moreover, for tailorable software a layered architecture
seems to be useful, where each layer is responsible for one aspect of tailorability,
e. g. the user interface or building and using macros. To keep these layers
independent and stable to the frequent changes resulting from tailoring object
orientation can provide the methods.
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Extro
Tailorability can be part of the solution to the problems that organizations face in
a fast changing market. On the other hand it imposes more work on an
organization since it takes part of the responsibility for the adequate realization of
the software from the system developers. After all, building tailorable software and
working with it is a process of deregulation with the chances and dangers
depending on an organization’s ability to use the potential of tailorability.
More work must be directed on the tailoring practice for different settings,
including the development of gardening models, concepts for tailoring as a group
process, and the evaluation of tailoring activities. Moreover, technical advancement towards architectures for tailorable software must be made. Object oriented
concepts might be helpful here. Finally, it is crucial to understand that organizational and technical flexibility and change are intertwined and must be dealt with
jointly (cf. Rohde & Wulf (1995) for suggestions for an integrated organization and
technology development).
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Second Paper
How to Make Software Softer Designing Tailorable Applications
Abstract
The design of tailorable systems is an important issue for fields of application
which are characterized by differentiation and dynamics. We show how
tailorability can be combined with approaches of evolutionary and participative
software engineering and discuss some conceptual problems arising from this
approach. Moreover, we present two case studies on how to design tailorable
functionality in a groupware development project.

Introduction
Tailorability is a property of software which allows to change certain aspects of the
software in order to meet different user requirements. It is widely agreed that
tailorability is one of the major future challenges in the design of user interfaces
and interactive systems (Trigg 1992, Carter & Henderson 1990, MacLean et al.
1990, Henderson & Kyng 1991, Olsen et al. 1993, Malone et al. 1992, Kahler
1995, Bentley & Dourish 1995).
Several authors have pointed out that with tailorable software one has to take into
account several problems which classical design methodologies do not (and do
not have to) address. On a technical level, the software architecture has to provide
means of changing system behavior other than rewriting and recompiling source
code. Henderson & Kyng (1991), Haaks (1992), Mørch (1997) stress the basic
flexibility of object oriented architectures in this respect. For instance, OVAL (see
Malone et al. 1992) is based on four elements (objects, views, agents and links)
which constitute a language which can be used to rapidly build and tailor
groupware applications. LINKWORKS by DEC (see DEC 1995) is another example
of a tailorable system based on an object oriented architecture. The system
provides a set of high level language elements and tools for deriving new classes
of application objects and redefining system behavior. Tailorability as understood
by the designers of the systems mentioned above goes very far, allowing to build from the same construction set - full fledged applications which may serve rather
diverse purposes. The basic complexity of creating an application, however, steers
this brand of tailorability towards the community of professional designers,
resulting in powerful and efficient high-level design-tools for building and
maintaining software.
On a more user centered level, tailorability can be regarded as the means to
adapt existing applications to changes in the needs of single users or groups of
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users, making the software better fit the current work situation. Examples are the
recording of macros in word processors to automate sequentially executed tasks,
the implementation of an access policy using mechanisms for discretionary access
control or just changing the screen to the current user’s favorite color. The basic
complexity of these actions is not beyond the scope of end users (see Nardi &
Miller 1991, Henderson & Kyng 1991). Tailorability of this kind, however, provides
several new challenges for the design process of software.
In this paper we will focus on the design process for tailorable software. We will
present two rather different cases studies out of the context of the POLITEAM Project
(see Klöckner et al. 1995) in order to show how end-user tailorability can be
accommodated in a participative design approach. The first section examines the
initial motivation for making software tailorable and from this perspective derives
a number of questions which have to be addressed during the design process. We
then focus on the task of capturing diversified and dynamic requirements. The
second section gives a short overview over the context provided by the POLITEAM
Project. In the third section we discuss two actual design cases in this context: the
redesign of a search tool for documents and the redesign of the discretionary (i. e.
user tailorable) access control system in a groupware system. The conclusion sums
up the lessons learnt from these experiences and presents questions which have
not yet been answered.

Designing Tailorable Software
In this section, we want to examine the initial motivation for designing tailorable
software in order to derive and clarify the questions which have to be addressed in
the design of tailorable software.
Traditional software design following the waterfall model (see Boehm 1976) is
concerned with capturing, realizing and testing one set of requirements, reflecting
a snapshot of one field of application (see figure 1). The field of application may
be a specific organization with special requirements concerning functionality and
interface features.

Figure 1: Designing software which meets the requirements of one field of
application at one time
Software development according to the waterfall model focuses on one field of
application and assumes that the requirements for system design are clear at the
very beginning of a project and stable for a long period of time. Both of these
underlying assumptions have been questioned for years. Therefore, evolutionary
approaches to software engineering try to capture dynamically evolving
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requirements employing an iterative design procedure (see Boehm 1985,
Henderson-Sellers & Edwards 1990). In participative and evolutionary approaches
the users of an application are actively involved in the design process and are thus
given the opportunity to articulate their requirements (see Floyd et al. 1989,
Grønbæk et al. 1995).
These approaches indicate a viable way to overcome problems of traditional
software development methods. Nevertheless they require the involvement of the
system developers whenever a new requirement is pointed out by the users. In
working environments which are characterized by a high degree of dynamics in
user requirements, the continuous involvement of the system developers may
retard or even impede a necessary adaptation of the software. Therefore, Wulf &
Rohde (1995) have proposed to combine evolutionary and participative software
development with activities of tailoring in use. Since tailoring can be performed by
users, local experts, or support staff, the implementation time for small changes
may be reduced significantly which often appears to be critical to the success of an
application.
Figure 2 shows how tailoring activities can be combined with evolutionary and
participative software-development. This combination extends the STEPS process
model developed by Floyd et al. (1989).
project
established
revision
established

production

user
system
design

system
specification

software
realization

developer
application

maintenance

embedment
preparation

tailoring

use

cycles
product
process

system
version

Figure 2: Extended STEPS-approach - Combining evolutionary and participative
software development with tailoring in use (see Wulf & Rohde 1995)
Apart from dynamically evolving user requirements, diversity of requirements is
another reason for designing tailorable software. Requirement diversity is
encountered, for instance, in product development for large markets. Tailorability
allows a generic product to satisfy the diverse demands of many customers.
Additionally, diversity is encountered in the development of custom-made multiuser software, especially groupware, as inter-individual differences as well as
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different organizational roles or tasks may require distinct views on data or
different functionality.
Thus, dynamically evolving and differentiated requirements from different fields of
application are the main reason for the development of tailorable software (see
Henderson & Kyng 1991, Trigg et al. 1987, Paetau 1994, Oberquelle 1994).
Taking these considerations into account, the design process for tailorable
applications has to capture the diversity and dynamics of the fields of application,
as shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: The central question of this paper: how to design tailorable software?
Considering this modified view of designing, we have to deal with the following
questions concerning the particularities of designing flexible software:
•

How can the designer capture diversified and future requirements and how
can he distill the necessary range of flexibility from these requirements?

•

How can this range of flexibility be implemented technically, leading to the
question of software architecture?

•

How can the technical flexibility offered by the architecture can be made
accessible for end users through the user interface?

In the rest of the paper we focus primarily on the first question in the context of
experiences from the POLITEAM project. In the next subsection, we want to take a
closer look at the relationship between tailorability and evolutionary & participatory design.
The Relationship of Tailorability and Evolutionary & Participatory Design
Kjær and Madsen (1994) have applied participatory techniques in analyzing the
requirements for flexibility of a picture archive and communication system in a
hospital. They conclude (p. 22):
“... flexibility concerns not the regular procedures and standard
way of doing things but the unexpected, unprecedented, the
exceptional cases, situations and events which are only
experienced by the people who do the day to day work.”
Thus, participatory & evolutionary design can - on one hand - be employed to
design the “right kind” of tailorability. In this sense, it is used to expose diversity in
requirements in one or several fields of application.
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On the other hand, tailorability and participatory & evolutionary design are
complementary as discussed in the last section. In this other sense, the purpose of
tailorability is to make the software more robust to small anticipated changes and
diversities in requirements in-between phases of design, while the evolutionary
redesign aims at taking into account more significant and unexpected changes.
For the purpose of the rest of this paper we want the relationship between
tailorability and participatory & evolutionary design to be understood in the first
sense, i. e. capturing diversified (and - in a limited sense - future) requirements.
Capturing Diverse and Future Requirements
To determine the range of flexibility to be supported by a tailorable application,
two (at first glance) different problems have to be addressed. On one hand, the
analysis technique has to capture the diversity of existing requirements in different
fields of application across a market segment or across different subfields of
application in the same organization. On the other hand, it has to “predict” future
requirements.
How can the designer go about addressing the first problem, the capturing of
diversity between or within organizations and persons?
Assuming that we cannot involve every possible user in our design process (a safe
assumption in large organizations and markets), the first obvious step is a careful
selection of users. The selection has to be careful in the sense that we still want to
capture the full range of requirements in order to make the system as flexible as
necessary. The importance of a careful selection is illustrated by an example
reported by Grudin (1989). He describes the unsuccessful development of a group
scheduling tool, whose failure was caused by only including managers into the
analysis stage of the design process. As was discovered later the subordinates had
rather different requirements which lead to a lethally low acceptance rate of the
final product.
The selection process at this stage must necessarily be of an explorative and
heuristic nature. In our design cases described later on, we developed such
heuristic selection schemes. The selection criteria for users and organizations in
these schemes were based our past experiences concerning e. g. the differences of
access policies encountered in public and private organizations and - admittedly pure guesswork. We also had to take into account practical limitations of
accessibility and time in selecting participants for the analysis stage of the design
processes.
As the designers learn more about the diversity of requirements in relation to
different users and organizations, the selection scheme should be refined to
accommodate newly discovered correlations between requirements and user or
organization types. This refinement may be supported by including users and
organizations into the scheme, which are - according to the current version of the
selection scheme - redundant. If, for example, the scheme calls for a distinction of
users in private and public organizations, redundancy may be achieved by
including several private, respectively public organizations in the analysis stage.
Thus, if the scheme does not capture all dependencies between user (or
organization) types and requirements, some supposedly redundant entities are
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prone to exhibit diverse requirements, as well. This redundancy allows for a small
degree of fault-tolerance in the scheme.
We also suggest to actively investigate the cause for the individual requirements in
each case as another way to refine the heuristic scheme on the fly. The goal must
be to find a correlation between certain attributes of the examined entities
(organizations or persons) and the requirement encountered, e. g. organizations
with a high degree of exposure to market pressures exhibit the need for timedependent access policies (see our case study).
We are aware that our heuristic approach cannot guarantee correct results, but we
believe that it can serve as an efficient tool to obtain at least a rough idea about
the degree of flexibility necessitated by the diversity of requirements.
But what about future requirements? Ecklund et al. (1996) suggest to extend
Jacobsen´s use-case methodology (see Jacobsen et al. 1992) with the concept of
change-cases in order to accommodate future changes in requirements. Their
approach, however, concentrates on the expression of possible changes within the
use-case methodology and the tracing of changes to other levels in the design
process. Concerning the capturing of future requirements they only suggest to take
into account (p. 354):
• “planned or scheduled changes to product / services offerings
• user comments [...]
• review of regulatory / legal environment
• drafts of pending legislation / regulations
• review of organization’s technology & platform strategy.”
These points definitely are important and have to be taken into account during
design. They are useful to accommodate clearly specifiable changes, for example,
in the rate of value added tax in accounting systems. We believe, however, that
there are changes in the environment, the consequences of which on the software
cannot be easily specified. Regard, for example, a small but fast-growing
company which wants to introduce a new (custom-made) email system. The
company plans to multiply its workforce in the next few years. The consequences
concerning the number of possible email accounts are easily deducted from the
expected growth. But what about the way people use email? Will email-filters
become more important, will people write less emails “to all users”, etc. These
questions are not easily answered.
We suggest to extend our heuristic selection scheme to take into account the
factors which drive organizational change (e. g. growth, learning, change of
environment). This brings us back to the necessity of carefully selecting users and
organizations for participation. One could explicitly select organizations (or
individuals) which are further along an assumed “change-curve” (e. g. bigger
companies, companies with a more dynamic environment, more experienced
users, etc.) in order to gain clues concerning future requirements and usage
patterns.
However, one has to keep in mind, that there are some factors driving organizational and individual change (e. g. new technologies) which prevent finding
example organizations or persons which represent possible “futures”.
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In the rest of the paper we describe and discuss how we have employed the
thoughts and concepts presented in this section in two design cases.
The POLITEAM Project
Our design cases are taken from the context of the POLITEAM project. Within the
POLITEAM project a groupware application for a German federal ministry and
selected ministries of a state government and the concurrent engineering division
of a car producer is developed in an evolutionary and participative way. The first
system version was generated by configuring the commercial product LINKWORKS
by Digital. Based on the experiences gained by introducing the first system version
in three different fields of application, we develop advanced versions of the
system. The functionality mainly consists of an electronic circulation folder, shared
workspaces, and an event notification service.
The project started by carrying out semi-structured interviews with future users in
the three fields of application to learn about their work practice. This information
was used to generate a prototypical configuration of the commercial product for
each of the different fields of application. This prototype was presented in a
workshop, modified accordingly and finally introduced as the POLITEAM I system.
After the introduction the users were supported regularly by project members who
communicated their experiences to the designers of the next system version (user
advocates, see Mambrey et al. 1996). Moreover, interviews were carried out and
workshops were held regularly to allow for direct communication between
designers, support staff and users.
One major problem with the first versions of POLITEAM was the insufficient
protection of privacy. Since the system is based on a desktop metaphor, the users
expected the system to regulate visibility and accessibility of documents according
to this metaphor. Unfortunately, the protection mechanisms did not conform with
this requirement, as they were completely independent from the virtual desktops
and folders. Users could access any object - if not explicitly denied by an access
profile - on any desktop across the whole virtual office using a search tool (The
result of using the search tool was a set of links through which all found objects
could be accessed). The users were very suspicious about which aspects of their
work were open to inspection by superiors and colleagues, because the
specification of access rights was very ambiguous and unclear (see second case
study).
A first-cut solution was the removal of the search tool, limiting the initiation of
cooperation to explicitly sending links to shared workspaces to all cooperators. As
this was not a very satisfying solution to the problem, the POLITEAM group at the
University of Bonn decided to make privacy a central theme in their redesign
efforts. Since the search tool and the access rights were clearly identified as the
major culprits of the suboptimal design, we decided to pursue two complementary
venues of redesigning the product. One subgroup concentrated on redesigning
the search tool, while the other took on the redesign of the access control system.
The two groups met regularly to coordinate their designs and produce an
integrated solution. In the following section we describe our experiences during the
two design processes.
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Two design cases
Design of an Access Control System for Groupware
The need for making the discretionary access control system more flexible was - as
mentioned above - one of the premiere requirements voiced by users during the
early stages of the participatory design process. In this section we describe the
steps of this process concerning the design of a new access control system. Figure
5 shows the basic structure of this process.

product

process without user involvement

process with user involvement

Figure 5: Design process for the new access control system
In LinkWorks (version 3.0) users can determine the access rights for an object by
choosing a predefined access profile. The system provides eight default access
profiles (e. g. public, private, for feedback etc.), which can be changed or
extended only with a special tool, usually at the hand of the system administrator.
The user advocates in the POLITEAM project reported very early on, that the users
considered the existing access control system insufficient for their purposes, mainly
due to the following reasons (which were also discussed and elaborated during the
first user workshop):
The access profile scheme is not flexible enough, since user can only choose from
a rather limited number of predefined options. If the intended access policy is not
among them, end users cannot define a new one.
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In LinkWorks access rights are defined in relation to formal organizational
hierarchies. Therefore, it was hardly possible to implement access policies to
support collaboration not following existing hierarchies.
The access rights do not recognize the desktop metaphor, e. g. it is possible to
send somebody an object which this person cannot access in any way. In some
cases (sending sensitive documents by mistake) this might be a desirable effect.
On the other hand, users might end up with “dead” objects on their desks which
they cannot remove or return to the sender.
These reasons do not concern superficial elements but stem from conceptual
inconsistencies. The existing access control system does not take the diversity of
different access policies into account, especially that:
•

foremost the end users implement access policies, not the system administrator.

•

many organizations (at least our field of application) do not primarily rely on
formal hierarchies to structure and organize group processes. Workgroups
may be formed orthogonal to these existing hierarchies.

•

end users seem to be easily irritated by inconsistencies in the use of metaphors
in the design of software, i. e. if they are presented with a virtual desktop they
expect it to “behave” like a desktop. Concerning access rights, they expect their
desk to be first and foremost a private place (“My desk is my castle”).

After evaluating the results of our first user workshop we decided to design a
completely new access control system for POLITEAM. The object oriented
architecture of LinkWorks allows for such radical tailoring by providing a high level
method language. At this point we have to distinguish between the tailoring
activities by the authors (tailoring of LinkWorks in order to implement a new access
control system) and the tailoring activities by the end users (tailoring of the access
control system in order to implement new access policies). For the purposes of this
paper we refer to the former as “design” and the latter as “tailoring”, since it is not
relevant here that we implemented our access control system using an existing
groupware system (apart from taking into account the experiences made with the
application of the existing system).
The evaluation of the problems with the existing access control system and the
study of related problems mentioned in the current literature provided us with a
rough understanding of the requirements of the new system. We evaluated the
literature looking for a basic model for representing access policies in cooperative
multi-user systems. As a result we decided to start with a rule based approach,
since it seemed to offer the necessary flexibility and power. Moreover it turned out
that - during the first user workshop - our end users formulated their access
policies explicitly in form of rules (permissions and denials).
One major design problem using rules was to determine the exact form of single
rules, the semantics of rule evaluation and the interface for presenting and editing
the rule base. We pursued a user centered approach by asking ourselves how we
would expect access rules to work and be represented in the system. We designed
paper mock ups of possible user interfaces and evaluated different possibilities
during the first developers workshop. The result of this workshop was a natural
language approach for the presentation of rules in the user interface and several
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interface features for effectively presenting a set of rules to the users. Concerning
rule evaluation we considered a “most-specific-rule-holds”-scheme most intuitive.
The following rules are examples of typical access rules as formulated by the
participants of the workshop:
•

R1: User A is allowed to read and write documents in Folder C

•

R2: Users of Group B are forbidden to read documents in Folder C

In the case of inconsistent rules (e. g. if User A is in Group B and tries to read a
document in Folder C) the more specific rule is applied (in the example this is rule
R1 which allows access). This approach to the resolution of inconsistent rules was
based solely on our (the designers) intuition about (real world) rule systems. As
described later on, we refined the resolution strategy together with the users in
later stages of the design process.
The next step was the design of a first functional prototype to get an idea of the
problems end users might face when tailoring their access policies using rules. This
prototype was implemented using Microsoft Visual Basic and allowed the editing
and evaluation of a set of access rules. This prototype was again evaluated in a
designer workshop, resulting in a set of minor improvements but mainly in a list of
open issues which could not be resolved without the participation of end users
from our field of application.
The most important issue was, upon which factors the permission or denial of
access depends. This question is important for determining the necessary terms
which can appear in the conditional part of a rule. If an access policy states, for
instance, that access to certain documents is to be denied on weekends, the denial
depends upon the time of access.
The decision which factors to allow in the conditional part of a rule thus
determines the range of different access policies which are supported by the
system, i. e. the degree of flexibility which end users can control.
To answer these questions we decided to interview end users in different fields of
application in order to determine the range of access policies which had to be
supported by the new system. Eliciting the requirements from single users turned
out to be rather easy, because even users with little computer experience were
aware of the (common sense) need to control access to sensitive documents. All
user involved in our field study could readily formulate the access policies (in their
own language) needed for their work. Thus, the main challenge of this field study
was to capture the full range of requirements.
We decided to include 3 different organizations in our initial survey: one of the
POLITEAM fields of application (the department of a state ministry), a private
company and a semi-private organization. We selected the different organizations
according the their degree of exposure to market pressures since we believed that
this factor has a strong influence on the type of access policy needed. As many
government departments in Germany - as a trend - are being restructured
according to the ideas of customer- and service orientation (there even are several
examples of “outsourcing” previously public functions like waste disposal to the
private sector), we hoped to get a notion of future requirements by examining
organizations with stronger exposure to market pressures. In each organization we
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interviewed at least one subordinate and one superior (manager). The whole
classification scheme for interviewee selection is shown in figure 6:
organization

public

semi-private

private

person
superior
subordinate

Figure 6: classification scheme for user selection
The interviews were conducted in the offices of the respective persons. They were
semi-structured in the sense that we had prepared a set of open lead questions in
order to initiate the interview and motivate the interviewee to talk about the
sometimes rather touchy subject of access rights. The semi-structured questionnaire basically contained the following items:
•

General questions concerning the position and responsibilities of the
interviewee in the respective organisation,

•

Questions concerning the (electronic and paper) documents related to the
work of the interviewee (e. g.: “What documents do you work with and what do
they contain?”),

•

Questions concerning the collaborative aspects of the work (e. g.: “Who else
needs to access these documents?),

•

Direct questions concerning the permission and denial of access to the
respective documents (e. g.: “Who is allowed to read or change the documents?”).

As mentioned before, we also included questions concerning intuitive resolution
strategies for inconsistent access policies (e. g.: “If one policy states that nobody is
allowed to read documents on your desk and another policy states that members
of a certain project group may read documents on a part of your desk, which of
these two policies should be applied by the system?”).

Figure 7: Screen presenting access rules to the end user
Our goal was to elicit the access policies used in connection with the documents
(on paper and on existing computer media) used by the interviewees. We
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conducted all together 12 interviews equally distributed over the different classes in
figure 6.
The main result of our survey was the set of factors - concerning the context of user
and object - which were used in access policies to determine whether access is to
be allowed or denied. They ranged from obvious central elements like the user or
the object itself, over other anticipated factors like organizational roles to
surprising aspects, e. g. the political affiliation of users, or their state of health
(“Only if I am sick, my colleagues may access my desktop.”). We also noticed the
important role of time-dependent access policies (e. g.: “Our sales force is only
allowed to access this price list until first of March”). Since we want to concentrate
here on issues of the design process of tailorable software rather than access
control, we refer to our other work (Stiemerling 1996, Pfeifer & Stiemerling 1997)
for a more extensive discussion of the results. We only want to mention here, that
due to the rather exotic nature of some of these access factors, not all factors
developed during the field study could directly be implemented in the second
prototype (e. g. making access dependent on the state of health of a user, which is
obviously hard to do).
Once the interviews were evaluated we began to design the second prototype. This
prototype was fully integrated in the LinkWorks-environment, i. e. the access
policies did have a real effect upon the documents in the system. The old access
control system was neutralized. The purpose of this prototype was the end user
evaluation of the rule based approach. Figure 7 shows the presentation of the
rules valid for a certain object. The rules are ordered according to the interpretation algorithm with the more specific rules on top and the more general rules at
the bottom.
The user has the opportunity to query the rule base (button: “explore access
behavior”) in case he or she does not understand the presentation.

Figure 8: Screen for editing a single rule
Figure 8 shows the screen for editing a single rule. The user enters the elements of
the rule using simple, well-know control elements like drop-down boxes. A very
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successful feature in this screen is the instant feedback in natural language in the
lower part of the window. After every selection in the form the rule description
changes according to the users action. During evaluation this feature allowed even
first time users to identify and correct mistakes.
We used the Thinking Aloud Method (see Nielsen 1993) for the evaluation of our
user interface. The basic idea of this method is to let users carry out a number of
real world task with the prototype and ask them to “think aloud” about their
interpretation of presentation and possible actions. Especially the motivation
behind the actions is of interest.
The evaluation was carried out in a laboratory setting. A simple scenario involving
a diary and a group of “good friends” was prepared. The users (6 users from 3
different skill-levels spanning developers, power users and novices) were given a
set of tasks consisting of access policies they had to implement. A simple access
policy, for example, was “The group of ‘good friends’ is allowed to read the
diary.”, a more difficult one was “Oliver is not allowed to read the diary on
weekends.”
The usability test revealed several problems in the design of the user interface,
especially ambiguities in the use of natural language to describe rules. However,
the underlying rules-concept was understood by the end users. At this point we are
confident that a majority of end users in our field of application are able to
successfully implement access policies using our system.
The rule based approach is flexible enough to support a wide range of access
policies and we believe that we have captured a number of relevant factors
determining permission or denial in real world access polices in a broad range of
fields of application.
Design of a Search Tool for Groupware
The second case that shall be described here is the redesign of a search tool for
the POLITEAM project. The aspects of this case concerning the participatory and
evolutionary approach of development are covered in depth in Kahler (1996).
The basic version of LinkWorks had a tool implemented that allowed the user to
search for any object independent of its actual location within the system.
Discussions with users revealed that this search tool was not well enough designed
to be used by our application partners since the issues of privacy and unintentional
manipulation of shared files were not satisfactorily dealt with, possible conflicts
about snooping around on others’ desks were not considered. Thus, the original
design did not take the diversity of searching activities in different fields of
application into account. Moreover, the user interface was overloaded with
functions unneeded by our application partners. So we decided to improve the
existing search tool or build a new one with the means that LinkWorks as an object
oriented system provided.
Our first goal was to identify the basic functionality of a groupware search tool as
well as additional features that might be needed in one organization or work
setting but not in the other. To do so, in the course of the redevelopment of the
search tool different techniques for requirement analysis were involved (see figure
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9). We conducted 10 interviews with interview partners from four different
organizations one of which was a POLITEAM application partner, held four workshops with POLITEAM members where aspects of searching were raised, two of
which were dedicated to search tool prototypes, and we developed three
prototypes of search tools which were later evaluated. Moreover, the POLITEAM user
advocates (see Mambrey et al. 1996) helped us to get a better understanding of
the work of our application partners and their requirements.

Figure 9: Redesign process for the search tool
To get a better understanding of how search in a work group is performed we
started with conducting interviews about how people who cowork with each other
search objects, i. e. documents, papers, or folders in an office environment. We
talked to ten people, the interviews were led with one person at a time, lasted
about 30-45 minutes each and were conducted along a questionnaire with 29
questions that served as a guide which left space for additional questions and talk.
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The questionnaire had two parts having the interviewees take the roles of both a
person searching something in a work group and person „being searched on“,
i. e. someone, who was asked about or for an object.
The answers of the interviewees shed a light on different aspects of searching in a
work group. While the general search criteria were the same in different
organizations (the file name, date, key words, and the author of a document) the
ways how and where objects are stored in a particular work place differed in the
different organizations. This includes organizational as well as personal storage.
Several personal preferences could be found which the interviewees stated to be
efficient for themselves. On the organizational level we found different structures to
sort and order documents like order by date, by internal or external order numbers
or by task areas and within them again by project number and date. The common
search criterion to search only in text documents was later implemented in a check
box of the prototype as optional behavior.
Potential conflicts came up where electronic search on others’ desks was
discussed. Here, the symmetric design of the questionnaire allowed for every
interviewee to take the role of a „searcher“ and the role of a person „being
searched on“. In the role of a person searching actively the interviewees pleaded
for a nearly unlimited access for electronic search arguing that this would be
helpful and necessary for cooperation and adequate for team work. When they
took the role of a person affected by someone else’s electronic search some of
them felt uncomfortable knowing that everyone could look into their folders and
considered this as an unwanted intrusion. So obviously, there is a conflict potential
in performing an electronic search on another person’s desk that requires a
context specific solution: While in one case it might be adequate to prohibit a
system-wide search at all in another case or organization it might be sensible to
generally allow for a search within a work group (could be implemented as
conditional behavior) or allow for it under the condition that a mail is generated
that the electronic desk was searched.
Besides the interviews in this first step of the redevelopment of the search tool two
workshops were held with a group of users of one application partner where
searching was discussed among other topics. The workshops brought out much
more of the group dynamics than the interviews were able to and underlined the
relevance of different conventions e. g. regarding the naming of documents within
different subunits of one organization.
In reprogramming the search tool we had to decide whether to change the
original search tool to fit the new requirements or to use an external programming
language for the search tool prototype and access the LinkWorks objects by means
of the programming interface. We decided for the latter alternative which lowered
the performance considerably but provided for more flexibility. This was due to the
fact that although LinkWorks is object oriented and has some mechanisms to
change the system behavior it still had the original search tool encapsulated and
did not allow to use all of the internal methods needed. A major improvement in
the resulting prototype 1 was the distinction of the area where an object was found
(i. e. on the searcher’s own desk, on someone else’ s desk or in the archive of the
group, see figure 10) as a first step towards conflict management.
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This prototype was presented to system developers and user advocates, then
changed, and the changed version (prototype 2) was shown to three users from
one of our application partner organizations in a workshop with the primary goal
of the evaluation of the functionality and user interface of the new search tool.
These users not only suggested some minor changes to the user interface which
were considered in the next prototype but also hinted at another major feature that
could be subject to tailoring activities: They suggested that objects found by the
search tool might not only be represented as a link to the original object on the
searcher’s desk but might alternatively be copied to the searcher’s desk from the
owner’s desk. While this might be seen as a contradiction to the design ideas of
LinkWorks it became clear that this was the appropriate solution for some settings.
Though we initially thought that this prototype 3 could become part of the
POLITEAM system the feedback from the workshop and the statements of the user
advocates convinced us to redesign the prototype and provide a (more) tailorable
version. The current version of the search tool that suits the needs of one particular
work group of our application can be considered to be the default configuration of
a future system there and as a means to have the users get to experience and get
used to electronic search so they can discuss refinements in the current
configuration.

Figure 10: Output dialog of search tool showing where objects were found
In a next step we will enhance the search tool by different mechanisms supporting
the choice of functionality options and the construction of conditions for system
behavior. To do this, the initial interviews conducted before the first prototype can
be helpful to identify options for tailorability. More interviews and workshops will
be held to cover the range of desired system search behavior. User advocates
have stated that users in one other field of application do not like objects from
their desk or certain folders to be linked or copied to certain or all others’ desks
but would not mind if the searcher got the information where the object is or some
other attributes or would agree to a copy if they received a mail informing them
about the action. This requires conditional system behavior that goes way beyond
individual settings. Here, the rule-based approach taken in the design of the
access control system (see first case) can be helpful to specify who may search on
whose desk and if the search result is a link to or a copy of the file or just some
information about it.
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While the configuration of the number of search options is well-known on an
individual level (e. g. in the search tool of the Apple Mac OS 7.5x) our main focus
will be on the group level of tailoring where more than one person is affected by
the use of system functionality. This will be subject to future intertwined work on the
search tool and the conflict management to be implemented.
The redesign and reimplementation of the search tool showed that our broad
approach to get requirements from different organizations by conducting
interviews, doing workshops, discussing prototypes including hands-on-experience
and being supported by the knowledge of user advocates helped to provide a
deeper understanding of the aspects to be considered to develop search tool for
groupware prepared to be enhanced by different tailorability mechanisms.

Conclusion
In this paper we have presented some thoughts and experiences on making
software softer by end-user tailoring. They are motivated by the growing need for
tailorability due to the diversity and dynamics of application organizations for
software and particularly groupware products. We described approaches to catch
these multiple requirements employing heuristic selection schemes in combination
with participatory & evolutionary design techniques like interviews, workshops, user
advocacy, thinking aloud, mockups and prototyping.
These methods were applied in the POLITEAM project where we take an
evolutionary and participatory approach of system development and enhancement
based on Floyd’s STEPS model extended by tailoring activities. We have presented
the cases of the design of an access control system and the design of a groupware
search tool where different methods for the tailorability requirements analysis were
used.
While this work is still ongoing many questions concerning the design of
groupware products for end-user tailorability remain open. Not only do we need
more case experience but also a more refined taxonomy for end-user tailoring and
research on software architectures supporting tailoring. The explicit integration of
tailorability in existing design methodologies and modeling languages is another
open question.
While the diversity of the field of application might be understood by actually
researching in different organizations and subunits of one organization, the
dynamics of use allowing for at least some prediction of future use is more difficult
to catch empirically. Moreover, we feel that more work needs to be directed to
group-related tailoring including the question of adequate default configuration,
non-technical and technical conflict management and the integration of technical
and organizational development. Moreover, we will have to discuss the
requirements resulting from our experience for the design of a tailorable software
architecture. The experiences presented here may be a starting point to link
tailorability to participative system development
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Third Paper
More Than WORDs - Collaborative Tailoring
of a Word Processor
Abstract
Tailorability (or adaptability) of software becomes more important with the
increasing use of off-the-shelf-software. On the other hand, computers support the
work of many groups which in turn have to tailor a commonly used software to
support individual as well as group needs. This includes not only groupware, i. e.,
software that directly supports collaborative work, but also single user software.
Research has shown that often adaptations to single user software are distributed
among colleagues, thus leading to a systematization in a group’s adaptations.
Based on this observation an empirical field-study on the collaborative tailoring
habits of users of a particular word processor was carried out. Based on these and
literature research an add-on to this word processor was developed which
provides a public and a private repository for adaptations as well as a mailing
function for users to exchange adaptations. Some notification and annotation
mechanisms are also provided. Results of two forms of evaluation indicate that
users of different levels of qualification are able to handle the tool and consider it
a relevant alternative to existing mailing mechanisms.

Introduction
Generic single user applications for obvious reasons do not provide support to
share adaptations (i. e. the results of a tailoring activity, tailoring artifacts) among
their users. However, they are often tailored collaboratively. Complex tailoring is
carried out individually or even jointly and distributed among colleagues.
Particularly with the increasing number of group or organization wide computer
networks such a form of collaborative tailoring seems promising in two ways:
Firstly, double work can be avoided if adaptations that are helpful for several
persons are made once only and then distributed. Secondly, sharing adaptations
among groups of users can lead to a systematization of adaptations avoiding a
confusing abundance of individual solutions. Therefore, I set out to develop design
suggestions for a tool to help people to collaboratively tailor software.
In order to do so resources from different fields were gathered: There has been
work conducted dealing with tailoring of software and particularly tailoring of
word processors. Moreover, in CSCW (Computer Supported Cooperative Work)
much effort has been spent to understand how people collaborate and several
authors have provided empirical information and theoretical background on
collaboration and particularly on tailoring a commonly used software. And finally,
some work in the field of CSCW and Information Systems has been devoted to the
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evolving use of information and communication technology in organizations.
While this paper does not provide a longitudinal study of such an evolving use, I
used the idea as a starting point by attempting to understand how the use of a
particular word processor had evolved in several different organizations.

Related Work
Tailoring Software
Tailoring software is not a new phenomenon. More than 20 years ago the EMACS
editor provided mechanisms for extension by the user while it was running
(Stallman 1981). Since then, several authors have dealt with the issue of
tailorability of software with a background of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).
According to Mørch (1998) tailoring is the activity of modifying a computer
application within the context of its use and can be considered to be further
development of an application during use to adapt it to needs that were not
accounted for in the original design. Henderson & Kyng (1991) also consider
tailoring to be an activity that continues design in use. They argue that there is a
necessity to be able to change a system after its initial design due to the change of
use situations, the complexity of the world that makes anticipation difficult, and
different situations that one software might be used in. Haaks (1991) distinguishes
different dimensions of tailoring including initiator and actor, object, aim, time,
and scope of validity. All of these authors stress that the discussion about tailoring
should not only be lead in terms of technical measures, but that tailoring software
is an activity that is deeply rooted in personal habits and preferences as well as
socio-organizational circumstances and dynamism. In his plead for situative
tailoring and local activities Paetau (1991) explicitly distinguishes between different
forms of cooperation and introduces the concept of cooperative configuration
where tailoring of a technical system is to be considered as a basically cooperative
process.
Tailoring software can be distinguished from use and development although it
bears similarities with both. On one hand it is a way to continue design in use to
account for unanticipated needs, on the other hand it extends use by providing
means to make it effective and efficient. Henderson & Kyng (1991) argue with the
relative stability of an application in claiming that people tailor when they change
stable aspects of an artifact. However, they also admit that the distinction may be
difficult: Changing the font of a document can be considered to be use or
tailoring. They also introduce the notions of subject matter vs. tool of work and
claim that changing the subject matter is use while changing the tool is tailoring.
Again, the distinction is not always clear, since one person’s subject matter is
another person’s tool: For a person using an application programmed in C++,
this application is a tool, whereas for its programmer it is the subject matter, and
the C++ compiler is the tool (and for the compiler builders it is the subject
matter). So if someone’s main activity is using a text editor to produce text and she
writes some macros with a built-in macro-editor to make text writing easier for her
this writing macros is considered tailoring. If however, her main activity is writing
macros for the text editor for the sake of the intellectual challenge or to provide a
service to someone else this is considered use of the text editor and its built-in
macro-editor rather than tailoring. That way sometimes tailoring may turn into use
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when a person who does a good job writing macros for a text editor starts to do
this for a whole group of users so that finally the time and effort to write macros
outweighs the time and effort to produce text related to the original task of that
person in the group. Since this paper’s focus is on end users who perform their
primary work task and do some tailoring once in a while, the more advanced
endeavors for the distributed development of Linux or the creation and
maintenance of an EMACS Lisp library or an EMACS widget library shall be
considered use of Linux and EMACS and the advanced tools related to them rather
than tailoring: for a programmer programming is not a new dimension.
Some work in the HCI area has particularly focused on tailoring word processors.
Page et al. (1996) investigated the tailoring habits of users of word processors by
means of a quantitative study surveying word processor usage and tailoring of
101 people over 28 days. They recommend to expect users to tailor the software
and require that “tailoring features become an integral part of the system and its
user interface” (p. 345). Cypher (1993) reports that macro recording in a word
processor can effectively automate many repetitive user activities. Both contributions, however, do not focus on the collaborative aspects of these activities.
Collaborative Aspects
In the CSCW literature tailorability has been identified as a key requirement for
groupware systems (see, e. g., Bentley & Dourish 1995, Oberquelle 1994,
Stiemerling et al. 1997). The special demands of collaborative work make it a
critical issue in the design of groupware applications. Complexity, dynamism, as
well as inter- and intra-individual differences constitute the need for system
designs, which can evolve over time, exhibit different behavior in different usage
situations, and accommodate individual or group needs and preferences.
On one hand several suggestions have been made for groupware architectures
and technical approaches to tailorability. On the other hand collaborative aspects
of tailoring have been observed and discussed in different fields (see, e. g., JCSCW
2000 for both). Some research has also been concerned with collaborative aspects
of single-user software.
The contributions up to date are primarily of observing nature. Mackay (1990), for
instance, describes how users of different qualification levels exchange customization files. While writing such a file from scratch demands a high level of
qualification, simply using a file copied from a colleague is quite easy. She
describes different “patterns of sharing” such files in real world fields of
application. In Mackay (1991) triggers and barriers for customizing based on data
from 51 participants working in a UNIX software environment are described.
Nardi (1993) presents the result of two field studies concerning collaborative
tailoring (end user programming in her terminology) among spreadsheet and CAD
users. She views collaborative tailoring as a natural consequence of the division of
labor and stresses that this aspect of tailoring has to be taken into account in the
design of software systems.
Other work investigates collaborative tailoring in an organizational setting.
Carter & Henderson (1990), for instance, postulate the necessity for a ”tailoring
culture” within an organization. They argue that tailoring not only poses technical
problems, but since tailoring changes the way individuals and groups work, a
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culture has to be created in which technical and organizational change is
something everybody can participate in and contribute to. Trigg & Bødker (1994)
found an emerging systematization of collaborative tailoring efforts in a
government agency. In their study they were looking at the tailoring of word
processors.
Few contributions do not only observe and analyze but also take collaborative
tailoring into account in the implementation of software systems. The first of these
is presented by MacLean et al. (1990). The authors describe the ”Buttons” system,
the main tailoring entity of which are button-like objects. These objects are
designed to be sent around the office by email. Thus, more experienced users who
tailor, e. g., the lisp-code behind a button, can share these adaptations with their
colleagues. However, while the ”Buttons” system was actually used even in the
non-academic parts of the research institute, it was restricted to the Xerox InterLISP
environment and therefore was not exposed to users in other types of organizations. The Tviews approach (Wasserschaff & Bentley 1997) allows users to define
different views on a commonly used object. Those tailorable views serve as means
to show selected attributes of an object and their changes, e. g., indicate, that a
shared document was changed by another person. The tailored views can be
stored, retrieved and manipulated like other files via a shared workspace.
However, the approach and its implementation are presented without evaluation.
Evolving Use
One of the arguments for tailorability of software is the impossibility to anticipate
the future use of the software. This is due to changing task requirements, changing
individual preferences, and changing group and organizational structures but also
to the fact that individual and particularly group use of software is subject to
evolution per se. Individual users and groups become more experienced with the
software, they might find ways to use it that had not been foreseen by the software
developers and they find out about the interrelation of the software they use with
their task and organizational setting and how they can and do change each other.
Taking this into account, there is a growing debate about evolving use of software
particularly in the field of information systems (IS) and CSCW (see, e. g. JCSCW
2001). The contributions stress the situatedness of all work and aim to understand
the forces driving this evolution. Orlikowski (1996) found out that in an
organization using Lotus Notes both planned and emergent changes in use
appeared. An organizational solution for the distribution of labor between people
working with Notes in the front- and backoffice of customer care could only be
found after a while of use of the system when people had understood what they
could do with the system and how it had changed and possibly could change the
work and distribution of labor. Wulf (1999) describes how in a section of a
German federal ministry the common work on text documents like manuscripts of
speeches of the federal minister, answers to inquiries from the parliament or
answers of letters sent by citizens changed when computers for the section
members and a groupware system were introduced. Before this the texts were
handwritten by members of the section and then typed by a member of a typing
pool, checked for mistakes or changes to be made by the person who had
originally written it and then (partially) retyped by someone from the typing pool.
After the introduction of desktop computers to the section members they started to
type shorter documents themselves which after a while lead to a restructuring of
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the division of labor. While this was considered to be more efficient than the
previous state it also meant an increase of the workload of the section members
and a decrease of workload of the typing pool that finally might lead to a cutback
of jobs there. While it can certainly not be foreseen how software use will evolve in
a particular organization I agree with Stiemerling et al. (1997) that it is necessary
to look at different possible use situations in order to get a broad although
incomplete perspective. Since I did not feel that the existing literature provided
enough material on actual use and collaborative tailoring of a word processor,
interviews with users seemed a good way a to broaden the perspective (see section
Empirical Pre-Study).
A Next Step
So far, the analytical achievements of understanding collaborative tailoring within
different settings had not yet lead to an implementation of mechanisms to support
collaborative tailoring of a generic widespread single-user software. In the work
presented this is provided and the question is investigated how collaborative
tailoring of real world applications can be supported by technical mechanisms. I
have taken Microsoft Word 97 as an example of a widely and extensively used
product. As a first step, in order to learn more about how groups of users actually
tailor collaboratively, a field study in four different fields was undertaken. The
result of the study are a number of different collaborative tailoring use situations
focusing on the exchange of document templates and toolbars. Based on an
analysis of these use situations requirements for the design of a tool were
developed and implemented as Microsoft Word 97 add-in which provides
collaborative tailoring functionality. The implementation of the prototype is
described in section Implementation. The use situations drawn from the field study
also serve as a basis of the evaluation of the prototype which is described in
section Evaluation. The paper concludes with directions for future work.
Note, that this paper is not about groupware but about groups of users using the
same software and thus being able to employ the fact that this software is
tailorable to collaborate. While this does not exclude groupware it encompasses a
much broader range of (single user) software. Oberquelle (1994) proposes a
classification of collaborative tailoring (in his work only related to groupware)
where he distinguishes between actors, who can be individuals or a group and
persons affected by a tailoring activity, who can again be individuals or a group
(see figure 1). Different aspects and intensities of collaborative tailoring of a single
user software can fit in all of the resulting four categories. Examples are given for
a word processor:
•

Individuals can tailor for themselves and are the only ones affected by the
tailoring activity – e. g. individual keyboard shortcuts or the window layout of
an individual email client (quadrant I).

•

Individuals can tailor for a whole group who then agree or are obliged to use
the adaptations – e. g. a system administrator or expert user provides a
letterhead to be used by the group (quadrant II).

•

A group can tailor synchronously or asynchronously and its members agree or
are obliged to use the adaptations – e. g. several persons work on a letterhead
to be used by the group (quadrant III).
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•

A group can tailor synchronously or asynchronously for its members to use and
change the adaptation – e. g. several persons work on collection of macros
that individuals can use and change (quadrant IV).

Figure 1: Classification of collaborative tailoring following Oberquelle (1994)
This contribution provides examples for different forms of collaborative tailoring
and introduces a tool to support these for a word processor.

Empirical Pre-Study
To learn about users’ habits and to inspire the design, a qualitative field study with
users of Microsoft Word was carried out. 12 semi-structured interviews with users
from 4 different fields were conducted (public administration, private company,
research institute and home users).
The interviews started with general questions about the interviewee’s qualification,
their general task and the way they apply the word processor. In the following they
were asked which tailoring functions were in use, which barriers hindered the
usage of existing functions to tailor, whether and how collaborative tailoring did
take place, and whether organization wide standards concerning the tailoring
activities are existing. In the end of the interviews ideas concerning the design of
support for tailoring activities and of improved user interfaces to ease tailoring
were discussed. To be able to refer to the software, the interviews were performed
next to the interviewee’s computer.
The interviews took between 20 and 120 minutes with an average of about 45
minutes. They were audiotaped, transcribed and later analyzed. According to their
self-estimation two interviewees had little to medium, two interviewees had
medium, three interviewees had medium to good, three interviewees had good
and one interviewee had very good knowledge about the word processor. Five of
the interviewees were providing system support to other users in their organizations.
Together with the literature review these interviews are the basis for the
requirements. The interviews are enriched by empirical studies concerning the
usage and sharing of a tailorable search tool for groupware. A prototype of this
search tool was presented, used and discussed in a workshop with users of the
representative body of a German state government where some of the interviews
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about Microsoft Word had taken place. The workshop about the search tool and
interviews about it revealed interesting aspects of sharing adaptations in this
organization.
Depending on their field of application the interviewees reported about differences
in the extent and the way tailoring is seen as a collaborative activity. To give an
impression of this variety and to motivate the design, I will present the main
statements of the interviewees concerning collaborative tailoring.
Use Situation I: Central Repository for Standardized Forms
One group of persons interviewed were two system administrators and two
researchers from a German national research institution. The system administrators were responsible for supporting the Unix and the PC environment in one of
the subunits of the research institution. The researchers were employees of the
same subunit working in two different research groups.
The interviewees reported about little collaborative tailoring activities. Since the
members of this subunit employ a rather heterogeneous spectrum of word
processors and software versions, since their tasks are rather individualized, and
since most of them are rather experienced with the system, they participate in little
collaborative tailoring. Nevertheless the organization uses an intranet to provide
certain document templates in a standardized manner. The members of the
organization find document templates of administrative purpose on one of these
intranet servers (e. g., ordering and billing forms). These templates are created
and updated by a central organizational unit, which has been built up recently. All
the other users can just copy these templates. Ideas for new forms have to be
proposed to that unit. This is an example of “tailoring effective for the group” in
figure 1.
This quite centralized view of sharing adaptations is similar to the situation found
in the search tool workshop. However, in the search tool case it would have been
possible for all participants to tailor and share but they argued that for reasons of
an adequate division of labor it would be sensible for the colleague who provides
local computer support, an administrative clerk, to tailor the search tool and
provide different versions among which the others would then only choose without
tailoring themselves. This “local expert” later argued in an interview that he would
like to have his own private corner where he could work on different search tools
and store incomplete versions without the others being able to access them.
Use Situation II: Collaborative Tailoring and Organization-Wide Distribution
Four of the interviewees were working for the representative body of a northern
German state in the federal capital. The organization had been equipped with
generally available desk-top computers about three years ago. Two of the
interviewees were heading sections responsible to represent the interests of their
state within the process of federal legislation. The other two were working in the
administration of the body. One of them provides system support to the other
users.
All of them reported about a rather intense exchange of adaptations. One of the
employees from the administration site reported how she created a document
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template together with a colleague. Both of them carried out parts of the whole
job. Then she put her part of the template on a disk and carried it to her colleague
who pasted the parts together. This could be considered to be “individualization
supported by group” in figure 1 or even “group tailoring” if after a while of usage
everyone agrees to make this template their standard.
In the representative body there is not a formal procedure on how to decide on
commonly used document templates. One of the employees reported that it is
often a difficult task to find a consensus. At the times the interviews were
conducted, templates were printed out and handed over from employee to
employee. Each of them could annotate the printout. The interviewee being
responsible for the creation of document templates was often overwhelmed by the
inconsistent feedback and found it difficult to decide on the final layout. In cases
she could not satisfy all of the requirements, she recommended her colleagues to
create individualized versions of the template on their private desk. Thus, the
process to create document templates was rather unstructured.
To make document templates publicly available, the representative body used the
groupware system whose functionality offered shared workspaces to exchange
documents. To publish newly created document templates within the whole
organization, a specific workspace was used. Within this workspace simple users
just had the right to copy documents. Because several of the employees suffered
from lacking computer skills, the right to change these templates or to add in new
templates was reserved to the system administrator. The templates were seen
rather as a collective resource than as a means to enforce organizational
standards.
Use Situation III: Shared Document Templates and Notification of Users
An experienced user working in the marketing division of a car-manufacturer
described how he had implemented department-wide standards for presenting
certain data by means of tables. Before, everybody in ”his” department had used
his own mode to create these tables. He started to standardize the layout of these
tables by creating a first template containing some macros. He then discussed it
with his colleagues. Having found an agreement with them, he asked his boss for
a final approval. In the end he put the templates on the LAN giving most of the
workers of his department read and write permission. One of the users of whom
he thought that he would endanger the template due to lacking skills was just
granted read permission. Read permission was given to another user from a
neighboring department who was interested in that template for his purposes.
When everything was set up, the interviewee informed his colleagues verbally
about the location of the shared template on the LAN. This could be considered to
be another example of “tailoring effective for the group” in figure 1. One could
also argue that discussion of the templates among colleagues makes this “group
tailoring” according to figure 1.
Obviously, when adaptations are distributed via a shared directory, it is crucial to
inform the other users. Along the same lines, a system administrator reported that
he put a notice on the department’s black board to inform his colleagues about
newly created document templates.
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Use Situation IV: Experience Transfer Among Insulated Home Users
The interviewees working at home were two law students. They used their word
processor to work out law cases, which they had to deliver for getting certain credit
points. Each student has to write these papers almost every semester by himself.
Such a paper contains about 30 typed pages. Moreover, both students used the
word processor for typing letters of different kinds.
The students reported about few collaborative tailoring activities. One of them
describes these rare occasions as follows. Occasionally when he meets other
students applying the same word processor he sees an unknown tailoring feature –
for instance a new toolbar. In such a case he asks how the feature has been
constructed. After receiving a demonstration he goes home and tries to repeat on
his own system what he has seen before. Considering the classification of figure 1
this can be regarded as enhanced “individualization” where one person’s solution
is used in parts by one other person or as a first step towards “tailoring effective
for group”.

Discussion
Looking at the different use situations quite a wide variety of collaborative forms to
tailor word processors covering the classification of figure 1 can be found.
While use situation IV just deals with experience transfer, use situations I to III are
based on an exchange of adaptations. In these use situations, this common use of
adaptations is either technically non-supported (exchange of floppy disks) or
supported by tools, which are realized apart from the word processor (intranet,
LAN directory, groupware application). Both of these solutions seem to be
problematic because they require the users to leave the application to acquire the
adaptations. Therefore, it seems worthwhile considering to integrate support for
collaborative tailoring into the word processor’s functionality.
To design such an integrated support, the following considerations seem to be of
special importance. Depending on the state of a tailoring activity there are
different groups of users involved in carrying them out (e. g., use situation II). The
extent to which adaptations are reasonably shared obviously corresponds to the
tasks which are supported by them. Such a task can be specific to an individual
(e. g., use situation IV), a group or a department (e. g., use situations II and III) or
even a whole organization (use situation I).
Thus, support for collaborative tailoring should allow differentiating among
various groups of users when sharing adaptations. Sharing of adaptations can
require different mechanisms. There are obviously situations where mail support
seems to be appropriate to exchange adaptations. Use situation II presents such a
case where users are jointly building a document template. Moreover, in cases an
experienced user builds an adaptation especially required by a user for the task at
hand, a mail tool seems to be the appropriate technical support for distribution.
On the other hand, in case adaptations are not required instantly by a specific
user, a publicly accessible store allows to select among these adaptations at the
moment required by the task at hand (e. g., use situations I to III).
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Finally there is a need to make users aware of the fact that somebody else has
produced an adaptation with relevance to them. Right now users get notified
verbally or by a notice on the black board (e. g., use situation III). An integrated
tool to support sharing of adaptations could provide additional awareness within
the system.
In the end of the interviews, the design of support for collaborative tailoring
activities was discussed with the interviewees. Two main design issues emerged
during the discussion. First, several interviewees suggested hiding the underlying
directory structure of the tool from the users. An experienced user put it this way
”The people get crazy when they have to look for something on drive M:\.. (…)
You find out that every user just wants to store. If he needs something he just wants
to load. He does not care at all where it is from.” Such a hidden structure
obviously eases the handling of such a tool. Moreover, some of the interviewees
asked to store the shared adaptations in an anonymous way. One user argued
this way: ”Information about the creator of the tailoring data are a mess. (…) He
should be anonymous in the public network because otherwise someone says
‘What have you done there? That is ridiculous!’” While this argument tries to
protect the creator against criticism from other users it nevertheless does not
consider that creators of successful adaptation may get positive feedback. The
mode to handle this issue seems to depend on the tailoring culture of an
organization – especially whether it is possible to reach organizational appreciation by providing useful artifacts.
The use situations also show that the categories of that classification need some
refinement considering for example the question what “the group” should be
(more than one person of the group or necessarily all members) and the issue of
different intensities of collaboration (using or changing someone else’s adaption
vs. equally distributed work on an adaptation).

Design requirements to support collaborative tailoring
Evaluating the use situations and summing up the results of the final discussion
with the interviewees, the following main requirements for the tool emerged. It
turned out that this empirical evidence is in line with theoretical and empirical work
described in the literature about tailorability:
•

tight integration in the word processor application (see Henderson & Kyng
1991, p. 233: “most interesting are mechanisms that are itself part of the
system“);

•

mechanisms for sharing, sending and receiving adaptations
•

a public store to provide a location to exchange adaptations (see Bentley &
Dourish 1995, p. 145: “it is possible to add attachments to the shared
workspace for others to retrieve and use“);

•

mailing mechanisms for users to be able to send adaptations directly to
other single users and groups of users (see MacLean et al. 1990, p. 178:
users “can send a button to someone else by email“);

•

a private store for adaptations that may be copies of files from the public
store or files received from others via the mailing mechanism;
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•

an awareness service which notifies users about modifications on adaptations
(see Henderson & Kyng 1991, p. 233: “news must be published that change is
available“).

The use situations indicate that the document templates are probably the most
widely used adaptations in Microsoft Word 97. According to the interviewees,
toolbars are an other function of word processors, whose tailoring is perceived
being rather beneficial. Therefore, I decided to focus on this part of the
functionality by extending Microsoft Word 97 to support the sharing of adaptations.

Implementation
In this section the options that Microsoft Word 97 in the default version provides to
create and exchange adaptations are explained. Then the implementation of the
first prototype based on the requirements stemming from the analysis are
described. First I focus on the basic architecture of the system. Then I present the
different sharing strategies offered by the tool. Finally, the questions of privacy,
finding or identifying adaptations, and the implementation of a notification service
are discussed.
Default Options for Adaptations in Microsoft Word 97
Microsoft Word 97 provides several options for users to tailor it to their needs. The
menu item Tools/Options allows for the activation or deactivation of numerous
check boxes thus ”choosing between alternative anticipated behaviors” in the
terminology of Henderson & Kyng (1991). These parameters concern, e. g., the
options for saving, printing or spell checking. Their settings belong to one
executable program and are saved to be accessible only to the system (e. g., in the
registry of Microsoft Windows NT). They cannot be extracted or given to others by
an averagely experienced user. The menu item Tools/Customize allows for the
modification and creation of menu items and toolbars and the assignment of key
shortcuts. Moreover, it is possible to tailor on a higher level and ”construct new
behavior from existing pieces” (Henderson & Kyng 1991), e. g., by recording
keystrokes and other actions to create a macro. Such a macro can then be
manually edited in Microsoft’s Visual Basic for Applications or created completely
from scratch. Since the macro consists of Basic code it is basically possible to
extract a macro and send the ASCII text to someone who can then incorporate it
for their own work with Microsoft Word 97. Macros, toolbars, styles and AutoText
can also be saved as part of Microsoft Word 97’s document templates (.dot files).
These templates are very similar to Microsoft Word 97 document (.doc) files and
can also include ordinary text or forms to fill out. Like documents the document
templates can be saved as separate files and can therefore be exchanged, e. g., by
email or floppy disk. Moreover, it is possible to copy macros, toolbars, styles, and
AutoText between document templates (menu item Tools/Templates and Add-ins).
That way, document templates and the included tailoring information that are
located in a shared directory can be used by all persons having access to that
directory.
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This functionality for adaptations coming with Microsoft Word 97 is obviously
intended for the use of single persons but not meant to support groups in joint
tailoring. While it is possible to extract, share, and reuse some of the tailored
functionality there are no mechanisms for explicitly working together on
adaptations, sharing or sending them, commenting them or notifying others about
useful adaptations that one might consider helpful for them. In the next section the
architecture chosen to enhance Microsoft Word 97’s functionality accordingly is
described.
Basic Architecture
The prototype was developed in VBA (Visual Basic for Applications), the Microsoft
application macro language which allows direct access to the object model of the
application and offers language elements and components for the design of
graphical user interfaces.
The exchange of toolbars and document templates is done transparently (in the
technical sense) for the user via the distributed file system of the operating system.
The application logic resides completely on the client side. Figure 2 shows the
basic architecture of the system.

Figure 2: Architecture of the prototype
The extensions are integrated in the Microsoft Word 97 menu bar in order to make
it easy for users to access the tailoring system. The basic functionality comprises
loading and saving document templates and toolbars. It is also possible to
combine a document template and several toolbars in a package, intended for a
certain word processing task, e. g., design of a web page or writing of a
mathematical paper. The functionality is provided by a Microsoft Word 97 add-in
(labeled ”extension in VBA” in figure 2).
Sharing document templates and toolbars
The prototype offers both a sending and an access mode for sharing adaptations.
In order to support centrally administrated environments, adaptations can be sent
to groups of users. This operation might be used by administrators equipping all
Microsoft Word 97 installations with a new corporate letterhead. The operation
can also be used by users to mail, e. g., a certain template to a specific colleague.
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It is also possible to simply store the adaptations in a shared workspace (”common
repository” in figure 2). If another user is searching for a certain adaptation she
can access the required templates or toolbars in the common repository.
The existing functionality of Microsoft Word 97 concerning adaptations and the
extensions provided by the tool can be found under a new item in the main menu
named Adaptations. While there are still good arguments against such a central
collection of tailoring options I followed Oppermann (1991) who argues in his
comparison of situated and anticipative tailoring that a dedicated menu item
increases the chance that users remember the possibility of tailoring options and
how to find them. The prototype related entries in this menu allow for saving
toolbars only or for saving toolbars together with document templates, starting the
notification and starting the adaptation browser.
Figure 3 shows the adaptation browser which offers send and access functionality
to the user. It can simply be accessed via the ”Adaptations” menu of the word
processor.

Figure 3: The browser to share adaptations (screenshot translated from German)
On the left side one can see the content of the shared workspace, while the
private, local repository is shown in the middle. The two lists on the right side show
the other users in the system and user groups. In the screen the user can select
adaptations and move them between local and shared workspace or send them
- as describe above – to single users and groups. For repetitive mailing, groups of
users can be defined and maintained (lower right of figure 3).
Identifying adaptations in common workspaces
Using the access mode of sharing requires the identification of relevant
adaptations in the eventually rather large common repository. To this end the
prototype offers three features.
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First, it is possible to annotate an adaptation with a textual description of its
rationale, e. g., describing the circumstances or tasks for which it might be useful.
The description is displayed when browsing both repositories. The possibility to
annotate the adaptations and particularly the need for annotations that were
commonly understandable had been stressed in the search tool workshop in the
state representative. Moreover, since elaborate adaptations are usually not selfexplanatory and often closer to programming than to just choosing from some
alternatives it is sensible to learn from the experiences in groups of programmers
where commenting your code is mandatory. Furthermore, it is possible to identify
the author and the date of an adaptation with the tool.
Second, concerning button bars, a preview mode was implemented, allowing the
quick instantiation (and removal) of toolbars on the screen. This feature is
supposed to appeal to more visually inclined users. The users can immediately
explore the alternatives.
Third, when searching in the private or public store the users can select which
categories of the adaptations should be displayed by the browser. Currently it is
only distinguished between toolbars and document templates, but I believe that a
more differentiated categorization might be useful, especially if the tool is
supposed to scale for larger organizations. It might be even be necessary to go as
far as providing a tool for logical search (based on certain attributes of the
different adaptations).
Notifying the user of the arrival of adaptations
The send mode of sharing makes it necessary to inform the users when new
adaptations have been mailed to them. Otherwise the available document
templates and toolbars might not conform to their expectations which leads to
confusion. Therefore a simple notification service was implemented which informs
the user via a message window at start up time of the word processor and at the
time the user activates a tailoring function in the menu. This window presents the
adaptations and asks the user either to store it in his private repository or to delete
it instantly. Currently, the user is notified when she starts Microsoft Word 97 and
when she enters the Adaptations menu.
Privacy aspects
In this prototype I have strictly distinguished between a private and a common
repository for adaptations. In organizations with intense internal competition,
certain successful (e. g., in the sense of time-saving) adaptations are regarded as
precious assets by their inventors and thus are considered worth a certain degree
of protection. Therefore the private repository is located on the local machine and
cannot be read by remote adaptation browsers. The common repository is right
now based on the idea of equal access rights for all its users. Any user can make
his adaptations available by storing them in the common repository. This
repository is accessible by any user.
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Evaluation
In this section the evaluation of the prototype is described. It consisted of two parts,
a usability test and a quantitative evaluation.
Usability Test
The goal of the usability test was twofold. On one hand I wanted to find out if and
how well the users taking part in the usability test understood the concept of
sharing adaptations and the way it was implemented in the prototype. On the
other hand I expected some hints for the improvement of the prototype. The
usability test took part in two sessions with a team of two participants at each
session. Three of the participants had been interviewees in the empirical pre-study,
one of whom was the experienced user of use situation III and another one an
administrator from use situation II. The sessions took place at our research site.
Each of the sessions lasted about two hours. Besides the participants two observers
took part in the usability test session. Each session was recorded on an audio tape
to allow for clarification of what was said after the test. The sessions consisted of
three parts. In part one the participants were explained what they could do with
the sharing tool and were given a sheet of paper with the tasks that I asked them
to perform with the tool on two networked computers. In part two the participants
tried to work through their collaborative tailoring task. Part three consisted of a set
of questions to the participants on how they experienced the work on their tailoring
task, what they thought about the tool and certain parts of it, how they understood
the sharing modes, and what they would suggest to improve.
In the first task that the participants had to work on, person A had to create a
document template, then modify a toolbar and integrate a toolbar received from
person B. Afterwards he had to save all of the above as document template
connected with a toolbar in the private folder, and finally send it to person B.
Person B had to create a toolbar with certain icons and send it to person A who
then used it. The second task required A to define a group and then send a
document template to the group, then change a toolbar and save it in the private
folder and finally make this toolbar available in the public folder. In this task
person B had to copy the toolbar from the public to the private folder and then
load it via the preview mode.
The tasks required some coordination between the participants: they had to decide
who was to do what in which order. By observing their discussion about how to
proceed I gathered a first insight in how they perceived the tool and its
affordances. The idea of having people discuss how they might proceed to reach a
common goal is part of constructive interaction (see Kahler 2000). This method is
particularly suitable for the CSCW context since for collaborative work talking with
your colleagues about how you plan to achieve things is very natural. Insofar,
constructive interaction lacks the awkwardness that accompanies the thinking
aloud method where participants utter what they think while evaluating a computer
system (Nielsen 1993). Constructive interaction was also used after the initial
phase of coordination between the participants when they worked on their task.
Thus, I was able to log the comments, (mis)understandings and perceptions
related to the common work on the tasks.
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The usability test resulted in findings on different levels. Most obvious, there were
some shortcomings of the interface. Some buttons created misunderstandings and
needed to be renamed. One button’s name needed to be changed from ”delete”
to ”deactivate” since the action that it triggered was hiding a toolbar. Another
button needed to be renamed from ”copy” to ”adopt” where participants could
decide if they wanted to move an adaptation that was sent to them to their private
folder.
Moreover, it became clear that there was a need to be able to delete an
adaptation from within Microsoft Word 97 rather than having to use the file
manager. This also resulted in the suggestion to introduce the role of an
administrator as a person who is allowed to delete adaptations in the public
folder.
All of the participants considered the possibility to save, connect and distribute
adaptations to be very helpful for their work. Although not all participants were
expert users they were all able to use the tailoring functionality and the sharing
functionality. The overall usability of the tool was perceived to be good. One
participant explicitly said that he would tailor his word processor more in the future
since he now knew how to do it and was no longer afraid that the tailoring
activities would make the software unusable. This was mainly due to the preview
mode. The two participants who were network administrator and experienced user
said that such a distribution of adaptations would be very helpful for their
organizations. The discussion following the tasks revealed that the participants’
conceptual model of how the distribution of files worked was very close to how we,
the designers, had intended and implemented the distribution. This is an important
result insofar as often and particularly in a more complex group work setting a
misperception of the underlying model, e. g., about how links work or who gets to
see and change what leads to inefficient usage or reduces a system’s acceptance
(Mark & Prinz 1997).
Quantitative Evaluation
Besides the qualitative usability test I also conducted a quantitative evaluation in
which 32 persons participated. The aim of this quantitative evaluation was to find
out how the adaptation browser and particularly its feature to send and receive
adaptations performs in comparison to the sending mechanism already
implemented in Microsoft Word 97 in the file menu. The menu item Send To
spawns an external email client with an outgoing mail that contains the current
Microsoft Word 97 document template as attachment. My hypothesis was that the
adaptation browser would not rank worse than the internal mailing mechanism
even if it was unknown to users.
To test this hypothesis 32 persons of at least average computer skills had to test
both the adaptation browser and the internal mailing mechanism. On a 1 to 3
scale on how often they work on a computer (never – sometimes – often) they
averaged a 2.56; on a 1 to 3 scale on how often they use email (never –
sometimes – often) they averaged a 2.44; 29 of them used Microsoft Word as a
word processor. Their task was to get to know both ways of sending and receiving
and in a third step to decide which they like best and to send and receive a file in
this preferred way. Both ways of sending took place directly from Microsoft Word
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97. Receiving files with the adaptation browser could be done directly from
Microsoft Word 97, the other way to receive files was via ordinary email. The files
then had to be loaded to Microsoft Word 97. Performing the task took them from
9 to 26 minutes with an average of 15 minutes and 19 seconds. Of the 32
persons in the test 14 (44%) preferred the adaptation browser for both sending
and receiving, 11 (34%) preferred the internal mailing mechanism for both
sending and receiving, 3 (9%) preferred the adaptation browser for receiving but
the internal mailing mechanism for sending, 1 (3%) preferred the adaptation
browser for sending but the internal mailing mechanism for receiving, and 3 (9%)
used the internal email mechanism for sending but did not receive a file due to
time constraints in the third part of the task. After the test I asked the participants
how they liked the adaptation browser and the internal mailing mechanism on a
scale from 1 to 6 (very bad – bad – rather bad – rather good – good – very good).
They gave eight marks according to the combination of the dyads adaptation
browser or internal mailing mechanism, sending or receiving, functionality or
usability. The following means resulted from the participants’ judgements:
adaptation browser

functionality

sending

4.9

internal mail mechanism

functionality

sending

4.8

adaptation browser

functionality

receiving

4.6

internal mail mechanism

functionality

receiving

4.7

adaptation browser

usability

sending

4.7

internal mail mechanism

usability

sending

4.5

adaptation browser

usability

receiving

4.5

internal mail mechanism

usability

receiving

4.5

All of the means are between 4.5 and 4.9 with a maximal difference of 0.2
between the adaptation browser and the internal mail mechanism in any given
category. The results show no significant difference for the adaptation browser and
the internal mail mechanism which proved the hypothesis that the adaptation
browser would not rank worse than the internal mailing mechanism even if it was
unknown to users. Despite the fact that the adaptation browser was only an
unoptimized prototype with the first version of the user interface the participants
could obviously detect the value in the strong integration and the enhanced
functionality of the adaptation browser.

Conclusion
While the fact is well known for quite some time that tailoring activities are often
carried out collaboratively, there is a lack of support for this. Based on an
empirical study, four different use situations were presented about how joint
tailoring of a word processor takes place. Up to now generic single user
applications – like word processors – do not provide support to share adaptations
among its users. Nevertheless, with the increasing number of computer networks,
a technical infrastructure to share such artifacts is often existing. To clarify how
support for joint tailoring of generic single user applications could look like, the
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functionality of Microsoft Word 97 was extended. Based on the requirements
derived from the above use situations the functionality provides a public and a
private repository for adaptations as well as a mailing function. It is fully integrated
into the user interface of the word processor. Finally, the results of a usability test
were presented, which indicates that even non-expert users understood the
concepts. Moreover these results hint to the fact that such a tool may increase the
frequency of tailoring activities.
I assume that such a tool may also serve as a medium that encourages groups to
discuss group standards, e. g., for letter templates that then can be shared. The
systematization of customizations (Trigg & Bødker 1994) resulting from a
collaborative tailoring process would then contribute to common norms and
conventions needed for collaborative work (Wulf 1997).
Suggestions for the use of such a tool cannot be restricted to technical design
requirements but must include organizational suggestions as well. I am convinced
that the establishment of a ”gardener” (Nardi 1993) or ”translator” (Mackay
1990), e. g., a local expert responsible for the coordination of tailoring activities is
a vital part of tailoring measures in organizations.
Right now it seems that adaptations are most usefully applied in the organizational
context of their emergence supporting the tasks they are made for. The sharing
tool in its current form is most helpful for small work groups with a rather similar
work context. Future work will also address the question of technical and
organizational scaleability of such a tool. The hypothesis here is that the model of
public and private spaces and the distinction between creator and user of the
artifacts need to be enhanced to more than two levels when the group size
exceeds a certain limit. Like in shared workspaces for general purpose, a more
sophisticated access control model is needed (Pankoke & Syri 1997). Metainformation like annotations made by an adaptation’s creator may help to
compensate for part of a lacking context. Another enhancement of the tool would
be to allow to distribute adaptations worldwide, e. g., via the World Wide Web
(WWW). Thus, one could even think of supporting global teams or even establish
widely accessible libraries for adaptations. Whether this is, however, reasonable in
the light of the poverty of organizational and task context is unclear. How context
could possibly be provided and how large groups of participating contributors can
be handled may be learned from recent experiences in distributed software
development. This is particularly interesting when taking place without existence of
a formal organization as in the case of the distributed development of Linux and
its components.
However, in my experience it is clear, that collaborative tailoring does not scale
easily. As always the question remains open how much administrative work the
participating individuals are willing to contribute for the benefit of a group or
organization and how much administrative effort is still reasonable to stay on the
profitable side of collaborative tailoring. More refined tools to measure this and
more refined categories to weigh the individual and group pains and gains
against each other are needed.
Other plans for future work on the sharing tool include the integration of other
tailoring functions of the word processor (e. g., macros) and the enhancement of
applicability from Microsoft Word 97 to the whole Microsoft Office package.
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Besides adaptations, the tool can easily be extended to support the distribution for
Microsoft Word 97 documents on which a group of people works.
Another alternative the time of which has yet to come is the embedding of such a
mechanism to exchange Microsoft Word 97 related adaptations into a generic
organizer of adaptations belonging to different applications. This organizer could
combine mail mechanisms (or even be part of an email client) with the operating
systems’ functionality for access rights or shared workspaces and an enhanced
explanation and commenting functionality. I believe that first steps in this direction
are taken by work dealing with component architectures for CSCW and, in
particular, for tailorability in groupware (see Stiemerling et al. 1999).
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Fourth Paper
Constructive Interaction and Collaborative
Work
Introducing a Method for Testing Collaborative Systems

Introduction
In trying to determine how people use interactive computer systems, many of us
invest a considerable amount of time and energy to find out how users work and
how they interact both with each other and with the computer. We want to know
what they think about the interactive systems we provide for them and sometimes
in cooperation with them and what we can do to make these systems fit their
needs.
This article focuses on how the constructive interaction method helps system
designers to determine whether the basic concepts underlying a system are well
understood by users and whether its implementation, usability, and utility are
satisfactory. We describe our experiences in using a form of constructive
interaction to test a software package that supports a particular collaborative
activity. The difference between our use of the constructive interaction method
versus other models is that our test subjects use separate workstations in the same
room to discuss their common tasks. Having thus adjusted the setting to the
specific characteristics of computer supported collaborative work, we asked each
person to carry out separate sets of predefined tasks that were linked.
Simply asking people whether they are satisfied with a newly introduced system
does not suffice, because the reasons they give may not reflect their actual views or
behavior (Cicourel 1964). To avoid the shortcomings of such a straightforward
approach, the thinking aloud method has been used in order to both gain a more
adequate understanding of how a person views a system and test the system’s
usability (Nielsen 1993). In a standard thinking aloud test, a person has to work
on a predefined task while continuously verbalizing her or his thoughts. This
method yields a set of verbal utterances combined with actions about the task. The
behavior of the person tested can be audio- or videotaped, and analyzing several
of those tests may reveal how people understand or misunderstand the computer
system and how to reduce misunderstanding. However, this method clearly has
drawbacks. First, interaction is limited because the user mainly reports his or her
experiences to the researcher. Second, the setting may seem unnatural to many
people and make them feel they are being observed. And third, the researcher
might interact too much with the person tested and bias the result.
To circumvent the difficulties of usability testing involved in the thinking aloud test,
the constructive interaction method is carried out using two subjects. The two
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subjects are asked to perform a task together, which usually leads to arguments
about what to do next and how to do it and explanations to each other of why they
did what they did. Since this type of interaction is more natural than that in the
thinking aloud test, and since interaction between researcher and tested
individuals is minimal, the results can be considered to be of a relatively high
ecological validity.
This method of observing two people in the solution of a common task in order to
better understand learning processes, mental models, and aspects of a system’s
usability has been labeled with different names, depending on the focus of the
researchers involved. Miyake (1986), for instance, calls the method “constructive
interaction”, whereas Kennedy (1989), who applied the method in the context of
usability testing, refers to it as “co-discovery learning.” When applied to usability
testing, other names have been introduced, such as “paired user testing”
(Wildman 1995) or “co-participation” (Wilson 1998). It should be noted, however,
that the last two terms usually imply an environment in which two people work
together at the same workstation, whereas the form of constructive interaction
presented in this article requires two people to perform a collaborative task on two
separate workstations. To differentiate between these two approaches, I will use
the term “constructive interaction for testing collaborative systems” (CITeCS) for the
setting with two separate workstations (see table 1 for an overview of the different
forms of constructive interaction).

Aspects of Constructive Interaction
The concept of constructive interaction was introduced by Naomi Miyake (1982,
1986), who asked of test subjects to discuss and solve a problem - in her case,
how a sewing machine works. Miyake was interested in the iterative process of
understanding that takes place when people discuss a problem and pass through
several levels of understanding. Her study proved the existence of consecutive
levels of understanding the sequence of which followed a certain pattern. Miyake
also showed that having a pair of individuals discuss a topic and work collaboratively on a solution revealed much about their underlying assumptions, mental
models, and understanding of the topic.
O’Malley et al. (1984) were the first to explore the potential of constructive
interaction for human-computer interaction and the conditions under which it
might be effective. They conducted two studies, each of which involved two
participants. The first study was a tutorial session in which an experienced user
introduced a novice to a system. The session revealed several sources of confusion
for the novice. In the second study, two people were asked to find out how a
particular command interpreter worked. They discussed possible strategies and
tried out various aspects of the system’s functions to support their points of view.
Mayes et al. (1990) used constructive interaction by asking pairs of subjects to
make collaborative decisions about how to proceed through a hypertext. In their
study, the authors drew conclusions about the lack of benefits of hypertext learning
systems relative to human-computer interaction and reported evidence that
constructive interaction itself can promote learning.
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Kennedy (1989) was the first to describe constructive interaction as a usability
testing method in a commercial setting at Bell-Northern Research. Since then,
constructive interaction, improved and modified in various ways, has been
explicitly and widely used in usability testing.
The main advantage of constructive interaction is that it yields a rich set of
qualitative data that provide valuable insight into how people perceive situations,
how they go about solving problems, and, in particular, how they perceive the
conceptual framework and usability of a given system. Sasse (1996) suggests that
constructive interaction is particularly well suited for exploratory studies. A study by
O’Malley et al. (1984) revealed that constructive interaction can be quite useful for
exploring users’ understanding of system concepts. The reason is that differences
of opinion lead test subjects to articulate the rationale behind their hypotheses,
thereby enabling the observer to understand how the subjects perceive the system.
Mayes et al. (1990) argue that constructive interaction differs from many other
methods because it does not aim at reducing data but rather at exposing as much
of the underlying cognition as possible. According to Wildman (1995), constructive
interaction is a good method for early usability testing when the design process
focuses on general issues of navigation, representation, organization, and
functionality. Kennedy (1989) reports that video recordings of experiments
involving constructive interaction provide more interesting, informative, and
convincing data than video material from thinking aloud sessions. Kennedy also
used the method in her interaction with developers. Seeing users interact in a
video about their trouble with using the product was much more convincing than
detailed descriptions of usability test results and statistics.
One drawback of such an approach is that the abundance of data cannot be
easily evaluated quantitatively. If you want to go beyond purely qualitative
statements and perform detailed error analyses or compare different pairings, the
data must be carefully transcribed and analyzed. Given the richness of the
information, this is likely to be time consuming.
An important issue in constructive interaction is the relationship between the
individuals paired. Often it is reasonable to have two individuals who have the
same level of knowledge or expertise and whose communication will therefore be
marked by an exchange of opinions on how to work on a task. Sometimes,
however, it might be helpful to choose individuals with different levels of
knowledge in order to create a situation in which the interaction is guided by one
person. However, differences in expertise or verbal style (e. g. outspoken or
talkative versus shy or restrained) or a hierarchical relationship between the
individuals may hamper feedback. Wilson (1998) cites positive experiences with
recruiting two individuals as a pair, for example, by asking willing participant if
she or he would like to bring along someone to do the test with.
Several suggestions have been made to increase the number of individuals
involved in constructive interaction. Westerink et al. (1994) have proposed settings
in which three people have to interact with each other. In such a situation, the two
people taking the usability test were asked afterwards to describe their experience
to a listener, whose task was to elicit a summary of their impressions. Wilson
(1998) reports an interesting case in which two system administrators and two
users took part in a session during which the administrators explained the product
to the users.
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Constructive Interaction for Testing Collaborative Systems
I began to explore the topic of constructive interaction when my colleagues and I
researched tailorable systems and collaborative work. In our research, we
investigated how collaborative tailoring of off-the-shelf applications can be
supported by technical mechanisms.
Setting
System
In the study we conducted, we decided to work with a word processor, because it is
a good example of a widely and extensively used software. In order to learn more
about how groups of users tailor their tasks collaboratively, we carried out a field
study at four different organizations. The study yielded a number of different
collaborative tailoring scenarios, all of which focused on the exchange of
document templates and toolbars, that is, graphical representations of functionality. By analyzing these scenarios, we developed requirements for the design of a
tool to be used as an add-in to the word processor, or rather, an extension of its
functionality using the programming interface. This add-in, henceforth called the
tool, provided some functionality for collaborative tailoring, that is, for sharing and
distributing changes to the functionality or appearance of the word processor or
document templates that could then be used or modified by other people (see
Kahler & Stiemerling 1999 for information on tailoring and the tool).
The basic functions included loading and saving document templates and
toolbars. It was also possible to combine a document template and several
toolbars in a package in order to support specific word processing tasks, such as
the design of a Web page or the writing of a mathematical paper. The
collaborative aspect was added by the functionality we provided for sharing
document templates and toolbars between the creator and other persons by both
a sending and an access mode. In order to support centrally administrated
environments, adaptations could be sent to groups of end users. The access mode
allowed users to simply store the tailored artifacts in a shared workspace. If
another user were searching for a certain adaptation she could access the
required templates or toolbars in this shared workspace, the public folder.
Method
To test the tool, constructive interaction was an obvious choice because we wanted
to have pairs of users perform tasks collaboratively. The test had two goals. On
the one hand, we wanted to find out if and to what extent the users taking part in
the test understood the concept of sharing tailored artifacts and how it was
implemented in the tool. On the other hand, we expected the experiment to yield
clues for improving the usability and utility of the tool.
Enhancing the constructive interaction setting as outlined previously, we set up two
workstations, which the two test subjects were to use to perform their common
task. This setting reflects the nature of asynchronous distributed work, whereby two
individuals, A and B, take turns in performing a sequence of actions. Unlike most
computer supported collaborative work situations, however, the two individuals
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were located side by side in the same room so that they could talk to each other
face-to-face and so that each was able to see what was happening on the other’s
monitor. All test subjects had participated in the field study. The subjects teamed
up in each of the two pairs knew each other but had not worked closely together
before. The tests took place in one of our offices.
The test subjects had to work collaboratively on two tasks, each of which involved
several subtasks. The tasks consisted of jointly creating and refining a word
processor’s document template, including a toolbar. Before testing the individuals,
we explained to them the basic functions of the tool and the aim of the
experiment, which was to test the tool’s usability and utility. In a first step, the task
of Person A was to create a document template, modify a toolbar, and incorporate
another toolbar that she received from Person B. Afterwards, she had to save all of
these elements in a document template connected with a toolbar in her private
folder and send it to Person B. Person B, in turn, had to create a toolbar with
specific icons and send it to Person A for further usage. The second task required
Person A to define a group and send a document template to the group. She then
had to change a toolbar, save it in the private folder, and make the toolbar
available in the public folder. In this phase of the test, Person B had to copy the
toolbar from the public folder to his private folder and then load it using the
preview mode. Both participants had the same written task description, which was
divided into two sections, “Tasks for Ms. A” and “Tasks for Mr. B.” From the task
description they could see when it was their turn to interact with their workstation.
We encouraged the test subjects to read the task description and to check with
each other whether they knew what to do; they were also encouraged to discuss
the next step that each had to take in the course of the task. Work on these tasks
lasted about 30 minutes.
A researcher and the developer of the tool were present to observe each of the test
pairs. Both took notes during the tests. Moreover, the test was audiotaped to
support those notes in cases of doubt and to be able to extract quotes. After the
test we reviewed a brief questionnaire concerning aspects of working with the tool
that could not be dealt with in the tasks.
Results
System
The results of our constructive interaction sessions concern different levels. First of
all, the test showed clearly that the interface of the tool needed to be improved.
Some buttons caused misunderstandings and had to be renamed. The name of
one button, for instance, had to be changed from Delete to Deactivate because its
function was to hide a toolbar. Another button, which had originally been labeled
Copy and allowed users to move a tailored artifact that was sent to them from the
inbox to their private folder, was renamed Adopt. Moreover, it became clear that
users should also be able to delete a tailored artifact from within the word
processor rather than having to use the file manager. This modification also
resulted in a proposal to introduce an administrator, who would be allowed to
delete tailored artifacts in the public folder. All of the participants considered it an
advantage to have the possibility to save, combine, and distribute tailored
artifacts. Although not all test subjects were expert users they were all able to use
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the tailoring function and the sharing function. The users perceived the overall
usability of the tool to be good.
Two participants, one a network administrator and the other an experienced user
of the particular word processor being used, said that such a distribution of
tailored artifacts would be quite helpful for their organizations. The constructive
interaction sessions revealed that the participants’ conceptual model of how the
distribution of files worked was close to how we, the designers, had intended and
carried out the distribution. This is an important result insofar as a misperception
of the underlying model (for example, about how links work or who can see and
change which elements) often leads to a user’s inefficient use or lack of
acceptance of the system. This holds in particular for more complex work group
settings.
Method
We found that, for our purposes, constructive interaction for testing collaborative
systems proved to be effective. The topic of collaborative work that this version of
constructive interaction focused on was, for the first time, connected to the method.
The tests showed that our enhancement of constructive interaction methodologically suited the questions raised by computer supported collaboration. The
collaborative nature of the task and the fact that the system was a medium for the
test subjects’ collaboration made CITeCS the method of choice.
Constructive interaction as it was employed in earlier studies was a useful
framework to start developing ideas about testing a collaborative task, because it
already involved communication between two people working on a common task.
The new aspect that we added with our enhanced model is the distribution of parts
of the task among the two people. Introducing a second workstation, while still
allowing face-to-face communication, combines the advantages and the natural
communicative setting of constructive interaction with the main features of
collaborative work. In our tests, this approach resulted in lively discussions among
the participants, which provided valuable insights into the problem-solving process
as well as into the interests of the partners and the different roles they assumed in
their collaboration. Our setting proved to be well chosen because either user in a
test pair could ask the other person what impact their actions would have on the
other person’s work. This approach made it possible for each user to understand
both sides of the collaborative process. Its benefit was thus twofold: (1) it helped
test users to understand the system and (2) it allowed us to gain a number of
interesting insights into how the users’ perspectives on their particular part of the
common task was influenced by our tool and how our design influenced their
collaboration.
Aside from the quite awkward option of employing one tester as a dummy user,
an alternative setting for this kind of task would be to let the two users work in
separate rooms, each of them observed by a tester. However, such an approach
not only would involve more resources but, in order to create a more realistic
collaborative environment, would unnecessarily hamper the communication
between the test subjects. Using two workstations with distinct but strongly
connected tasks for the two subjects, as we did, instead of one workstation with
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two virtual screens, which would have been another alternative, prevented one of
the paired individuals from assuming a dominant role.
Although the setting with two workstations in one room proved particularly useful
for examining collaborative work, several aspects of our test can be related to
findings of other researchers who employed constructive interaction or paired-user
testing. Like others before us, we found that having two users discuss and perform
a common task was a useful means for understanding the users’ perception of the
system concepts and for uncovering usability flaws. Compared with thinking aloud
sessions, which we had used previously to explore other issues, the discussion
between the two test subjects seemed much more “real” than the utterances from
thinking aloud test takers.
For both the implementation of the tests and the evaluation of the data, we chose
a simple setting that required neither laboratory nor sophisticated video
equipment. Furthermore, we did not transcribe the tapes in detail or perform a
quantitative evaluation because we felt that the extra work involved would have
been disproportionate to the potential benefits for our research goal. The richness
of the data shows that such a technologically modest approach can be useful in
academic or other settings where resources are limited. This modest approach
also has the advantage of providing a more natural setting for testing collaborative activities because it can be carried out at people’s work places where
individuals feel more comfortable than in the artificial “workplace” constructed for
them at a research institute.
Our CITeCS activities were connected to other forms of learning about the usability
of our tool in two ways: before the test, we conducted individual interviews about
tailoring software; after the test subjects completed a questionnaire in which they
were asked, for instance, to draw a map of where they thought certain artifacts
were located at different times in the process. Both of these additional techniques
proved useful. The test subjects needed fewer introductory explanations and were
able to understand the rather complex task because they had already been
acquainted with the topic. The questionnaire complemented the test results and
supplied us with insights that the CITeCS method could not have provided.
Prospects
Our experience with constructive interaction has encouraged us in several ways. In
times of increased computer supported collaboration over distance, CITeCS offers
possibilities for testing over distance with two or more test takers connected by
audio or video, or both, using a collaborative system and performing a set of
collaborative tasks. Furthermore, constructive interaction is not limited to testing
purposes; it can also be used for a hybrid that combines training users with finetuning a system to the users’ specific needs. In the POLITEAM project (Pipek & Wulf
1999), we customized a system to the needs of a group, introduced it, and trained
the users. Using constructive interaction by pairing or grouping persons in the
training sessions and having them perform tasks in such a situation could serve
two purposes. First, it would be an appropriate way of teaching them the basics of
the system that has been customized to their needs to the best of our knowledge
and helping them to understand the specific aspects of collaborative work and the
interrelations of the actions that group members perform with the system. Second,
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we, as system designers or people who customize systems for others, could learn
both about characteristics of the group that we may not have foreseen or fully
understood and about the specific requirements for fine tuning the system.
We are convinced that there is still more potential in CITeCS, and we will continue
to improve and use it to design, introduce, use, and evaluate collaborative
systems.
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Fifth Paper
Developing Groupware with Evolution and
Participation - A Case Study
Abstract
This paper is about experiences with the evolutionary and participatory
development of a search tool for a groupware system. After the description of
different software engineering approaches and their use for evolutionary and
participatory software development the POLITEAM groupware project is presented.
The procedure of how the search tool for POLITEAM was developed including
interviews, workshops and the usage and evaluation of prototypes is described.
The resulting search tool is presented. The paper concludes with remarks about
the usage of participatory design methods for the introduction and customization
of generic groupware in different organizational settings.

Introduction
Approaches to Software Design
For a long time the development of software applications was mainly technically
determined. The top-down waterfall model of the software life cycle (cf. Boehm
1976) and revised versions of it became the standard for software development.
While this model proved to be appropriate for some classes of software, it didn’t
work well with others. Particularly for the development of “embedded programs”
(Lehman & Belady 1985) that are characterized by the interdependence between
the software and its environment the waterfall model proved to be inadequate.
Several software engineering approaches and software life cycle models have
been developed to overcome these shortcomings that give more consideration to
the organizational environment of the program-to-be. Among those are Boehm’s
spiral model, Henderson-Sellers’ object-oriented fountain model, Hesse’s EOS
model, and Floyd’s STEPS model.
In Boehm’s risk-driven spiral model (Boehm 1988) several cycles are involved
each of which includes the planning of the next phase, determining objectives and
constraints, evaluating alternatives and resolving risks, and developing the nextlevel product. With the emergence of object-oriented programming, analysis and
design Henderson-Sellers and Edwards (1990) proposed their fountain model for
the object oriented life cycle. It is based on the iteration and overlapping of
consecutive phases (e. g. system design, program design and coding) and on
overcoming the need to freeze specification at an early stage by using autonomous classes that can easily be modified without having strong side effects on
other parts of the system. Another approach involving object orientation is Hesse’s
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EOS model (Hesse & Weltz 1994). It is based on merging evolutionary system
development with the principles of object orientation. Analysis, design,
implementation and application are considered to be the four activities of a
software development cycle that are performed on the system-, component-, and
class-level with increasing frequency. The EOS model is explicitly based on the
idea that software projects create technical artifacts while shaping the structure of
work in a particular organization, thus dismissing the notion of software
development as a mere engineering process.
All of these approaches stress the importance of the organizational environment
for software development with the overall notion that the design of software should
be worked on beyond the early stages of a software’s life cycle but must contain
evolutionary aspects that allow for design changes and adaptations during
software development.
Floyd’s STEPS model of software development (Floyd et al. 1989a) explicitly
introduces a new aspect into software development for embedded programs. It is
strongly inspired by the Scandinavian approach (cf. e. g. Floyd et al. 1989b,
Greenbaum & Kyng 1991, Ehn 1993) to system design with its stress on user
participation (also cf. Floyd 1993). Incorporating strong user participation STEPS
bridges the gap between software engineering and the discussions about
participative software design lead in the Participatory Design (PD) and HumanComputer-Interaction (HCI) communities. STEPS is meant to develop embedded
programs not only in an evolutionary process but with users playing a decisive role
in the development process. Software development is seen as a process of mutual
learning where the developers contribute their knowledge of formal methods and
software development and the users contribute their knowledge of the work
domain. In the STEPS model each of them have tasks in the development process
with some of the tasks being common (see figure 1).
Developing Groupware
The question of how to develop software that is strongly embedded in the
organizational environment is particularly important for CSCW (Computer
Supported Cooperative Work) research. Here, a group’s particular ways of
communicating and cooperating need to be supported. These can be vastly
different between different groups and might also change within one group in the
course of time. In order to be able to develop adequate software to support such a
group it is necessary to find out the group’s needs and then develop or adjust the
software accordingly. This should be done in a process that includes both
participation and evolution. Participation of members of the work group gives
them the chance to put in their work and group experiences while evolutionary
development of the software is necessary since it is hardly possible to meet the
software needs of a dynamic system like a work group with a software right away
and without adjusting the software along with the experiences made in the work
group.
Although it was originally not made up for the development of groupware the
intriguing aspect about the STEPS model is that it combines user participation in
different parts of the process the with a cyclic approach allowing for stepwise
improvements of the existing prototype or program version. Thus, the particular
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difficulties of developing an embedded program can be faced in an appropriate
way. User participation in the design phase helps to understand the structure of
work and the particular needs of an organization or a group of users while the
cyclic evolution of the program is bridging the gap between specification and
usage by having the software gradually approximate to the current work practice.
Considering the growing environmental dynamics and complexity organizations
have to deal with and the emergence of post-tayloristic forms of organization
more and more programs will be strongly embedded in organizational settings
and will need to be developed accordingly. Some authors have remarked that
STEPS has only little focus on the actual participatory activity and does not involve
exploratory prototyping (Grønbæk et al. 1995). While this is true as far as explicit
statements go, STEPS provides a good base to work on and needs to be filled with
concrete actions when working on system development.
So, being based on the idea that software development should be an evolutionary
and participatory process the STEPS model can be considered to be a good start
for evolutionary and participative development of groupware with all its special
aspects to be taken into account. This is why it was decided to use STEPS in the
POLITEAM project.
project
established
revision
established

production

user
system

developer
application

design

system
specification

software

embedment

realization

preparation

maintenance

use

cycles
product
process

system
version

Figure 1: STEPS model for software development (Floyd et al. 1989)
The POLITEAM Project
In 1989 the wall between East and West Germany came down. This resulted in
many social, economic, and political changes one of which was the decision that
Germany’s capital was to move from Bonn to Berlin. Since the movement of such
a big administrative organization with some thousand employees could only be
done stepwise and since it was decided that some of the German federal
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administration was to remain in Bonn the government faced the need to come up
with ideas to support the now geographically distributed government. Different
parts of the government that were only miles apart in Bonn were to be partly in
Bonn and partly in Berlin with a distance of about 400 miles. Among other
activities the government set up the POLIKOM program to support research and
development of adequate ways and tools for telecooperative work.
Taking part in this program is the POLITEAM project consisting of industrial partners
(VW-Gedas as software company), research institutes (University of Bonn and
GMD, the German National Research Center for Information Technology) and
application partners from the federal administration, a state administration and
the software engineering department of a car manufacturer. The aim of the
POLITEAM project is to develop a system to support distributed work in large
organizations. This is done by providing a workflow component to handle
circulation folders that structure the workflow and by implementing the metaphor
of a “shared desk” that integrates document processing tools. This means that the
users of the POLITEAM application work on a desktop where they can place objects
that others have access to, e. g. shared folders or text objects that are editable by a
group of persons (cf. Klöckner et al. 1995).
POLITEAM is based on Digital’s LinkWorks™. The functionality of LinkWorks™ is
used, enhanced, and changed by adding software components and using the
LinkWorks™ application programming interface. POLITEAM is a client/ server
application where usually each client provides document processing applications
(e. g. Word for Windows) while the server stores the documents and metainformation like access rights, a list of persons who are to receive a circulation
folder, or the position of objects on one’s desktop. The design approach of
POLITEAM explicitly emphasizes evolutionary and participative aspects and is based
on Floyd’s STEPS. For each of the application partners that were to introduce
POLITEAM into their organization their work and organizational structure was
analyzed. After configuring the first versions of POLITEAM to each of the application
partner’s needs it was introduced in their organizations so that about 40 persons
altogether work with the system right now. In the course of the project more users
will be provided with POLITEAM. The introduction was accompanied by training the
users to work with the system and after that the application partners were visited
regularly by user advocates (cf. Mambrey et al. 1996), i. e. every week or fortnight,
to give feedback about their experiences with the system and to suggest
improvements for the upcoming next version of POLITEAM. Learning from these
visits and workshops that were held with the application partners the current
POLITEAM version will be reshaped to better meet the application partner’s needs.
The following chapter provides an example of how user involvement resulted in
system evolution for a tool from the POLITEAM system.

Developing a Search Tool - Experiences
Existing Search Tool
The basic version of LinkWorks™ had a tool implemented that allowed for
searching objects. With this search tool one could basically find any object known
to the system. The search tool provided different search criteria for an object such
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as the name, the object class (e. g. “text” or “folder”), the date of its last change,
the name of its creator and more. To protect the privacy of the workgroup’s
members the possibilities of the search tool had to be restricted by providing
objects with a search flag that marks if an object can be found by the search tool.
This flag cannot be set directly by the creator of an object but only via an access
profile containing the information that this object is unsearchable.
With the application partners we agreed on three different access profiles that
should be configured and provided for them with the option of refining the access
profiles later (e. g. by allowing or prohibiting the attachment of an object to an email) and thus increase the number of access profiles. The most general of the
three initial access profiles for an object was “public” where every person is
allowed to see / read and change / write the object. The second access profile was
“for your information” meaning that the object could only be read but not
changed by anyone but the creator and the most restrictive access profile was
“private” where no one but the creator of an object could read or write it. Of these
three access profiles “private” was the only one where the search flag of the object
was not set so that this object was unsearchable, i. e. not visible for the search tool.
By allowing for granting the “private” access right to objects and thus preventing
them from being found by the search tool basic issues of privacy were ensured.
Still the search tool was expected to make problems in the daily work of the
application partners so it was finally decided not to use the existing search tool at
the application partners’ sites but to develop a new search tool that should be
more adequate to the users’ needs. To understand the problems that arose with
the original search tool some more of its functionality must be explained.
To support cooperative work on a document (e. g. text) LinkWorks™ provides three
possibilities. The users can either work on one electronic document that is treated
like a real world paper document. In this case there is only one copy of the
document that can be worked on by one person at a time and that has to be
moved to and fro for different persons to see or change it. The second way for
cooperation is to make one or more copies of an existing document that are
treated like real world copies, i. e. that can be worked on independently. If the aim
is to produce a single document of these copies they must be merged manually.
The third possibility is encouraged by LinkWorks™ and provides a way of handling
a document that exceeds the possibilities of a paper document. Here, the
document is shared between different persons in a way that they can all see this
document on their desk at the same time. This is done by providing links from
their desks to the document. If one person changes the document the links to the
desks of others are immediately updated so they can see the changes. The
advantage of sharing a document this way is that it is not necessary to send a
document around for somebody else to change it or to send copies of a document
around for others to be informed about the current state of the document.
Moreover, working with links is more efficient than sending around copies that are
worked on by different persons and that need to be merged afterwards.
Whenever the search tool was started it searched for objects in the system for that
the specified criteria applied. So, if person A had created a text with the access
profile “public” or “for your information” called “letter to J. Johnson” with a word
processor and stored it in a folder on her LinkWorks™ desk then person B would
find the text with the search tool request looking for all objects having the word
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“letter” in their name. Then the search tool would automatically create a link to
this text and put it on B’s desk in the “search” folder. The automatic creation of
links by the search tool resulted in various problems concerning privacy aspects
and data handling.
One problem consisted in the fact that person A was not informed about the fact
that somebody searched her desk for an object and actually found one. Users
working at the application partners’ sites realizing that someone could “snoop” on
their desk which they considered a more or less private area they could feel
uncomfortable about this. On the other side there is the need to search for objects
in the system to get the information necessary to do the work. Moreover, for users
it is extremely impractical to protect “their” objects from being found by giving
them the access profile “private” since this would hamper shared editing of
documents and cooperation in general.
Another problem caused the unintended deletion of files and was a major reason
to decide for the redevelopment of the search tool. This unintended deletion
resulted from the slightly inconsistent handling of files in the search window. The
reason for this was that in the search window all objects found were represented
as links to the original objects as described above. While in an “ordinary” window
every deletion had to be confirmed, if someone pressed the delete key in the
search window e. g. on a text found only the link in the search window was deleted
without confirmation of the deletion and the object icon was removed from the
search window but the original object still existed e. g. on someone else’s
electronic desk. The same was true for found and deleted folders. This folder could
contain linked and unlinked objects. The impression the users could get was that
any deletion of an object started from the search window was harmless since only
the link would be removed. This, unfortunately, was not true since when users
opened the found and thus linked folder it contained objects that were not
necessarily linked themselves. So when they would delete an unlinked object, say a
text, in the found and linked folder it would be deleted for all other users that had
this folder on their desk. This could lead to an unintended deletion of unlinked
objects contained in a found folder.
A third incentive to work on the search tool was that the initial phase of internal
use of the search tool made clear that the abundance of search criteria made it
difficult to use the search tool. This resulted from the fact that the developers had
implemented all criteria that could technically be searched rather than restricting
the search criteria to a useful subset.
Redevelopment of Search Tool
The experiences from the initial phase of internal use concerning the search tool
strongly implied that the search tool had to be redesigned and reimplemented in
order to solve the existing problems with it. While so far the search tool had been
just one of many features of POLITEAM the experiences of the users had made it
one of a few special things and problems to focus on.
In order to develop a search tool that supported the work for the application
partners adequately the shortcomings of the existing search tool had to be
overcome. We considered the aspects of searching that have to do with the
particularities of group work to be of particular importance. So we decided to not
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only find work-arounds to deal with what had proved to be solved badly with the
existing search tool but to go deeper and find out more about searching in a
group and about the conflicts coming along with it. Our goal was to develop an
improved search tool and learn more about potential conflicts and possible
solutions that are relevant for people working with a groupware.
In the course of the redevelopment of the search tool different techniques of user
participation and software evolution were involved. We conducted 10 interviews
with interview partners from four application partner organizations, held four
workshops where aspects of searching were raised, two of which were dedicated
to search tool prototypes, and we developed three prototypes of search tools which
were later evaluated.
These techniques were meant to bring up different aspects of requirements for the
search tool and can be considered to be concretizations of the user-related
activities in software engineering models involving user participation.
Interviews
To get a better understanding of how search in a work group is performed we
started with conducting interviews about how people who cowork with each other
search objects, i. e. documents, papers, or folders in an office environment. We
talked to ten people, two of which worked in a library, two in a state administration which is an application partner, three in the office of a software company,
and three in the office of a construction company. We deliberately chose interview
partners that had worked and others that had not worked with POLITEAM to get
input from a wide range of work practise and not be biased by users’ previous
experiences with POLITEAM. The interviews were led with one person at a time,
lasted about 30-45 minutes each and were conducted along a questionnaire with
29 questions that served as a guide which left space for additional questions and
talk. The questionnaire consisted of open questions (answers in sentences, not just
yes or no required), included physical and electronic search, and had two parts,
the first of which related to the search activities of the interviewees in their offices
(What are causes for a search? Describe how you go along? What tools do you
use: telephone, post-it-notes etc.?), while the second related to privacy issues.
Here, the interviewees were to take the roles of both a person searching
something in a work group and person ‘being searched on´, i. e. someone, who
was asked about an object (‘Do you know where this document is?´) or whose
room or desk or hard disk was searched by someone else (cf. Krüdenscheidt
1996). A similar role-oriented technique was used by Wulf & Hartmann (1994)
researching on effects on visibility in a network.
The answers of the interviewees shed a light on different aspects of searching in a
work group. Usually one of two problems is the starting point for a search, it is
either the problem to find an object whose existence is known or the question if
there is an object that contains the information searched. Three main causes for a
search could be identified. These are the intention to work on a searched object
(e. g. use components of an existing document to create a new one), the intention
to gain information, and the intention to control something, e. g. the current state
of a project, or someone. The objects searched were mainly internal (e. g.
prepared speech for minister or inventory list) or external (e. g. legislative texts or
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offers from providers) text objects. The ways how and where objects are stored in a
particular work place differed in the different organizations. This includes
organizational as well as personal storage. Several personal preferences could be
found which the interviewees stated to be efficient for themselves. On the
organizational level we found different structures to sort and order documents like
order by date, by internal or external order numbers or by task areas and within
them again by project number and date. Moreover, in each of the four
organizations a central place for the collection of documents exists, e. g. a registry
in the state administration. The organizational search was often started by limiting
the time range of the object to be found and by providing key words or restricting
thematic areas if the document order structure supported this search. Interviewees
in three of the four organizations worked on a computer and searched with the
Microsoft Windows file manager or the word processor file manger. Here, the predominant search criteria are the file name, date, key words, and the author of a
document.
The interviewees stated that they involved others in their search when they needed
help, e. g. from a person in the registry who knew ‘their´ files or from a colleague
who had worked with them on the document searched. Usually the others were
not involved in the search process itself but by communication, i. e. they were
contacted personally or on the telephone and asked questions about a document.
For a search where others are affected the interviews showed a potential for
conflict. The persons interviewed stated that usually the doors of their offices were
open and that basically everyone could search in everybody else’s room but that
usually one wouldn’t search in someone else’s drawer but only on the desk and
that this also depended on the relation of the persons. Potential conflicts showed
where electronic search was discussed. Here, the symmetric design of the
questionnaire allowed for every interviewee to take the role of a ‘searcher´ and
the role of a person ‘being searched on´. In the role of a person searching actively
the interviewees pleaded for a nearly unlimited access for electronic search
arguing that this would be helpful and necessary for cooperation and adequate
for team work. When they took the role of a person affected by someone else’s
electronic search they felt uncomfortable knowing that everyone could look into
their folders and considered this as an unwanted intrusion. One person (working
with another system than POLITEAM) described her work practice where she would
not move a document she worked on from her home directory that only she could
access to a public directory until her work on the document was completed.
The interviews helped us to a deeper understanding of how people involved in
team work search objects and they made clear that there was a particular need to
handle the conflicts that might result from a search performed with a search tool
on other person’s electronic desks within POLITEAM.
Workshops Related to Group Work
Besides the interviews in this first step of the redevelopment of the search tool two
workshops were held with eight users of the federal administration (ministry)
application partner where searching was discussed among other topics. We
incorporated workshops with a group of users in the development process since
we felt they could bring out much more of the group dynamics than the interviews
were able to.
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At this time they had used POLITEAM for some while but they did not know the
POLITEAM search tool which had been disabled before the system was introduced
there. In workshop I naming conventions for documents were discussed. The
problem arose that in the office where documents were partly typed, processed
and collected they used POLITEAM and DOS without POLITEAM and they were
working with a very rigid name structure where document names had the DOS 8.3
form and where the first eight letters consisted of two letters for the document type
(e. g. speech, letter, text from circulation folder) and the following six letters stood
for the date. They did not want to change this rigid structure to stay compatible
with the rest of the ministry. The people cooperatively working on the documents
and writing the letters and speeches wanted to use POLITEAM’s facilities for long
(32 letters) names without sticking to the rigid conventions. This showed that the
individual representation of information was important and that POLITEAM had to
provide means to find objects that obeyed different naming or ordering criteria.
The second workshop was held with the same group of users and served to
introduce a new version of POLITEAM where it was possible to order the contents of
a folder by different criteria like name, date, or key word. Also a viewer for a fast
preview of documents and a facility for tree-like hierarchical representation of
objects in POLITEAM were presented. The users said that these three features would
be of great help in finding objects. While not being part of a special search tool
they provide facilities to represent object names and other features in different
ways that the users can choose between. Thus, individual preferences e. g. in sort
orders and naming are supported. The tree-like hierarchical presentation as well
as the possibility to determine the sort order are very helpful for location-based
finding which widely used when working with user interfaces based on the desktop
metaphor (cf. Barreau & Nardi 1995, Fertig et al. 1996). In the same workshop a
search tool modified from the original search tool was introduced. This prototype
0 contained all the functionality of the original search tool except that a person
could only perform a search on her own POLITEAM desk which on one side meant
that someone searching could not violate someone else’s privacy because she
could simply not access other electronic desks, but that on the other side
cooperation and team work which POLITEAM focuses on were extremely hampered.
Moreover, the response time for the search results became very long since
restriction to the desk of the initiator of the search made it necessary to first search
all objects on her desk which included a time consuming check for every object in
the system and then in a second search restrict the objects on the desk to those for
which the search criteria applied.
Prototyping
After the interviews and workshop I and workshop II we felt we knew enough to
program a prototypical search tool that was to incorporate what we had learned
from the interviews and workshops. Two alternatives were to be considered. The
first was to change the original search tool to fit the new requirements. While this
would have had performance advantages the means of changing the original
search tool provided by LinkWorks™ were not powerful enough to have us
implement the features wanted. So in trading off performance for flexibility we
decided to use an external programming language for the search tool prototype
and access the LinkWorks™ objects by means of the LinkWorks™ programming
interface.
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Figure 2: Input dialog of search tool prototype.

Figure 3: Output dialog of search tool showing where objects were found.
We choose Visual Basic as programming language and created a search tool that
met the requirements in different ways. It included possibilities to search according
to different criteria, among them the name and class of an object, the name of the
person who created or owned or changed it, and the date or period when it was
created or changed. It was also possible to search for a key word or search the
complete object (usually a text object) for a text string. Moreover, to support the
communicative aspect of the search, a button to activate the e-mail component of
LinkWorks™ from the search dialog was implemented.
A major improvement was the distinction of the area where an object was found.
For every object found it was indicated whether it was found on the searcher’s own
desk, on someone else’s desk or in the archive of the group. Knowing this the
most interesting objects could be picked. For them a link was created in the search
result window of POLITEAM.
The indication for the found objects where they were found is a first step towards a
conflict management necessary for a search tool for groupware and groupware in
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general (cf. Wulf 1995 for a general treatment of conflicts in groupware). Such a
conflict management could then handle how objects are treated depending on
where they were found, e. g. if the person on whose desk the object was found
works in same project as the searching person and the like.
Developer Workshop and User Evaluation Workshop
This prototype was presented in workshop III with developers and project members
working on the training and support of users. They suggested some minor
changes concerning the handling and proposed to incorporate the possibility to
open a video channel for communication about the search from the search tool
dialog as soon as video is available for POLITEAM.
The changes were made and the resulting prototype was presented to three users
from one of our application partner organizations in workshop IV held at the
University of Bonn. Its primary goal was the evaluation of the functionality and
user interface of the new search tool. Two of the three users had been interviewed
in the initial phase of the redevelopment. By this time the three had used POLITEAM
intensively for about 10 weeks. We did not just want to give a demonstration of the
search tool but provide a chance for hand-on testing. In order to support material
for a discussion of the roles of a searcher and a person “being searched on” we
prepared five search scenarios. This was done by rebuilding parts of the structure
of the desk the users knew from their daily work and providing computers in two
separate rooms to represent two users of POLITEAM. We planned to have them
search the system including other people’s desks for a file they needed to proceed
with their work and find out what would happen on either of the both computers.
Some of the aspects that were meant to be raised by the scenarios were already
discussed when we talked about the functionality of the search tool since the three
users were experienced and interested enough to recognize what chances and
problems might come along with the search tool. They even started a discussion of
the different roles of a searcher and a person being searched on by themselves.
Thus, it proved to be an advantage that they already had experience with
POLITEAM so they could well imagine the search tool in their daily work. For
example a user imagined his boss working on the computer late at night searching
for documents containing certain key words and stressed the importance to be
able to create private domains that others could not access with the search tool.
After using the search tool for some of the scenario searches we had prepared
and some searches initiated by themselves the users made concrete suggestions
on how to improve the input dialog in stating that they usually did not know what
a certain person had to do with an object, i. e. if she was the owner, creator or
had changed the object, only that she had some relation to it. So they suggested
that in the search dialog section where the creator, owner and changer of a
document could be specified there should not be three entries but just one so that
a person could be specified as having to do with an object with the option to say if
she was the owner, creator or changer if you knew. Thus, the former need to put
in three times the same name for creator, owner and changer and connect them
with a logical OR is reduced to just pick one name.
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State of Work
After prototype 2 has been discussed in workshop IV the changes to it suggested
by the group of POLITEAM users will be made so that the resulting software will be
ready for release with the next POLITEAM version. With the search tool introduced
then the three main problems that arose with the original search tool (unintended
deletion of files, user interface, conflict potential) will be solved or prepared to be
solved after a process of participatory and evolutionary software development.
Moreover, by new ways of representing objects in a hierarchical tree-like structure
and with the chance to order objects by different criteria the refinding of objects on
user’s own desk is considerably improved.
First important steps for the system’s conflict handling are made. The new search
tool incorporates some prerequisites of conflict detection in showing where the
objects were found before they are picked for the search window. The conflict
potentials caused by the activation of POLITEAM’s group-related functionality
require a special module for conflict management for POLITEAM which can then be
used by the search tool and which will provide ways to detect and solve conflicts
e. g. by informing someone that their desk is searched or giving them the chance
to veto against it.

Discussion
The course of the development of a search tool for POLITEAM has shown that an
evolutionary and participatory approach for the development of groupware is
promising. The different participatory techniques used brought different insights:
•

Feedback from the POLITEAM users to the user advocates showed aspects of
their cooperative work practice.

•

Interviews helped to understand how people search at their workplace and
what the requirements for a search tool from the viewpoint of persons searching and ‘being searched on´ might look like.

•

Workshops with POLITEAM users brought up group-related aspects of system
use and increased the users’ and developers’ understanding of conflicts raised
by system use.

•

A special workshop to present the search tool prototype to POLITEAM users and
have them evaluate it in a first step allowed for fine-tuning the search tool to
the needs of the application partner and hands-on experience helped to
deepen the users’ understanding of the conflict potential on a more concrete
level. Here, we particularly profited from the fact that the three users were very
interested and above-averagely competent in working with POLITEAM.

However, our activities would have benefited from a workshop particularly
focusing on the potential conflicts of searching on other persons’ electronic desks
and discussing the implications with a group of POLITEAM users at an early stage of
the development process. This could have helped the developers to learn about
the handling of this issue in a concrete organization and give hints for the
implementation while users could have become more aware of the implicit rules of
their organization and the technical potential to reveal and support them.
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Unfortunately, the limited amount of time on the application partners’ side and the
resources provided for the development of the search tool as only one of many of
the POLITEAM activities did not allow for such a workshop.
Moreover, the decision to develop a new search tool rather than improving the
existing search tool mainly depended on technical considerations. While
LinkWorks™ provides some mechanisms to modify or enhance the system’s functionality these mechanisms are still not flexible enough since they impose
restrictions to the desired implementation.
The STEPS approach (see figure 1) taken as a basis proved to be helpful as a
rough guideline for development. Unlike described in the STEPS model and unlike
most of the activities within POLITEAM the redevelopment of the search tool was not
preceded by the usage of the respective functionality of LinkWorks™ since this was
considered to cause too many problems for the application partners. The
development activities described above can be located in the production phase of
the STEPS model. If we had decided to change the original search tool to fit the
new requirements rather than redeveloping it the activities might have been
considered to have more of an adaption than of a production. In that case the
development activities could have been located in the application phase of the
STEPS model enhanced by the common activity of adaption as suggested by
Wulf & Rohde (1995).

Conclusion
Two more general aspects of introducing the search tool within the POLITEAM
framework deserve attention. One of them is the usage of participatory design
methods and techniques for the introduction of groupware functionality. Our case
study supports the notion that both group workshops and having end users take
roles as activator of and someone being affected by a groupware function help to
create cooperative awareness. Thus, the concept of perspectivity originally meant
to bridge the gap between users and developers is enhanced to let end users get
an impression of how other groupware users are affected by their use of functions.
At the same time this helps to understand the actual work practice and to make
explicit who may cooperate with whom in which way.
The second aspect that our case study contributes to is the introduction of a
generic groupware product into an organization. Considering the growing need
for technology for cooperation and communication inevitably most of the
groupware applications installed and used in the future will be generic
applications that are adapted to the needs of a special organization. The usability
and success of this groupware will to a large degree depend on the quality of this
adaption.
Generally the disadvantage of a commercial off-the-shelf product is that it ignores
specific social and organizational concerns and users are not known at the time of
initial development (Grudin 1991). By providing both organizational means to
introduce the groupware and technical mechanisms that allow for different levels
of tailoring (cf. e. g. Henderson & Kyng) this disadvantage might be overcome. On
the technical side our experiences lead to the conclusion that the approach taken
by LinkWorks™ which is based on object-orientation and provides an application
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programming interface as well as means to change internal methods looks
promising. Still, the mechanisms of LinkWorks™ were not flexible enough to fulfill
all our needs. Object orientation also plays an important role in more detailed
and concrete suggestions made concerning technical means to support tailorability
(cf. e. g. Fischer & Girgensohn 1990, Malone et al. 1992, Mørch 1995). The need
for flexible solutions also includes the demand to allow for unanticipated use by
supporting the notion of the medial character of the groupware and avoiding the
implementation of rigid user “representations” (Bentley & Dourish 1993).
Probably most important for the introduction of generic groupware is an adequate
organizational treatment. Previous work on the area of introducing generic
groupware into an organization has shown the need for explicit organizational
embedment in order to use the full range of groupware advantages (Orlikowski
1992) and drawn the attention to the interplay of intended and emergent induced
organizational changes by groupware use (Orlikowski 1995) that demand
technical flexibility. These organizational changes will be analyzed carefully in the
POLITEAM project to learn more about the impact of introducing a groupware and
have the introduction process benefit from this knowledge.
In many ways introducing a generic groupware resembles the design process for
the development of a custom-made groupware. Here, methods of participatory
design can be used for participatory tailoring. Research having taken into account
the influence of a group structure for participatory design and development can
give important hints for methods of participatorily introducing and tailoring
generic groupware. For example, Kjær & Madsen (1994) suggest a participatory
analysis of flexibility based on a “blueprint mapping” technique to get an overview
of the daily work and on an “organizational game” to analyze the need and
potential for organizational flexibility. Another closer look at organizational
aspects of tailoring that can go beyond the phase of initial implementation is taken
in some papers dealing with the sharing of customization files (Mackay 1990;
Nardi 1993 Chapter 6; Trigg & Bødker 1994). While these findings are not
explicitly related to groupware they involve group activity to customize software
used by a group. The papers stress the importance of local experts who know the
work practice well enough to provide adequate customization.
Still, more work has to be done on the impact of group particularities on the use of
groupware functionality, how roles are represented in groupware and how
conflicts can be detected and mediated that are induced or made visible by system
use. Here, many questions remain open (cf. Kahler 1995). How can we proceed
when introducing one groupware for different organizations? How much tailoring
can and must be done? What can participation not only in the process of design
but also in the process of introducing a system look like? How can we share
responsibilities for customizing groupware for an organization between users and
developers? How can we support participation for system introduction and
customization by preconfigured systems?
This paper has provided a case study indicating that continuous work with an
evolutionary and participatory approach to the development of groupware and its
introduction may help to answer these questions.
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Sixth Paper
Tailoring by Integration of Components: The
Case of a Document Search Tool
Abstract
In this paper we describe the evolutionary design and implementation of a search
tool for files in shared workspaces used within an off-the-shelf groupware product.
The design is based on the assumption that a useful generic search tool must be
highly tailorable. We achieve tailorability by applying an innovative software
architecture which allows to assemble components during runtime. In order to
understand how people search in shared workspaces and to support the design
we employed interviews and workshops with users as well as a field test to
understand users’ needs. During the design process a series of prototypes was
developed by us which were then evaluated by office workers. Consequently, the
process described and the lessons learned extend from searching in files as a case
via tailorability of software as an answer to the resulting requirements to
component architecture as a way to implement this tailorability. The results derived
from the treatment of these interrelated aspects constitute the core and value of
this paper.

Introduction
The POLITEAM pilot project dealt with the groupware support of distributed
governance as a reaction to the relocation of parts of the German government
from Bonn to Berlin. Among a number of research issues was the search of files in
a shared workspace of a groupware system that the POLITEAM project introduced at
several sites of the German public administration (see section POLITEAM: The
Context of the Search Problem). While the issue of searching for files was the
starting point of our research, we considered tailorability of software to be one of
the possible solutions on a theoretical level for the multiple and changing user
requirements for a software to search files within a group. On the practical level,
using software components appeared to be a feasible option for implementing this
tailorability. Thus, this paper is an account of our work on a component-based
tailorable search tool and describes the lessons learned. While one might argue
that this fails to focus on a single key issue we think that our case benefits from the
intertwinement of these three levels. They deserve and require the joint treatment
in the paper that we gave them in the process. Our research was guided by two
interrelated questions: The overall question How can we design for searching in
groupware? is concerned with software-technical as well as procedural aspects
and issues of the user interface and the underlying functions. The more specific
question How well are components suited for runtime tailorability? relates to a
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particular solution for designing for searching in groupware. The given answer
does not only contribute to the overall question but constitutes a value of its own
for a range of applications.
The goal of this paper is twofold. Firstly, the paper is descriptive: We describe the
lengthy process of different steps in developing a search tool used in a groupware
setting. Secondly, the paper is prescriptive in that it reflects on the process and
depicts the lessons learned. By following these two lines we aim at providing a
deeper understanding of what we did, of what relevance it has for searching,
tailorability and component architectures and their relation and we aim at
providing support for others facing similar design challenges.
The development of the search tool in several steps is accompanied by the
participation of users and accomplished in an evolutionary way by implementing
several consecutive prototypes of search tools each based on empirical and
theoretical insights. The empirical insights are derived from the evaluation of the
previous version of the search tool or empirical work conducted before the
introduction of the current version. The theoretical insights come from reading
related literature where the relation sometimes only became clear during the
process.
The structure of the paper reflects the process. After an account of the state of the
art in searching, tailoring, and component architectures, the process of the
development of three search tools is described in chronological order including
methodical issues like the form of user involvement chosen, technical issues and
empirical results. The paper is concluded with a discussion of what we learned and
answers to our research questions.

State of the Art
In this section the state of the art of searching for files, tailoring software and
component-based software architectures is provided.
Searching for Files
Searching in computer systems is one of the most fundamental tasks that has to be
performed while working with a computer. In a distributed system, which is used
for collaborative work, searching for files as well as searching within the files is
crucial for the system’s success, mainly because good search results are vital to
handle the huge data amount of such systems. It is also important for the
discussion on collaborative work to keep in mind that the success of any searching
activity is highly dependent on the collaborative working experience of the people
performing the search and of the respective software settings, particularly access
control.
Several empirical studies deal with file organization in the electronic office (cf.
Malone 1983; Suchman & Wynn 1984; Barreau & Nardi 1995; Rao et al. 1994).
These studies observe the organization of electronic documents from a single user
and static perspective. In recent years, the production of documents became a
collaborative activity supported by networked computers for many people (cf. Wulf
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1997). This constitutes a particular need for research on aspects of the
organization and search of files in shared workspaces.
Tailoring Software
Our early experiences with the search tool in the POLITEAM setting showed a wide
range of requirements from different persons in different work settings using the
system. Meeting different and even mutually exclusive requirements can be
achieved by making the used software tailorable. Tailorability is a software
attribute which allows to change certain aspects of the software to meet different
user needs.
Tailorability is a desirable software feature for several reasons:
•

The diversity of requirements posted by different individuals and organizations
must be taken into account when implementing, buying, or using a generic
software that is supposed to fit different settings. What may be appropriate for
a Federal Ministry with hundreds of employees might not work at all for a
shoe-selling small enterprise using a software system.

•

The uncertainty about the exact work practices and procedures even in the
perception of the workers makes it necessary to leave room for alternative
ways of performing tasks (Trigg 1992). In many cases there is not only one
way to perform a certain task, each user has a different way of working with a
software.

•

The dynamism of individual and organizational work requires software to
change over time. The structures of work organization and collaboration may
vary considerably in relatively short time periods.

Tailoring software encompasses different dimensions, e. g. the initiator, actor,
object, aim, time, and scope that should be considered already at the time of
system design (cf. Stiemerling et al. 1997). It is widely agreed that tailorability is
one of the major future challenges in the design of interactive systems (e. g.
MacLean et al. 1990, Bentley & Dourish 1995, JCSCW 2000). Henderson & Kyng
(1991) consider tailoring to be an activity that continues design in use. All of the
contributions stress that the discussion about tailoring should not only be lead in
terms of technical measures, but that tailoring software is an activity that is deeply
rooted in personal habits and preferences as well as socio-organizational
circumstances and dynamics.
A closer look at organizational aspects of tailoring is taken in some papers dealing
with the sharing of tailored files (Mackay 1990; Nardi 1993). Trigg & Bødker
(1994) point to the fact that the possibility to exchange tailored artifacts can have
a standardizing effect. While these findings are not explicitly related to groupware
they involve group activity to tailor software used by a group. The papers stress the
importance of local experts who know the work practice well enough to provide
adequate tailoring. Carter & Henderson (1990) claim the necessity for a „tailoring
culture” within an organization because tailoring not only poses technical
problems but should be considered as a relationship rather than a property.
MacLean et al. (1990) go beyond observing by introducing the „Buttons” system
into part of an organization by means of which tailored objects can be sent
around and be modified. The above-mentioned diversity of requirements poses a
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particular challenge for tailoring software to a group’s needs: on one hand the
diverse requirements of the different members of the group must be somehow
combined or moderated into a convention or standard for group usage; on the
other hand it should still be possible for a group member to tailor within the limits
of the convention.
Component Architectures
To put tailorability into practice one has to develop software architectures that
allow for runtime flexibility to avoid a breakdown in the flow of work. For some
time now, component-based architectures are available for software developers
(e. g. with the JAVABEANS model). Our research focuses on the question whether
specific component-based architectures can enable end-users to modify existing
software to fit their needs or create new functions by assembling existing pieces. In
this way component-based architectures should become a means to alleviate the
climbing of the steep „tailorability mountain” (MacLean et al. 1990).
Allowing the construction of software from components gives the person who puts
the components together a flexibility in construction that encompasses the usual
ways to tailor software by far without being as difficult as programming. Therefore
it is reasonable to give this form of flexibility to end-users or local experts to
compose software or change existing compositions to match their needs.
Component oriented programming in general (see Szyperski & Pfister 1996) is
motivated by the successes classical engineering disciplines like electronics or
mechanical engineering have had with building complex artifacts from
standardized components (e. g. transistors, resistors, cogs, or screws). Taking into
account this motivation, a software component can be defined as „a unit of
composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. Components can be deployed independently and are subject to
composition by third parties.“ (Szyperski & Pfister 1996, p. 130).
Components have been successfully employed to support the design of graphical
user interfaces. Application builders like LOTUS BEANMACHINE (component model:
JAVABEANS, see JavaSoft 1997) often provide generic visual design elements (e. g.
buttons, text-boxes, combo-boxes), which are configured and composed during
the design process to yield domain-specific applications. The notion of components, however, has been applied to areas of software engineering other than
GUI-design, as well.
If the architecture consists of multiple layers of nested components (hierarchical
component architecture), tailoring operations are possible at several different
levels of abstraction and complexity. Components on the higher levels of the
hierarchy could be closer in semantics to the application domain (e. g. the
bookkeeping component of a business software package), while components
further down the hierarchy could be more technically oriented (e. g. the TCP/IPprotocol component). Thus, a hierarchical component architecture could provide
appropriate levels of tailoring for both a bookkeeper and a system administrator.
In our work (Stiemerling 1997, Stiemerling & Cremers 1998, Won 1998) we are
investigating the use of components for tailorability of complex and distributed
applications after initial development. Component architectures are quite attractive
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for tailoring, because they support a number of different tailoring interfaces, from
simple parameterization (Henderson & Kyng 1991), over visual programming
(Nardi 1993) to programming by modification of examples (Nardi 1993, Mørch
1997). Particularly runtime composition by users or local experts can support
tailoring activities because its effects are immediately visible and there is no need
to engage into activities like compiling - generally performed by experiences
system administrators only – or rebooting a machine which is often considered to
be a breakdown of the flow of work.
The advantages, which component oriented software engineering is hoping to
provide for developers can be harnessed for users’ tailoring activities:
•

facilitation of re-use by third parties as facilitation of re-use by other tailors;

•

speed-up of development processes and reduction of development costs as
avoiding to reinvent already existing tailoring artifacts provided an infrastructure to exchange them, and

•

higher quality because standard components are less prone to exhibit errors
when they have already been used and tested in prior projects or by other
users and local experts, respectively.

POLITEAM: The Context of the Search Problem
The POLITEAM project was a collaborative software development project in which
the target organizations required technical support for distributed collaboration.
The main function of the POLITEAM system was to supplement paper work
processes with electronic work processes in a government ministry. To accomplish
this, POLITEAM offered a shared workspace, electronic circulation folders and email functionality (cf. Prinz & Kolvenbach 1996). An already existing groupware
system (LINKWORKS by DEC) was chosen and adapted to specific user and situation
requirements (see Klöckner et al. 1995). A collaborative and evolutionary
approach was used in the design, allowing modifications to be made over time.
These modifications were reported as beneficial by designers and users (cf. Wulf
1997). Within this design process user advocates played a special role. These
project members visited the sites regularly, provided support to the users and thus
were able to perceive user requirements in a direct way (cf. Mambrey et al. 1996).
The project started in May 1994 and ended in December 1998; since January,
1995 the system had been installed. While the search tool had been a design
issue since the very beginning of the project, the component-based version was
developed in the last year of the project.
Obtaining the user requirements was accomplished with the help of users at two
different government organizations: a German Federal Ministry (referred to as FM
in the paper), and the State Representative Office of a German state (referred to
as SR in the paper), both located in Bonn. In the FM, in the department where the
system was installed, we found varied employee roles: one unit leader, six ministry
employees (responsible for specific content areas of the ministry), and three typists
in their own service unit. In the SR Body there were about 30 people working who
represented the interests of their state in the federal government’s legislation
process. The organizational structure of the body mainly consisted of sections
which represented state ministries. Most of the sections just consisted of the section
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manager. Before the introduction of POLITEAM, these sections were supported by
three typists, who worked at the typing pool. Like in the FM, the employees
collaborated using the shared workspace and e-mail.

Figure 1: Steps in the process of designing several versions of search tools
Among the multitude of challenges that POLITEAM had to face dealing with such a
complex issue as the introduction of groupware in large administrations, searching
of files was of particular interest. This is due to the fact that the administrative work
is centered around text documents that are often worked on by different people.
While this can sometimes be handled by sequential workflow mechanisms, the
collaboration often is too unstructured for this rigid kind of support. Therefore the
possibility for electronic search offers a benefit particularly for the less structured
collaborative parts of administrative work. Besides, searching files electronically
within and possibly even beyond common workspaces raises many questions of
access rights and the ambiguity of visibility and privacy. To meet the resulting
requirements, in the course of the POLITEAM project we developed a tailorable
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search tool for the participating users to search for files in the shared workspace.
For the development of the search tool we proceeded in three major steps. Taking
a participatory and evolutionary approach we first developed Search Tool 1 using
Microsoft Visual Basic (VB) as a means for prototyping to meet general needs with
a default setting for a generic search tool (cf. Kahler 1996). In a second step we
used the evaluation of Search Tool 1 for a reimplementation in Java. The resulting
Search Tool 2 allowed end-users and organizations to tailor the tool to their
particular search requirements (cf. Won 1998). Finally, Search Tool 3 (cf.
Engelskirchen 2000) provided mechanisms to support collaborative tailoring
activities and the exploration of the tailoring functionality. Figure 1 gives an
overview on the design process.

Search Tool 1: Involving Users
The basic version of LINKWORKS included a tool that allowed the user to search for
any object independent of its actual location within the system. Discussions with
users revealed that this search tool was not well enough designed to be used by
our two government organizations involved, since the issues of privacy and
unintentional manipulation of shared files were not satisfactorily dealt with. Also,
possible conflicts about snooping around on others’ desks were not considered. So
we decided not to use the original search tool in our partner organizations but to
redesign it.
Requirements from the Field
To identify the basic functionality of a search tool in groupware and possible
enhancements we conducted 10 interviews with interview partners from four
different organizations lasting about 30-45 minutes each. Besides the interviews,
in this first step of the redevelopment of the search tool, workshops were held with
a group of users in the FM where searching was discussed. Several aspects of a
group-related tool for electronic search in a shared workspace proved to be of
importance.
Privacy Issues
On one hand users want to have full access to all the documents stored in the
system on the other hand they demanded that „their” documents should not be
accessible for other users. In the role of a person searching actively, the
interviewees pleaded for a nearly unlimited access to electronic search arguing
that this would be helpful and necessary for collaboration and adequate for team
work. They were much more privacy alert when they took the role of a person
affected by someone else’s electronic search. Here, many of the interviewees said
they felt uncomfortable knowing that everyone could have a look at their folders
and considered this as an unwanted intrusion. This „I want to see yours but you
may not see mine” attitude obviously requires technical and social mechanisms for
mediation.
Beyond these individual preferences the informal ways of collaboration are specific
for an organization. In the FM searching on other people’s desk was a taboo
except for the head of department and one other person who was responsible for
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the registry. The head of the department of the FM mentioned that considering the
different organizational standards about standardization there is a need to be able
to set the borders for tailorability for the search tool so that the tailoring of the tool
would not go beyond reasonable limits. This, however, is the key point for
tailorability: what reasonable means cannot be foreseen when specifying a generic
software particularly for work in groups.
User Interface
The users had different preferences about what to do with found documents (e. g.
create a copy or create a link). Furthermore they did not agree in which way the
search result should be ordered (e. g. by name or by date). This again showed the
need for individual and organizational tailorability of the search tool.
Implementation
We employed Microsoft Visual Basic in order to be able to quickly develop the first
version of the new search tool.
The input dialog of Search Tool 1 considers the most frequent requirements from
the interviews and workshops. There are several input fields which allow the user
to specify the search request. The output dialog of Search Tool 1 takes privacy
aspects into account by dividing the output into files found on one’s own desk,
someone else’s desk or in the registry. A link from the found items can be created
in one’s own work space.
This first prototype did not incorporate all the demands of the interviewees and the
participants of the workshops for two reasons. First, we wanted to force the privacy
discussion, so we only split the search result into three groups. Second, we just
allowed to create links on the found objects. The first prototype of the search tool
was presented only a short time after the introduction of LINKWORKS and most of
the users had no experience with groupware systems or even computer systems at
all until then.
Evaluation
Search Tool 1 was now presented to ten project members (users and user
advocates) during a workshop. The discussions verified existing requirements and
helped to identify new demands. Besides, our user advocates who supported the
pilot users during their daily work added some requirements to a new version of
the search tool.
User Interface
Most of the users required a spatial separation of the search request panel and the
displaying components within one window so they could see their search request
while viewing their search results. In Search Tool 1 we used two windows, one that
allowed the input of several search criteria and another that displayed the results
of the search. Therefore the new search tool should have at least two components:
an input component and a display component which have to be displayed in the
same window.
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The users had no common idea about the representation of the result. Some users
wanted to have exactly one window where all the objects found in the system are
shown. Others would have liked the search result to be divided into several
subsets. The found objects then should be sorted by certain criteria. For instance
some users wanted to see the documents in two separated windows: one for
documents which lay on their own virtual desktop and another for the rest. Others
could imagine that the documents are ordered by their name or by their date of
creation.
Search Criteria
All users had different preferences how to search for an object. For instance, some
users searched for a document by its name, others by the date of the last change
or they searched for the document’s owner. Therefore no simple way to decide
which of the possible search criteria should be asked for by our search tool could
be determined.
Tailorability is one way to meet these different requirements. So we decided to
implement a new version of our search tool which was supposed to offer several
aspects of tailorability. Therefore, Search Tool 2 was implemented by using
component-based architectures.

Search Tool 2: Towards Component-based Tailorability
In this section we describe how we used a component architecture to create a
tailorable search tool. The idea was to use the established work on components
and wiring diagrams to connect these to enable users and local experts to create,
modify and test search tools during runtime.
As described in the section State of the Art component architectures can be used
for the design of applications. In this section we will focus on the changes to an
application during its use. Taking a closer look at the „component model” used in
Visual Basic for Search Tool 1 one can easily see that after the compilation of the
application the components are not relevant anymore. Components can only be
bound together in a design environment and therefore facilitate the development
of software. But after compilation the result is a monolithic software that can not
be decomposed. In contrast to this component model we will in the following
concentrate on applications that consist of components that are dynamically
bound. If these applications have to be tailored one can simply add or remove
one component or change the connections between them. In order to realize this
runtime tailorability for Search Tool 2 we employed the Sun JAVABEANS component
model.
In the case of Search Tool 2 a layered architecture (see section State of the Art) is
used for experienced users to develop their own search tool selecting and
combining up to about twenty components whereas a beginner would take just
two nested components which can contain many atomic components and combine
them to a simple search tool. This approach is described below in more detail.
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Introductory Workshop
From our experiences from Search Tool 1 we already had a good idea about
searching in groups. For our aim of providing components for building different
search tools we needed a better understanding of what a reasonable deconstruction of a search tool into components would be. This was on of the foci of a fullday workshop (workshop 1 of Search Tool 2) we held with 9 persons from the FM
and SR. The analysis of several other search tools had shown that a first approach
to a composition would be two distinguished parts related to the chronological
sequence of searching for electronic files in a shared workspace. First, a search is
performed according to a specific search request, then the results are presented
and can be used for further work. Most of the common search engines are divided
into two parts in a similar way. The workshop confirmed this and provided further
hints particularly for different in- and output switches taking into consideration e. g.
age and name of files.
The division into two parts seen from the user’s perspective results in the division
into three parts that we provided: the latter can be deducted by looking at the
three types of components described below. Here the output components are
distinguished from the so-called flow components which are used to perform a
search and to do some work on the search results like splitting it into two output
streams (switch) or getting some more attributes (e. g. date of creation, last
change) of them.
Implementation
Search Tool 2 was developed by taking into account the diverse requirements that
evolved during the above mentioned workshop. We chose the JAVABEANS component
model (see Java Soft 1997) that allows for dynamical binding of components as a
basis for our implementation. First we will describe the new search tool from a
more technical view. Then we will have a more thorough look on the user
interface.
The Components
Based on the results of workshop 1 of Search Tool 2 described above we
decomposed Search Tool 1 into several different components which are divided in
three categories: input components, data flow components, and output
components (cf. figure 2 and 3).
The top of figure 2 shows some of the implemented input components. These
components are used to specify the search and to trigger an action. For instance,
one can enter the name of the objects that are to be found and start a search.
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Figure 2: Some input (top 5) and flow (bottom 3) components
The bottom of figure 2 depicts some flow components including the search engine.
This component has to deal with the input parameters generated by the input
components and has to build up the search results. The search engine connects
the search tool with the LINKWORKS database via the application programming
interface. It transfers the inquiry of the users to the database and receives a list of
retrieved documents. Two other components which can be used to prepare the
visualization of the search result are the name switch component and the location
switch component. These are components that are used if the result of a search
has to be split respecting a condition that was specified beforehand („+” meaning
condition is true). The name switch divides the resulting files by their names (e. g.
starting with A-M or starting with N-Z). The location switch divides the resulting
files by their location in the system (own desktop vs. other desktops). To get a more
refined presentation of the result one could imagine many different switches.

Figure 3: Some output components
Figure 3 shows some output components. The display window shows the files
found. The user can select which of the document’s attributes are shown and how
the retrieved documents are ordered. Other components which can be used to
visualize the search result are the counter component („Documents found” –
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added in Search Tool 3 shows the number of found objects and serves to get some
information about files on others’ desktops without showing any of their attributes)
or the info, link and copy components which allow to show additional information,
create a link to the file and to copy a found file. In the following we will describe
the composition of a search tool using these components and we will illustrate
their interaction. For the sake of simplicity we will now concentrate on six atomic
components: start button, name input component, search engine, location switch,
result counter and result list (see figure 4).

Figure 4: Simple search tool example
To connect the components with each other we implemented „wiring-instructions“
which define how the application is to be composed. In order to compose the
components the tailoring environment allows for wiring operations, which support
connecting two different types of ports. Empty circles indicate input ports, full
circles output ports. To support users in wiring the components appropriately, input
and output ports, which can be connected, are presented in the same color (in this
paper they are shown in the same gray scale). The semantics of the components
are best understood by regarding the simple example in figure 4.
The search engine is triggered by the start button. To specify the search query the
value is entered in the name input component. The search results are fed into the
location switch which is parameterized to channel all documents found on one’s
own virtual desktop into the right result list, while the number of documents found
elsewhere is shown in the counter window on the left (the parameterization of
result switches, buttons, and the search engine is not shown here).
A more complex example using the layered architectures is given below (cf. figure
6).
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The Runtime and Tailoring Environment
We developed a prototype of an integrated runtime and tailoring environment
which serves as basis for the deployment of component based application (see
figure 5). These applications are defined by a set of implemented components.

Figure 5: The integrated runtime and tailoring environment in runtime mode
When the application is started within the environment, the default wiringinstructions are read first. According to these, the necessary components are
instantiated and connected. For a more detailed discussion of the tailoring
environment see Won (1998). Here we want to abstract from these technicalities
and focus on how the environment is perceived by the end user.

Figure 6: The integrated runtime and tailoring environment in tailoring mode
If the application is running on a windows-based operating system on
basis (the whole environment is implemented in Java and thus
independent), nothing unusual should be visible, expect some way to
„use-mode“ and enter the „tailoring-mode“. If the user decides
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application needs tailoring, he or she enters the „tailoring mode“. Figure 6 shows
the tailoring-mode for one specific instance of the search tool. Here we want to
focus on the general concepts of the tailoring environment. The little dots at the
edges of the components represent the ports, i. e. the interfaces for interaction with
other components. As described above the search tool employs a flow-oriented
metaphor (data flow through the application), we have input ports (empty circles)
and output ports (full circles). The lines indicate how the components are wired
with each other.
The user now can do everything but change the implementation of the components which are delivered in binary form. He or she can delete components,
instantiate new ones (by choosing a component from the toolbox menu), change
the wiring, or change the hierarchical structure. These operations ensure flexibility
of the approach. Whether the flexibility offered is satisfying of course depends on
the set of available application components.
Evaluation
To evaluate the design of the component-based search tool and its integrated
runtime and tailoring environment, we held another workshop (workshop 2 of
Search Tool 2). We were mainly interested if the users were willing and able to
handle the tailoring functions of the new environment and if the existing version of
the component-based search tool could satisfy the different user requirements.
This workshop was held at the University of Bonn’s research lab. Eleven
participants joined the workshop. Four of them were employees of the SR - a
section manager, an administrative clerk, a secretary and a clerk who provides
local support to other users. Moreover, three user advocates – two working with
the SR and one working with the FM – participated in workshop. The other
participants were members of the POLITEAM project involved with the design of the
search tool. The discussions that occurred during the workshop were documented
by the project members and transcribed. The quotations presented in the paper
are taken from this transcription and translated from German by the authors.
In the beginning of workshop 2 of Search Tool 2 one of the user advocates gave a
short presentation. Comparing Search Tool 1 with the new one, he gave a survey
on the new functionality. To introduce the integrated runtime and tailoring
environment the user advocate referred to the „Lego“-metaphor. Then one of the
designers gave a presentation on different search tools and the tailoring
environment on a computer, where a LINKWORKS client was installed. The search tool
active at the beginning of the presentation was a simple tool which just allowed to
search on ones own desktop by specifying three search attributes. Activating the
tailoring menu, the users could select among three different alternatives of the
search tool. These alternatives had been assembled beforehand and were
represented in the menu by a term that tried to express their features. From this
selection menu it was possible to switch into the tailoring environment where a
new search tool could be tailored by connecting the existing components. After the
presentation the four users from the SR were asked to apply the tailoring
environment and build a new search tool by themselves. All of the four users were
willing to experiment with the tailoring environment. Receiving some support by
the project members, they were able to construct search tools of different
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complexities. In the following we will give an overview on the aspects discussed
during the workshop.
Understanding Component Architectures
As described above Search Tool 2 consists of several components as well as a
runtime and tailoring environment. This approach was clear to all users.
Additionally, even the hierarchical constructions were understood without any
problems by more experienced users.
Additional Components
Looking at the functionality provided by the components, a couple of further
design requirements were wished for by the users during the workshop.
• Full text search
Concerning the input attributes for the search engine the users asked to be able
to search for arbitrary words inside the documents. Often they could not
remember any of the given document attributes but a key word inside the text.
• More expressive display components
The users also asked for a new type of display window for objects found. Some
required that this component should display the location of a found object.
• Showing the content of the document
Having found objects the users required being able to access them directly. In
the prototype as well as in the original search tool they can just create a copy of
or a link to such a document. Links and copies have to be accessed via another
window. This leads to additional efforts in interacting with the system.
• Switches
The prototype offered just two switches: one to distinguish between the different
desks a document was found on, and one to distinguish between different
object names. Appreciating the concept of separate display windows, the users
required further switches.
The section manager who has to handle similar issues periodically was asking
for a switch which would display the documents which are older than three
months in a window separated from a window that shows documents which
were written more recently. He also asked for a switch which would allow to
display objects in different windows depending on the question in which of his
own folders these objects were found. He said that he is often searching for a
document referring to just one of the political areas he is responsible for. As he
stores such documents in one folder with corresponding subfolders, he just
wants to see documents found in that folder. Concerning the electronic registrar
one of the administrative clerks suggested to be able to distinguish between the
folders of the Bundestag (first chamber of parliament) and the Bundesrat
(second chamber of parliament). Moreover, one user suggested that it would be
nice to distinguish between those documents, which are on one‘s own desktop
and those which are just accessible via document sharing.
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User Interface
After the presentation only two of the four users said that they would be willing to
use the tailoring environment to build their own search tools. These users felt that
the graphical interface for connecting components is too complicated to handle
without being supported. This feeling is expressed by the final statement of the
administrative clerk before leaving the lab: „Please make it simple, we are just
users!“.
• More expressive descriptions and additional context help
From the users’ tailoring experience during the workshop the following
requirements to improve the tailoring environment came up. First of all, the
users asked for a better description of the different components they could
select from. In the prototype the developers had given the components names
which were difficult to understand by the users. Then the users asked for more
appropriate names and for icons in the select boxes which were supposed to
symbolize the meaning of individual components as well as whole search tool
alternatives.
Apart from a more intuitive naming the users asked for a context sensitive
quick-info which would deliver more comprehensive explanations about the
behavior of individual components or search tool alternatives. Moreover the
users asked for a textual explanation to come up as soon as they touched one
of the input ports of a component to indicate which other component could be
connected to this port.
• Context sensitive behavior
The select box in which all components available in the system are shown is
very complex. Thus during the workshop the users had problems to find the
appropriate components.
Collaborative Aspects
During the workshop some users started to discuss how to carry out the tailoring
tasks collaboratively. Circumstances requiring searching typically involve time
pressure and do not allow time for tailoring for most users. The user providing
local support was very enthusiastic about the tailoring environment. During the
workshop the users already discussed how the tailoring work could be divided
among them. Pointing to her colleague who provides local support, the
administrative clerk suggested the following division of labor: „The alternatives are
good for us. The assembly-mode is for you.“ Assuming such a division of labor, the
colleague providing system support required an additional tool to distribute newly
assembled search tools among the users. He argued that his job would become
much easier with such a tool.
Exploration
Another issue, which arose during the discussion, was the necessity to explore
newly assembled search tools. The user acting as local system support asked to be
able to test newly created search tools: „I need to know whether these things do
what they are supposed to do.“ Nevertheless, the exploration of a tool which
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involves searching outside the own desk can cause disturbances of the other users.
A statement of the secretary made clear that she would carefully select those users
who would accept such a disturbance.
Even tolerant colleagues will probably not accept permanent interruptions due to
other people’s testing. Therefore, a test environment to allow users to explore their
newly assembled or selected search tools without affecting other users would
probably encourage tailoring. Such a test environment should also cope with the
users’ worries to break existing artifacts. In that sense, the user providing local
support asked for an „undo“-command to be able to recover the old search tool if
he should have made a mistake in modifying it.
Summary of Evaluation
The main results can be summarized as follows: The users understand the basic
ideas of component-based architectures but at the moment they were not able to
tailor their tools and they were even less capable of assembling new tools. This is
caused by the complex user interface. Workshop 2 of Search Tool 2 was the
source of many new ideas that can help developing a new more easy-to-handle
user interface. The other question we pointed out was to explore if the components, we have implemented so far, can be used for designing all the required
search tools. The result of the workshop was that we need some additional
components but in principle we have implemented the right components.

Search Tool 3: Field Test
Based on the experiences with Search Tool 2 we built Search Tool 3 which not only
contained enhanced functionality but was used within the SR for several weeks (cf.
Engelskirchen 2000 for a detailed description of all aspects of Search Tool 3).
Setting
For Search Tool 3 the component language and the tailoring environment were
extended. In the following we carried out a field study with three users in the SR.
Other users of the SR were asked to provide search permission on their documents
eventually needed by the participants of the field test.
We presented the new search tool environment in a workshop in which the three
users, one user advocate and three designers participated. After this, it was
introduced for the field test. In the following two weeks, the users were supported
continuously by a user advocate. Also, project members visited each user at least
twice for a 60 - 120 minutes time span. During these prearranged visits project
members encouraged tailoring activities related to the users’ search tasks. The
tailoring process and the emerging problems were observed, written notes were
taken during the observation and transcribed directly after the visit.
At the end of the observation period, a last extension of the search tool was
introduced that included a simulated search in the groupware environment. A few
days after installing this new version, we carried out semi-structured interviews with
the users. The interviews covered the following issues related to the tailoring
environment: patterns of collaborative tailoring, usage of textual documentation
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(manuals, help functions, annotations), occasions and means to experiment with
applications, and further design requirements. The interviews lasted about 60
minutes and were carried out at the users’ workplaces. Written notes were taken
during the interviews, a transcription was carried out immediately afterwards.
Shortly after the interviews we copied all the tailored artifacts for analysis.
Implementation
In the following all extensions of Search Tool 3 are described (cf. Wulf 1999).
• Some new components
We have implemented some new components, e. g. more expressive display
components and a counter component which is capable of counting the found
objects without displaying them. Regarding the privacy discussion this component allows for finding an object without seeing it. Thus one can search for an
object only to get to know about its existence.
• More expressive descriptions of the components
As described above the users had problems to select the basic components
appropriately. These basic components were labeled by rather design-oriented
names. Therefore, the users found it difficult to select the appropriate components from a linear list in which the components are itemized. We tackled the
problem in three different ways. First, we tried to find more meaningful names
for the individual components in collaboration with the users. Second, we
added icons to the presentation of the components in the list. These icons
resembled the visual presentation of the components at the interface. Third, we
classified the components into four different types and used this classification
scheme as an additional hierarchy in the toolbox menu. Moreover, we implemented a context sensitive select box which offers only those components which
could be connected to the active port.
• Hypertext-based Help
We developed a hypertext-based help menu for the search tool window and the
toolbox window. The help texts of the tool-box covered all elementary components by a brief explanation of up to six sentences depending on their
complexity. Screen shots were added where necessary.
• Search Token
For privacy reasons we decided to allow searching only on everyone’s own desk
unless a person put a special search token in a folder which then allowed
others to search this folder. This visible token meets users requirements to be
very aware of the fact that someone else can search in one of their folders.
• Ability to share tailored artifacts
Search Tool 3 allows users to share tailored artifacts by saving them in a shared
workspace. There, they can be deleted, renamed or copied. It is also possible to
annotate these artifacts (see below).
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• Annotations: The facility to describe tailored artifacts

Figure 7: Annotation window
The initial workshop and the field test showed that users are hardly able to
deduce the meaning of all components just from their names and the way they
are classified. Hence, we generated possibilities to describe the functionality
textually. Features which allow to describe components and tailored artifacts
have to take the different actors into account who produce this documentation
(cf. figure 7).
• An exploration mode
For users trying to find out how an unknown search tool works is difficult in a
real-life setting when search permissions have to be explicitly granted. Users
who try out a new search tool, which unexpectedly does not find any documents
on other users’ desks, have difficulties to judge whether this outcome is due to a
wrong understanding of the tool or missing search-permissions on others’
desks. Therefore, we decided to extend the search tool environment by an
exploration mode. For privacy reasons the final version of the exploration mode
included the possibility to explore a simulated data space that did not belong to
a person but contained artificial data generated particularly to support people
in exploring the search tool’s functionality.
Figure 8 shows a screen shot of the exploration mode. The window on the top
right allows populating the simulated desktops with experimental data. The
other two windows (search tool window at the bottom and tool box window on
the top left) show the tailoring environment in exploration mode. The windows
look exactly like the original ones with the exception of the background color.
The search tool presented in the search tool window operates on the experimental data visible in the top right window.
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Figure 8: The exploration mode
Evaluation
Structuring Components and Tailored Artifacts
Search Tool 3 included some new components with more expressive descriptions.
During the field test we found that these features improved the ability of the users
to select elementary components. Still, when the components were invisible during
the search tool’s usage or their functionality was rather complex, it turned out to
be difficult to communicate their meaning by a name or an icon (i. e.: it was
difficult to find appropriate names and icons for switches). Besides, the
components’ classification scheme which we used in order to establish an
additional hierarchy level in the menu was not understood by the all users. So they
suggested abandoning the additional level in the hierarchy of the menu and
applying it just as a means to structure the linear list. Given a list of all in all 17
elementary components this was a viable solution. Nevertheless, if a component
based tailoring language consists of considerably more elementary components,
the former approach needs to be pursued, and that may lead to the mentioned
problems. A practical approach to solve this problem would be a tailorable menu
structure. Yet, if each user could modify the structure individually, this may lead to
problems in collaboration.
The naming of tailored artifacts became a problem in the field test, as well. For
instance, the clerk from the public relations department used her own convention
to name search tools she had modified. This convention was not well understood
by the other users. To encourage collaborative use of tailored artifacts common
naming conventions are important. The classification of tailored artifacts may lead
to further problems. Right now there are just two linear lists for the compound
components and the search tool alternatives. These lists are in alphabetical order
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according to their names. Nevertheless, with an increasing number of these
artifacts individually or collectively tailorable classification schemes seem to be
indispensable.
Shared Tailored Artifacts and the Division of Labor
During workshop 2 of Search Tool 2 it had become clear that the users liked the
idea of being able to share tailored artifacts if there was a local expert responsible
for these activities. During the field test the implemented sharing mode was
therefore welcomed by the users. The two none-expert users appreciated to be
provided with high quality tailored artifacts. The local expert, however, stated in his
final interview that he felt a bit uneasy if any tailored artifacts would become
publicly available, and thus, other users could see when and what he tailored. He
asked for private stores where he could keep his experimental artifacts.
Annotations and Help
The field test showed that users are hardly able to deduce the meaning of all
components just from their names and the way they are classified. Hence, we
generated possibilities to describe the functionality textually. Features which allow
to describe components and tailored artifacts, have to take the different actors into
account who produce this documentation.
As programmers created the elementary components and the tailoring
environment, we developed a hypertext-based help menu for the search tool
window and the toolbox window. The help texts of the tool box covered all the
elementary components by a brief explanation of up to six sentences depending
on their complexity. Screen shots were added where necessary.
During the field study it turned out that the local expert was the only one who used
the help menu at least sporadically. All users indicated difficulties in finding the
access point to activate the help-texts and the location of the desired explanation
in the hypertext presentation.
Other than with the predefined elementary components, users generated
compound components and full search tools themselves. Thus, the description of
these artifacts has to be carried out by them. As the textual documentation of
design rationales imposes extra burden and is therefore often omitted (cf. Grudin
1996), we tried to provide as much technical support as possible. We have
implemented an annotation window, which consists of five different text fields:
„name”, „creator,” „origin”, „description”, and „remarks” (cf. figure 7). The
„name” field is automatically marked whenever a tailored artifact is created. In the
„creator“ field the user who builds a tailored artifact can put in his name. In the
„origin” field, a reference is generated automatically in case a tailored artifact has
been created by modifying an existing one. In the „description” field the creator
should clarify the function of the component. In case a compound component is
derived from an existing one the original description is copied automatically and
put in Italics. The „remark” field can contain further comments. Contrary to the
help texts, the annotations were accessible directly from the display of the
respective tailored artifact.
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In the field test annotations were used more frequently than the help-texts. This
result is probably caused by an easier access mode and the richer information
structure. The users liked the information structure of the annotation window. The
documentation of the creator’s name was important to them for four reasons.
First, knowing about the creator’s typical search tasks helps them to understand
the functioning of the tailored artifact. Second, the creator’s name is an important
information for judging the quality of a tailored artifact. Third, it allows contacting
the creator for further information. Fourth, the documentation of his name gives
the creator a chance to let the organization know about his efforts. The users
found the „origin” field helpful as it recorded parts of the tailoring history, and
thus, eased understanding of the functioning of the artifact. The „description” and
„remark” fields were perceived being essential to increase understanding and
were almost always filled in during the field test. Nevertheless, the way they were
filled was often regarded problematic. Especially the usage of abbreviations and
uncompleted sentences caused considerable problems. Thus, here again user
groups carrying out collaborative tailoring activities need to develop appropriate
conventions.
Exploration
Discussing the concept of exploration during the interviews, the user providing
local support found the exploration environment useful to test whether a search
tool really finds what it was supposed to find. The other clerk was quite reserved
towards this concept because to her it seemed too complex to handle. The efforts
to create experimental data and to handle the different roles appropriately seemed
too high for her compared to the benefits: checking whether a given search tool is
doing what it is supposed to do.
While observing users’ tailoring habits we found many occasions when building
and experimenting interleaves. For instance, users modified a given tool to better
understand its functioning and that of some of its parts, or they carried out minor
modifications in an existing tool and experimented with that. Therefore, we believe
that building tailored artifacts and experimenting with them should be both
supported in the exploration mode.
We extended the exploration mode in a way that it became possible to experiment
not only with the tailored artifacts but also with the tailoring functions. To build an
explorable tailoring environment, we applied the concepts experimental data,
neutral mode (action is not really performed, only explained) and freezing points
(defined status of a file that you can return to after experimenting). Whenever a
user decides to switch to the exploration mode of the tailoring environment, a new
window pops up. It has a specific color of the frame and contains those windows
of the tailoring environment which were active before starting the tailoring mode
(search tool and tool box). These windows behave regularly except for those
functions, which allow to modify the state of the original search tool environment
(e. g. store search tool, rename search tool). These functions are put into neutral
mode. So the state transition following their execution is not carried out but
described textually. The exploration mode comes up with a copy of the search tool
which was active before. Playing the role of experimental data for the tailoring
environment, this tool can be modified by means of the tailoring functions. If users
decide to leave the exploration mode, they are asked whether they want to store or
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abandon the outcome of their explorative activities. In any case, the users return to
the tailoring environment containing the search tool, which was active before they
started the exploration mode.

Discussion & Conclusions
In this paper we described the process of developing three consecutive prototypes
of a search tool to be used for search in a shared workspace. The process
included user participation of different kinds at various steps of the development
process. We learned much about the searching for files in groups, the chances
and limits of making such a search tool tailorable for individual and group needs
and the chances and limits of component architectures to do so. Several insights
are gained from the process as a whole. We can now provide some answers to
our research questions How can we design for searching in groupware? and How
well are components suited for runtime tailorability?
Designing for searching in groupware encompasses several dimensions. In the
process of design the combination of having users participate and developing
several versions of the search tool evolutionarily proved to be effective: Each
workshop, interview and evaluation provided us with insights that could not have
been won by top-down one-step design. Since we not only wanted to support
particular organizations but also wanted to show the general feasibility of our
approach the process was rather costly using much time and personnel. However,
since we provided evidence that our approach was effective subsequent endeavors
to construct tailorable software with limited functionality can also be efficient.
Nevertheless they still have to bear in mind that providing a flexible organization
with adequate software support is always a laborious and ongoing effort.
Search Tool 3 as the final product of the design process included much
functionality, all of which was implemented due to requirements from users or
improvements derived from literature survey. The resulting complexity led to a
differentiation in using the functions:
•

few of the functions are used frequently by many users, e. g. looking for or
trying out new search tools from the search tool pool;

•

some are used sometimes by many users, e. g. exploration of an unknown
search tool in case a task or a group changes or the written explanation of the
search tool is not sufficient;

•

some others again are only used by few people, e. g. the possibility to create
new search tools from scratch or perform severe modifications on an existing
search tool.

This is encouraging in two ways. Firstly, then fact that the functions were used at all
and that there were differentiated patterns of usage proved that there really was a
need for a tailorable search tool. Secondly, and more important, it shows that the
functionality we added resulted in more than just the sum of the parts: the different
options and levels of using, annotating, exploring, modifying and constructing
search tools led to a variety of options for users to tailor. Thus, they could move up
to a plateau of the „tailorability mountain” (MacLean et al. 1990) that suits their
abilities and needs with the option to engage in more tailoring activity by talking to
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a local expert. This was also supported by our layered architecture which allowed
for the assembly of search tools on different levels of granularity and in fact
supported the evolution of a local expert.
There are two ways in which the fact is taken into account that the search tool was
meant to work in a collaborative setting to find files in a shared workspace. On
one hand the participating users were the objects of the search activities of others.
Therefore there was a request for mechanisms to protect privacy. To meet this
request we implemented an option to find objects without being able to display
them, a search token to put into a folder to allow this folder to be searched, and
the possibility to explore a simulated data space rather than the real shared
workspace to learn how a search tool works. On the other hand the users were
subjects of the search. Not only did they require efficient mechanisms for their
individual search but there was also the need to provide mechanisms for
collaboration regarding search activities. Therefore, our search tool environment
provided mechanisms to share, distribute and annotate search tools for others to
use or modify, thus supporting weak forms of collaboration. The workshops show
that stronger forms of collaboration where users meet and discuss the tailoring of
a search tool are generally supported by the possibility to tailor and particularly by
the runtime environment, where ideas that have been discussed can easily be
turned into a tailored search tool and be tested. We assume that such a tool for
easy tailoring may serve as a medium that encourages groups to discuss group
standards that then can be shared. The systematization of customizations resulting
from a collaborative tailoring process would then contribute to common norms
and conventions needed for collaborative work. Again, one must bear in mind that
this eventually rewarding activity of collaborative tailoring requires willingness and
patience.
Sharing tailored search tools seems most helpful for small work groups with a
rather similar work context. Being able to explore functionality in groupware
context with real or simulated data on the other hand becomes more important the
more users are involved: The complex interdependencies of different users and
their privacy and other settings require more than a textual description of
functionality. However, this rather complex form of supporting users’ understanding must always be accompanied by simpler forms like tutorials, context-sensitive
help texts and a colleague to ask.
Our specific research focus was on how well components are suited for runtime
tailorability. For quite a while it has been demanded to provide tailorability not
only on a surface level but to embed it deeper into systems. Using a component
architecture to realize runtime tailorability proved to be a good choice. The
process of developing a search tool showed that using a component architecture
suited for runtime tailorability is a feasible way to meet multiple requirements for
such a search tool. The relative simplicity of the task consisting of input, searching,
and output made it possible to identify an adequate level of decomposition and
the relevant components. For more complex tasks the identification of a good
decomposition will be much more difficult but, as we believe, also possible
provided that there is some guidance for users and some time for them to have
experts and solutions evolve. The possibility to represent the connections visually
provided for a significant reduction of complexity. Considering the difficulties that
some users had in assembling a search tool in our workshops and during the field
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test we doubt that other forms of modularization (e. g. blocks of program code)
would have been manageable to all but very few skilled users. Being able to
modify components and their wiring during runtime was vital for the acceptance of
the search tool construction set. If there had not been such a tight integration
between using and tailoring the search tool, the threshold to create, modify or test
a search tool would have been critically high.
There is also evidence that such a component-based approach can be enhanced
and possibly be used for the design of a variety of systems. The strict separation
between search tool specific components and the design of the runtime
environment makes it comparatively easy to enhance the prototypes by further
components. Therefore we think that the design and runtime environment can
easily be reused: it is technically possible to create a multitude of different
tailorable tools and applications. However, considering the simple structure of a
search tool it remains an open question where the creation of different kinds of
complex tailorable software with these forms of components is no longer
reasonable.
The process described above and the lessons learned encourage us to continue
research that combines theoretical and empirical evidence to come up with
suggestions that can make a difference to software designers, introducers, and
users.
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Seventh Paper
Collaborative Tailoring – Eight Suggestions
Introduction
In the past fifteen years the computer has found its way into many homes and all
offices. Other than in the early days of electronic computers most of the software
used is no longer programmed by those who use it. Moreover, in the past five
years computers have been increasingly connected to allow for data exchange,
communication and collaboration over a network. Thus, the task to support users
in what they are doing has become increasingly complex. One of the ways to deal
with this complexity is to continue design in use.
This may include efforts to bring designers and programmers of computer
software to people’s work places or homes to understand their requirements, then
go back to their sites and change the software adequately. Additionally, for
smaller changes it is obvious to consider tailorability, i. e. the possibility to modify
the functionality of technology while the technology is in use in the field. However,
this makes it necessary that the software can be adequately changed by users. To
ensure this, not only must the software be changeable at all, but also those
changeable parts should cover the relevant aspects of the users’ work task
including the way they work together.
For users whose work task includes collaboration with others the possibility to tailor
a software to their personal or group need includes the hope for increased
efficiency and improved collaboration. Eight suggestions of how collaborative
tailoring can be supported are presented in the following. They are the result of
literature study and own work on two cases of collaborative tailoring.
In the next section, related work on tailoring and collaborative tailoring is
presented. After this, the two cases are briefly introduced. Then, the eight
suggestions for collaborative tailoring are proposed.

Related Work
In this section the main relevant literature for approaching collaborative aspects of
tailoring is presented. A large body of work has been devoted to theoretical and
empirical work on how tailoring and particularly collaborative tailoring of software
could be supported technically, why it should be supported and how software has
been tailored by users. Some authors also described systems they implemented
and that were sometimes evaluated. The presented literature is restricted to
contributions explicitly discussing tailorability as a major issue.
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Tailoring Software
Modern software usually comes with a cornucopia of features, that permits many
forms of file creation or modification. However, this abundance very often makes it
difficult for users to find out how to perform a particular task with the software or
how to do so efficiently. Tailoring is the technical and human art of modifying the
functionality of technology while the technology is in use in the field. Consequently,
the feature of a software to be tailored is called tailorability. It is widely agreed that
tailorability is one of the major future challenges in the design of interactive
systems (Bentley & Dourish 1995, JCSCW Vol. 9 (1), Special Issue on Tailorable
Systems and Cooperative Work).
Reasons for Tailoring
The main and overall reason why software should be tailorable and needs to be
tailored is the complexity of the setting where it is used and of the task it is used
for. Trigg (1992) provides three main reasons why systems should be tailorable:
•

The diversity along several dimensions like persons, tasks or objects of
tailoring must be taken into account when selling a generic software that is
supposed to fit different settings. A lawyer in Saudi Arabia probably uses a
word processor differently than a researcher in Europe. This even holds true for
custom-made software: people may work in the same office with different tasks
or even only different usage patterns of mouse and keyboard. And also one
single person may want to perform a single task differently at different times or
related to a different context.

•

The dynamism (called fluidity by Trigg) of individual and organizational work
corresponding to the changing nature of work over time requires software to
also change over time. The structures of work organization and collaboration
may vary considerably in relatively short time periods.

•

The uncertainty and ambiguity about the exact work practices and procedures
even in the perception of the workers makes it necessary to leave room for
alternative ways of performing tasks. Trigg (1992) reports a case where a
person in an interview about her work practice told stories that revealed
uncertainties of her own view of her work situation, e. g. how reasonable it was
to archive certain documents.

Grudin (1991) hints at the fact that software is almost never programmed to be
used by one person at one time but by many users at many times who are often
not personally known to the programmers or who perform a task unknown to the
programmers.
Haaks (1992) distinguishes different dimensions of tailoring including initiator and
actor, object, aim, time, and scope of validity. The initiator and actor can be the
system or a user. The object of tailoring depends on the taken perspective and can
range from setting default values via limiting the available functionality to ease the
learning of the system to modification and enhancement of functionality. The time
when a system is tailored can also differ. Tailoring can take place before the first
use of the system, between phases of use and during use. Haaks concedes that
only tailoring a system before the first use is never enough since it does not take
into account the dynamism of use. He describes the scope of validity as depending
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on the concerned group of persons (a single user, a group of users or all users),
the time span (a session or a phase of usage) and the affected aspects of the
software.
Definitions
There are different terms, concepts and taxonomies connected with the idea of
users modifying software during use, among them individualization, personalization, adaptation, customization, end-user modification, and tailoring. More than
20 years ago the EMACS editor provided mechanisms for extension by the user
while it was running (Stallman 1981, p. 149):
“Many minor extensions can be done without any programming.
these are called customizations, and are very useful by themselves.”
Some years later a more thorough distinction is provided by Trigg et al. (1987, p.
723) who described Xerox PARC’s information structuring system NoteCards:
•
“a system is flexible if it provides generic objects and behaviors that can be interpreted and used differently by different
users for different tasks
• a system is parameterized if it offers a range of alternative
behaviors a user can choose among
• a system is integratable if it can be interfaced to and
integrated with other facilities within its environment as well as
connected to remote facilities
• a system is tailorable if it allows users to change the system
itself, say, by building accelerators, specializing behavior, or
adding functionality”
The authors stress the importance of tailorability since it is the one of these
features that allows users to change the system behavior in ways unanticipated by
the system’s designers.
Mørch (1995a) defines tailoring as the adaption of generic software applications
to the specific work routines of a user organization. Based on a literature survey he
identifies three levels of tailoring:
•

Customization means selecting among a set of pre-defined configuration
options by direct interaction or setting parameters;

•

Integration can be hard integration where a component is attached physically
to the application or soft integration where a component is integrated by
means of a macro, script, or agent;

•

Extension means adding new code to the application.

Similarly, Henderson & Kyng (1991) distinguish the three levels choosing between
alternative anticipated behaviors, constructing new behaviors from existing pieces,
and altering the artifact. They consider these to be activities that the tailors must do
that relate to the above mentioned four properties of systems by Trigg et al. (1987)
and just take different perspectives on the same issue.
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Henderson (1997, p. 1) defines
“Tailoring is the technical and human art of modifying the
functionality of technology while the technology is in use in the
field.”
This definition is adequately broad and includes both the relevant technical and
socio-organizational aspects. It also stresses the importance of really using a
technology at some place and in particular work settings in order to be able to
know how it should be tailored there. Therefore, this definition is also used for the
report in hand.
Tailoring, Using, and Developing
Tailoring software can be distinguished from use and development although it
bears similarities with both. On one hand it is a way to continue design in use to
account for unanticipated needs, on the other hand it extends use by providing
means to make it effective and efficient. Henderson & Kyng (1991) argue with the
relative stability of an application in claiming that people tailor when they change
stable aspects of an artifact. However, they also admit that the distinction may be
difficult: Changing the font of a document can be considered to be use or
tailoring. They also introduce the notions of subject matter vs. tool of work and
claim that changing the subject matter is use while changing the tool is tailoring.
Again, the distinction is not always clear, since one person’s subject matter is
another person’s tool: For a person using an application programmed in JAVA, this
application is a tool, whereas for its programmer it is the subject matter, and the
JAVA compiler is the tool (and for the compiler builders it is the subject matter).
Finally, if the effect of a modification is immediate only the action can be
considered to be use.
Collaborative Aspects of Tailoring
Since more and more work with a computer is done in groups where people work
on similar or the same tasks and files tailoring very often has collaborative aspects
to it.
In the literature on tailorability collaborative aspects have so far not played a
major role but have been mentioned at several occasions. Already Stallman
(1981) reports that users not only think of small changes and try them, but also
give them to other users. Mackay (1990) researched how people actively shared
their tailoring files with each other. The study was conducted at two research sites.
At the first site 18 people using Information Lens (Malone et al. 1988) to tailor the
management of their emails were observed over a period of three or more
months. This included several interviews per participant and the collection of
automatically gathered data. Mackay reports that several people shared
Information Lens rules (i. e. text files containing information about the filtering of
mails) including two manager-secretary teams who used the rules to support a
standard form of communication. At the second site a group of 51 users on a
common project sharing Unix tailoring files were observed over a period of four
months. The data gathered stem from one or more interviews per user and also
included copies of their tailoring files. More than three-quarters of the participants
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received tailoring files from others since they had joined the project. The following
methods to obtain or give tailoring files or ideas were identified (p. 213):
• “Someone helps you to get set up.
• You ask someone to help you get set up.
• You get the standard system file and use it.
• You have a problem and ask someone for help.
• New ideas are posted electronically in a common area and
you look.
• Someone has a new idea and tells you about it.
• Someone tells you to look in the common area.
• You have a symbolic link to someone else’s file which is automatically updated.
• You walk by and see someone else’s screen and ask how
something was done.
• You watch someone performing some task, notice a useful
technique, and ask, how it’s done.
• You help a newcomer get setup with a version of your files.
• You post an idea in the common area.
• You tell your friends about a new idea.”
Depending on the job category (e. g. Manager, Secretary or Application
Programmer) the different groups borrow and lend files with different intensity and
have a different percentage (0% to 38%) of translators. To Mackay these are
persons who actively share their files and talk to the recipients of the files. She
concludes both cases by criticizing that staff members are often not rewarded for
sharing tailoring files and requests that tailorable software should provide the
ability to browse through others’ useful ideas and that it should include better
mechanisms for sharing customizations which then may serve to establish
technical or procedural standard patterns.
The role of a local expert was also highlighted by Gantt & Nardi (1992) who
describe what they call patterns of cooperation among CAD users. They studied the
use of a Computer Aided Design (CAD) system by conducting in-depth interviews
with 24 informants and collecting and analyzing the informants’ CAD artifacts.
They distinguish between local developers who write macros, programs and scripts
and help end users in tailoring on one hand and on the other hand gardeners as
a sub-group of local developers. With gardeners the informal position of a local
developer has evolved into a formal or semi-formal position. They are responsible
for writing and disseminating standard macros and programs at the corporate
and department level. Usually, a gardener has both domain and computer
knowledge and often starts from the domain side and then acquires the necessary
computer expertise. Gantt & Nardi support the contention that the activities of local
experts should be recognized and promoted since a local expert and particularly a
gardener can save the organization’s time and money by offering valuable
resources like macros and programs to the entire group. They admit, however,
that it may be difficult to find a person with the right combination of technical and
social skills.
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Nardi & Miller (1991) report that spreadsheets offer strong support for cooperative
development of applications. They present results from an in-depth-study based on
data of 350 pages of transcriptions from interviews with 11 users of several
spreadsheet products. Nardi & Miller conclude that spreadsheet co-development is
the rule rather than the exception and that spreadsheets support the sharing of
both programming and domain expertise. In their study they describe, how
spreadsheet users (p. 163)
• “share programming expertise through exchange of code;
• transfer domain knowledge via spreadsheet templates and the
direct editing of spreadsheets;
• debug spreadsheets cooperatively;
• use spreadsheets for cooperative work in meetings and other
group settings; and
• train each other in new spreadsheet techniques.”
They identify the three kinds of users non-programmers, local developers, and
programmers where the first group is responsible for most of the development of a
spreadsheet, and the second and third group contribute code to the spreadsheets
of less experienced users. Local developers are technically less experienced than
programmers but serve as consultants for non-programmers in their work
environment. For spreadsheet applications it can be argued that using and
tailoring them are closer together than for many other applications, since their
usage in the sense that you just put in numbers and calculate something implies
the prior work of defining code behind the spreadsheet’s cells which is responsible
for the calculation. This is usually done by persons who have domain knowledge
and, as Nardi & Miller note, usually done cooperatively. Considering the fact that
more and more off-the-shelf software needs tailoring and offers mechanisms for it
the presented results encourage the tighter integration of using and tailoring.
Trigg & Bødker (1994) found an emerging systematization of collaborative
tailoring efforts in a government agency. In their study they were looking at the
tailoring of word processors performed by four persons in a Danish administration
over a year. After this they conducted hour-long interviews. The four protagonists
work on the borders between technology development and everyday work, two of
them being officially recognized local developers whose tailoring work is part of
their job description. The third one is a system supporter and the fourth person is
the least technologically inclined of them. Tailoring at their organization mainly
means customizing the word processors button panels, macros, and standard
forms. Trigg & Bødker explicitly distinguish tailoring from programming since the
latter moves from analysis to design to realization while the former basically
consists of trial and error where the starting point often is a personal solution that
may become more stable and then used by several people after a constructive
process of small improvements. They observed that tailoring is often a collaborative process where the idea and the basic work is performed by the local
developers who then pass on their partial solution to the programmer for
improvement. Also, the learning of tailors has distinctly collaborative character
where they ask each other and consider themselves to be on a learning staircase
trying to move upwards. The sharing of tailoring files had over the time evolved
from an opportunistic spreading where someone heard about tailoring done by a
colleague and copied their tailoring files to a more systematic activity: ideas are
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conveyed to the local developers or the programmer who then implement them.
The new tailoring files are downloaded when a computer is rebooted (usually each
morning). In particular cases the workers are notified about how they are
supposed to use the new functionality. They are also free to ignore the tailoring
files. While it is often argued that tailoring leads to an unmanageable abundance
of individualized solutions, several aspects imply that tailoring in this organization
does rather have a standardizing effect. Standards of particular text blocks and of
macros and button panels that reflect the work practice can be developed and
widely used because the organization explicitly supports individual and
collaborative tailoring and the distribution of tailored files.
Wasserschaff & Bentley (1997) describe how they supported collaboration through
tailoring by enhancing the BSCW Shared Workspace system, which is an extension
to a standard web server providing basic facilities for collaborative work including
information sharing, document management, and event logging and notification.
They designed multi-user interfaces for the BSCW system which allow users to take
a certain view on the data in the shared workspace. These Tviews can be added to
the shared workspace as objects in their own right so others can take them, use
them, and modify them in the same way as documents and folders. However,
there are nor evaluation data to support the notion of Wasserschaff & Bentley that
Tviews can bridge the gulf that often separates the tailoring of surface and
presentation features from the deeper aspects of system behavior nor data on
actual collaborative tailoring performed around Tviews.
As can be seen from the aforementioned examples collaborative tailoring does
very often not occur among groupware users but also in groups of users using the
same software and thus being able to employ the fact that this software is
tailorable and that tailoring files may be exchangeable. Particularly the fact that
more and more computers are connected to a local or wide area network creates
the infrastructure to exchange tailoring files even of single user applications easily
through the network. Therefore, the boundaries between collaborative tailoring of
a single user software and a groupware become fuzzy.
Collaboration certainly takes place where the whole group is actively tailoring. A
weaker form of collaboration takes place where an individual, often a local expert,
tailors for a group. Certainly, tailoring is more efficient in this case than if all
individuals would do it on their own. Also, the tailor and the group share the
common goal of improving a system to meet their needs. Usually, as has been
described in several of the studies mentioned above, there is also a form of
interdependence involved. On one hand, the group depends on the tailor to
deliver something that meets their needs, and the tailor needs to know the domain
and the requirements from the group. On the other hand, since tailoring is often a
constructive and cyclic process the tailor usually depends on the groups feedback
to improve the tailoring file. The border for individual actors tailoring for
themselves and tailoring for the group is often blurry. Even if a person only tailors
for her- or himself someone else might notice a difference to her or his own
system and ask how the tailoring was done and if they can have the tailoring file.
Also, an individual might tailor something for her- or himself and then think that it
might be useful for two colleagues and send it to them or even for all colleagues
and put it into a shared workspace. This, in turn, may lead to a second person
changing the tailoring file and then again sharing it with others which could lead
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to numerous versions and a discussion about them. Thus, even if originally there
may have been no intention to interact or collaborate, the potential for both is
there as soon as an individual tailors.

Two Cases
In the course of working on issues of collaborative tailoring two cases that I
worked on shed a different light on tailoring and collaborative aspects of tailoring.
In the word processor case (see Kahler 2001) the explicit aim was to support
collaborative tailoring of a single user application mainly by the objectification of
tailoring files and by providing mechanisms to distribute and share these tailoring
files. To do this an empirical field-study on the collaborative tailoring habits of
users of a particular word processor was carried out. Based on these and literature
research an extension to this word processor was developed which provided a
public and a private repository for adaptations as well as a mailing function for
users to exchange tailoring files. Some notification and annotation mechanisms
were also provided. Results of two forms of evaluation indicate that users of
different levels of qualification are able to handle the tool and consider it a
relevant alternative to existing mailing mechanisms.
In the groupware search tool case (see Kahler et al. 2001) a strong user
involvement over time led from the development of an improved untailorable
search tool to a tailorable search tool. The design of this groupware search tool
was based on the assumption that a useful generic search tool must be highly
tailorable. We achieved tailorability by applying an innovative software
architecture which allowed to assemble components during runtime. In order to
understand how people search in shared workspaces and to support the design
we employed interviews and workshops with users as well as a field test to
understand users’ needs. During the design process we developed a series of
prototypes which were then evaluated by office workers. Consequently, the process
described and the lessons learned extend from searching in files as a case via
tailorability of software as an answer to the resulting requirements to component
architecture as a way to implement this tailorability.
Concerning collaborative tailoring both cases complemented each other and the
literature: The interviews in the word processor case clearly showed that even for
single user software like work processors collaborative tailoring does exist, some of
which is not even supported by a computer network, e. g. looking how something
is tailored and trying to repeat it at home, or passing floppy disks. The implementation showed the general possibility to enhance already existing tailoring
possibilities by features for collaboration using the existing local area network. The
laboratory evaluation provided evidence that the concept of sharing and sending
tailoring files in analogy to other files can be understood and that it may be useful
for people’s work. In the groupware search tool case the dynamism of a real
organization was better captured so that the practical use including organizational
structures like the division of labor between the local expert and the other users
became clearer. Together with the literature these two cases provide the material
for suggestions to support collaborative tailoring,
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Suggestions for Supporting Collaborative Tailoring
This section presents suggestions for supporting collaborative tailoring. They are
the quintessence of my work on collaborative tailoring in the last years and my
contribution to the ongoing discussion. This section brings together an intensive
literature study and collection of descriptions of related work, my experience as
action researcher particularly with tailoring and collaborative tailoring, and the
identification and implementation of identified relevant features in software and
their evaluation in laboratory settings and identifies the most relevant means by
which collaborative tailoring can be supported. The suggestions for collaborative
tailoring aim at different aspects of collaboration, sometimes showing all or some
of the background they originally came from (e. g. individual or joint file
organization for suggestions 3 and 6, CSCW for suggestion 4, or socio-technical
considerations from the information systems field for suggestion 8).
Note that one of the preconditions for collaborative tailoring is that a system can
be tailored at all. There is a large body of literature on the question of how
tailoring of a single user application can be supported (see e. g. Oppermann
1994). Some of the following suggestions are inspired by this. However,
tailorability of the application underlying the collaborative tailoring efforts is
assumed. Another source of inspiration is the discussion of computer supported
collaborative work (CSCW) in general. The suggestions presented below focus this
discussion to the particular topic of tailoring. Undoubtedly, CSCW as a research
field will be a constant source for improved and new suggestions for supporting
collaborative tailoring. The suggestions may serve for researchers to refine and
transfer to other areas, for software developers to have a guideline for implementing necessary functionality and provide adequate software structures, and for
practitioners to be able to select and tailor generic software and to provide
organizational structures that support collaborative tailoring. The suggestions
reflect that most research including my own cases deals with comparatively small
groups that tailor collaboratively, usually not more than ten persons. For larger
groups more thought must be given to the scaleability and particularly the
organizational issues and the danger of decreasing individual involvement going
along with a larger group size.
The following suggestions concern both technical and socio-organizational aspects
of collaborative tailoring. It is important to note, that neither technical nor socioorganizational measures to support collaborative tailoring alone suffice: they must
be combined. Often the distinction is fuzzy and a particular suggestion belongs
both areas to a certain extent. In the following, first the suggestions that are
located more in the technical area, after this, socio-organizational measures are
proposed.
Suggestion 1: Provide Objectification
A prerequisite for most forms of collaborative tailoring is that tailoring is made
persistent in tailoring files. The tailoring file contains information that allows
changing aspects of a software in use. A well known example of a tailoring file is
an initialization (.ini) file of a software that may contain information about the
appearance of the software at startup time like window position or colors, a user’s
profile, file extensions connected to the application, and much more.
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This objectification (Henderson & Kyng 1991, p. 232) allows users or
administrators to access, modify or share the tailoring files by the usual means that
files are processed. Generally, .ini files can be modified and saved with a text
editor. Very often the application that the .ini file belongs to, changes the .ini file
when a user changes preferences or options within the application.
Thus, the already existing infrastructure for file processing like the operating
system, the network and applications like text editors can be used.
Some operating systems provide a common file where information including
tailoring information for many files may be stored (e. g. Microsoft Windows NT’s
registry). Such a centralized approach has both advantages and disadvantages.
The question arises which information should be kept together.
•

all tailoring information of only one application can be in one file: this makes
the exchange of tailoring information about a single application easy, but
makes it difficult to share tailoring information across applications. The latter
may be interesting for macros that may insert certain text blocks, or if some
personal information changes that should be changed for all applications,
e. g. a login name.

•

all tailoring information about many files can be in one file: this may make it
difficult to extract particular tailoring information about one file to share it with
someone else (see suggestion 2: Allow Sharing of Tailoring Files). However, it
could be easier to tailor a whole group of applications if necessary.

Which solution is appropriate (if there is a choice at all) depends mainly on two
things. Firstly, it is important to provide mechanisms to manipulate the tailoring
information. If all tailoring information of only one application is in one file the
application usually provides mechanisms to modify this information from within
the application by changing settings in a preference or options menu or recording
macros or the like. If all tailoring information about many files is in one file and
there shall be the advantage of changing it for several applications at a time an
extra application must be provided to do so. e. g. for Microsoft Windows NT’s
registry this is not the case: the registry entries are supposed to be modified by
single applications which only modify the entries relevant for themselves. It is
difficult and dangerous to the operating systems stability to try to change
information about several applications at a time e. g. by a registry editor.
Secondly, it may be helpful that the way the tailoring objectification is organized
reflects the organizational structure: If there is a strong administrator responsible
for application updates and keeping certain structures and standards a central file
with all tailoring information about many files may be appropriate. If most users
administer much of their own workstations and have their own files structure then
a decentralized approach for keeping tailoring information may be more
appropriate.
Objectification may allow users an easier technical approach to the tailoring files.
It also may have the psychological advantage of moving tailoring closer to using.
This requires an integration of the options to modify tailoring files into an
application in a way that brings modifying the tailoring files close to using the
application for a primary work task. For many users tailoring is something they
have to do on top of their primary work. But if tailoring does not mean to change
some strange entry in a file with a strange format by means of a hex editor but
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loading a file into an application and then changing it and saving it similar to the
work on an “ordinary” file, the psychological barrier to tailor becomes lower. This
is certainly the case for templates that can be created and modified exactly like the
respective primary work files but have a less ephemeral character. Thus,
objectification can help to overcome what Mackay (1991) identified as the topmost
technological barrier for tailoring, namely that the software was too hard to
modify (cited by 33% of the users).
Objectification particularly supports those forms of collaborative tailoring where
the tailor and the person for whom something is tailored are different. In this case
the objectified tailoring activity can be easily exchanged by the usual means for file
exchange provided by an operating system and a network.
Note, that objectification is usually but not necessarily the prerequisite for different
forms and modes of tailoring:
•

a tailoring activity to a word processor that does not allow an objectification of
the tailoring activity in a file can be repeated on a second computer on request
of an interested colleague;

•

a groupware that allows tailoring but not an objectification of the tailoring
activity in a file still permits collaborative tailoring e. g. where several persons
tailor the groupware with effects for the whole group;

•

tailoring activities may also occur or be exchanged by means of a network in
other forms than files, e. g. in a tailoring stream sent and received through
ports at specified locations and occasions.

In the word processor case tool bars and document templates including macros
were the two forms of tailoring activities that were objectified in files. In the
groupware search tool case the objectification was more refined. The layered
component based approach enabled us to have components of different
granularity (atomic, composed, complete search tools) as objectified tailoring files.
Suggestion 2: Allow Sharing of Tailoring Files
Sharing tailoring files or ideas with others is one of the most common and
powerful forms of collaborative tailoring. The interviews in the word processor
case (see Kahler 2001) showed how important and common sharing of tailoring
files is as a form of collaborative tailoring. The interviewees reported various
sharing activities ranging from the exchange of a floppy disk with a tailoring file
on it to blackboard mechanisms where a tailoring file was posted for everyone to
access.
Sharing itself may not be considered to be a collaborative activity. However,
sharing a tailoring file is one basis for asynchronous forms of collaboration, e. g. a
person modifying someone else’s tailoring file for her own use or a number of
successive versions of a tailoring file produced and improved by several persons.
Sharing tailoring files is often supported in either or both of two ways: Either a
shared workspace is provided to keep tailoring files for a group to retrieve, or
mechanisms for sending or receiving tailoring files are provided. Both basic
mechanisms rely on the existence on objectified tailoring files as artifacts to share
or send. In analogy to the treatment of other files that are worked on collabora-
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tively and depending on the concrete task and organizational setting both forms
have advantages. If there are already shared workspaces for other files existing
then a particular shared workspace for tailoring files can be very useful, because
the group is used to working with shared workspaces and the existing infrastructure for sharing files can be used to share tailoring files. Also, there is less trouble
with different versions of a file since all persons have access to the same (and
possibly newest) version of a tailoring file. A shared workspace also represents the
idea of a group working together better and contains more synergetic potential. A
similar form of sharing could be provided by links to an original tailoring file that
is stored e. g. in the author’s electronic space. If other persons link to this particular
tailoring file they all work with the same version at a time. This can be considered
a distributed shared workspace. Like in a centralized shared workspace access
rights ensure who can maintain and update a tailoring file. For these actions some
administrative effort may be required (see suggestion 7: Make Administration and
Coordination Easy) and awareness about changes (see suggestion 4: Provide
Awareness of Tailoring Activities) and some annotation about what made the
change necessary or what it does (see suggestion 5: Make Annotations and
Automatic Descriptions Possible) are helpful.
The approach of sending and receiving tailoring files leaves the administration to
the individuals and bears the danger of having numerous and possibly
inconsistent local copies of tailoring files. However, it is feasible where someone
wants to share a tailoring file with a particular other person or group. Again in
analogy to the treatment of other files, it is recommendable to provide support for
both forms of sharing tailoring files and support the users to let effective and
efficient ways of usage emerge.
Depending on the technical and organizational structure, also hybrid forms may
emerge: peer-to-peer exchange of tailoring files may be enhanced to sending a
tailoring file to a whole group that the sender defines or to a list that people can
subscribe to e. g. if they want to receive all tailoring files from a particular author.
Thus, a mailing mechanism turns into a broadcast mechanism bearing similarity to
a shared workspace where the entries are divided into subfolders depending on
the author of a tailoring file.
The literature on collaborative tailoring and my own work has dealt with small
groups of no more than 10 people. It seems, that this is a reasonable group size
to share tailoring experiences and files since people in a group of this size may
also share tasks or work in very similar settings which makes collaborative
tailoring in a stricter sense reasonable. For this group size, a shared workspace
with some structure and access rights and some basic mailing mechanisms should
be enough to support collaborative tailoring. For much larger groups other
mechanisms like newsgroup-like broadcasting of tailoring files might be more
useful. However, it remains open if such a large group is likely to have similar
tailoring interests and how collaboration in such a group could be reasonably
defined.
In the case of the word processor several mechanisms for sharing, sending and
receiving tailoring files were provided: a shared workspace to provide a location to
store tailoring files; mailing mechanisms for users to be able to send tailoring files
directly to other single users and groups of users; and a private workspace for
tailoring files that may be copies of files from the public store or files received from
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others via the mailing mechanism. The laboratory test showed that this distinction
was understood (see Kahler 2000). A prototype of the groupware search tool
allowed users to share tailoring files by saving them in a shared workspace. There,
they could be deleted, renamed or copied (see Kahler et al. 2001).
Also in the literature several authors report on different forms of sharing tailoring
files (see also section Related Work). Mackay (1990) reports on various forms and
preconditions of sharing tailoring files ranging from telling someone how to tailor
to reach a certain effect to actively putting a tailoring file into a predefined shared
workspace. MacLean et al. (1990) explicitly support sending tailoring files to others
with their Buttons system. Wasserschaff & Bentley provide mechanisms that their
Tviews (tailoring files describing a particular view on a document) can be
distributed via the groupware system that they are programmed for. In the
discussion about collaborative tailoring sharing tailoring files is considered a
necessity to support collaboration. Henderson & Kyng (1991, p. 233) state that
“means must be available to acquire changes”; Bentley & Dourish (1995, p. 145)
require that it be “possible to add attachments to the shared workspace for others
to retrieve and use“.
Suggestion 3: Allow Browsing Through Tailoring Files
Browsing helps people to find information they need even if they may not look for
a specific information. Particularly for tailoring files it provides support on two
levels. Firstly, users browsing through tailoring files may find files that they are
interested in with functions that they had not thought of before. Secondly, on a
higher level browsing through tailoring files is a means to get an overview over the
tailoring of a group particularly for new group members. By browsing they can get
an impression of the number of files, the structure of folders possibly representing
different areas of tailoring, the annotations and automatic descriptions provide
information about active tailors and their tailoring focus. In the word processor
case the possibility to browse through tailoring files including the display of
annotations was provided (see suggestion 5: Make Annotations and Automatic
Descriptions Possible). Thus, the users could get a first impression of the tailoring
file supporting their decision-making whether the tailoring file is interesting for
them or not. More advanced features here could include sub-structuring folders of
tailoring files, listing several attributes of tailoring files (e. g. name, creator, date of
creation, size, number of people who downloaded or saved it from the shared
workspace, or an average of all marks given to that tailoring file by all users who
tried it out) and then making it possible to sort the tailoring files by their attributes
so a list of tailoring file results sorted by the creator or by the quality as judged by
other users.
Catledge & Pitkow (1994) distinguish three forms of browsing, namely search
browsing (i. e. directed search) where the goal is known, general purpose
browsing as consulting sources that have a high likelihood of items of interest and
serendipitous browsing which is purely random. They claim that browsing is
adequate for open tasks that not have a specific answer and are more subject
oriented. Twidale et al. (1997) concede hat when users seek information their
needs are often initially vague and evolve during the search process, so that
general purpose browsing is a more accurate description of users’ behavior than
searching. According to Chang & Rice (1993) general browsing has been
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construed as a search strategy, a viewing pattern, a screening technique, and a
recreational activity. They argue that in connection with directed search there are
some unrealistic assumptions about users and the nature of information seeking e. g. that users have unbounded rationality, have static and well-defined
information needs, know what they want and are output oriented. Rather, they
claim, users often do not have predefined search criteria, and may alter their
interests during a search.
The interviews in the word processor case and the experience in the groupware
search tool case revealed that users are willing and interested to use others’
tailoring files but they often do not know if there exists a tailoring file that may
meet their needs. This is in line with the observations of Mackay (1990) on patterns
of sharing tailoring files where several of the methods to obtain or give tailoring
files support the notion of vague initial needs satisfied by asking others and
stepwise finding out what it really is that you want to know. Consequently, Mackay
concludes that tailorable software should provide the ability to browse through
others’ useful ideas.
Technically browsing can be supported by adequate browsing facilities that can
give both a general impression about what files are available and, in connection
with other features like annotations (see suggestion 5), can provide relevant
information e. g. about the author or a brief description of the functionality at a
quick glance. Also, different sorting mechanisms for tailoring files in a directory
can provide an overview and helpful impression e. g. about the number of
tailoring files provided by an author, the age of tailoring files or even on the
content if some keywords are provided. Bearing in mind, that collaborative
tailoring is currently rather an activity of small groups lightweight solutions seem to
be preferable over very elaborate browsing tools that may incorporate advanced
database technology but are difficult to handle and require much input by the
creator of the tailoring file.
Interestingly enough, the concept of general browsing has had an enormous
upswing with the growth of the World-Wide Web. On one hand this is obvious
considering the hyperlink structure of the WWW. However, the sheer mass of files
in the WWW seems to make finding strategies more adequate that contain strong
aspects of direct logical or keyword search with a search engine, whereas general
browsing seems a more suitable concept for small or medium sized collections of
files that may be pre-structured by a folder structure or keywords or any form of
subject trees.
Suggestion 4: Provide Awareness of Tailoring Activities
Collaboration needs information about what others do. This also concerns the
need for awareness about others’ tailoring. Henderson & Kyng (1991, p. 233)
explicitly relate to collaborative tailoring when they claim that “news must be
published that change is available“. This helps users to stay current and avoids
double work on the same tailoring issue.
Several interviewees in the word processor case reported the importance and
different forms of making others aware of their tailoring work. Interestingly
enough, the interviewees also report non-technical awareness mechanisms. One
of these consists in putting a notice on a non-electronic blackboard. Another of
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these mechanisms is just telling a friend that they tailored something that might be
worthwhile for the other person. Mackay (1990) reports on similar experiences
and lists several methods to obtain or give tailoring ideas ranging from someone
else telling a person about a new tailoring idea or file to electronic postings of new
ideas in a common area.
The term and notion of awareness have been very popular in CSCW research in
the last couple of years since awareness is considered to capture many aspects of
what makes collaboration successful. The basic definition is provided by Dourish &
Bellotti (1992, p. 107) who define awareness as being “an understanding of the
activities of others which provides a context for your own activity”. Gutwin (1997)
distinguishes several forms of awareness of others in collaboration: Informal
Awareness, the general sense of who is around and what they are up to,
Conversational Awareness consisting of visual and verbal cues providing a sense
of what is happening in a conversation, Structural Awareness involving the
knowledge of a group’s organization and the working relationship and Workspace
Awareness being the up-to-the-moment understanding of another person’s
interaction with a shared workspace. All of these forms can play a role for
collaborative tailoring. Structural and informal awareness are important since they
may support the notion of the existence of a tailoring culture (see suggestion 8:
Support a Tailoring Culture). These forms of awareness may not only generally
encourage tailoring and collaborative tailoring activities but also support the users’
knowledge that they can share tailoring files or that somewhere in the system there
may be a place for tailoring files that they can look at when they want to browse
and that they can put their tailoring files.
All aspects of awareness in the general context of collaboration can be applied for
collaboration in the context of tailoring. In the latter case, awareness gains a
particular importance since tailoring for most people is not their primary work
task. Therefore, they might not actively be concerned about informing themselves
about others’ tailoring and need particular mechanisms to be kept informed.
One way to create workspace awareness is by notifying others of the existence of
tailoring activities or tailoring files. If tailoring files are shared this can be
accomplished by a simple event driven notification service stating that a person
received a tailoring file from someone else or that someone has uploaded a new
tailoring file in the shared workspace.
In word processor case mentioned above several forms of awareness play a role:
the awareness about others’ tailoring is provided by a notification service that is
triggered whenever a tailoring file arrives in the tailoring inbox. The notification
service informs the user via message window at start up time of the word
processor and at the time the user activates a tailoring function in the menu. In a
workshop the time of notification was a topic of discussion since all users wanted
some notification but some were afraid to be “overnotified” and bothered too
much by what they considered relevant but not urgent information. It is one of the
practical challenges to find an adequate awareness mechanism for each setting,
person, group, time, or tailoring file or activity. The notification window of the
word processor extension presents the tailoring files and asks the user either to
store it in his or her private repository or to delete it instantly. Another simple form
of awareness is provided by the fact that the browser for tailoring files always
shows the list of tailoring files in the shared workspace so that new files can be
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recognized. This direct form of letting others know that someone is engaged in
tailoring is only one of many ways that awareness can support collaboration by.
Other forms of workspace awareness for collaborative tailoring may include the
generation of automatic mails, a ticker tape with current information about
tailoring activities like the number of tailoring files uploaded to the shared
workspace in that week or list of tailoring files or activities that can be easily
accessed and may include particular markers for list items that have been
changed or added since the list was last viewed. More advanced mechanisms
include the definition of interest context that someone can subscribe to and is
informed when something in this context changes where the context can be
determined automatically by the system or be put in manually by the creator of the
tailoring file. Note, that annotations (see below) can be considered to provide
awareness by making context of the tailoring explicit.
Suggestion 5: Make Annotations and Automatic Descriptions Possible
For collaboration it is helpful to understand the context in which the other
participants work. As described above, creating awareness is one means to
provide understanding of context. In the groupware search tool case it became
clear after a while that it was difficult for others to understand what a particular
search tool created by one person did. Therefore the participants required to
provide more context by a textual description. Such annotations serve to enhance
learning and share that understanding with others (Henry 1997). Active
annotations, i. e. adding a critical or explanatory note to a file, are a good means
of providing context particularly to a shared file. This is more necessary for a
tailoring file than for a general file concerning the primary work task since the
tailoring file is usually less self-explanatory and has a form that is less known to
users than the files they usually work with. Here, annotations can serve to explain
the context and the function of the tailoring file. Similar to remarks added by
programmers to the program code they write annotations added to tailoring files
by tailors serve to provide a better understanding of what the tailoring file’s
function is. The annotations to a tailoring file should be distributed with the
tailoring file and be should be visible without having to open or use the tailoring
file. Annotations can be made as plain text provided by the tailor to go with the
tailoring file. The system can also provide automatically generated descriptions of
parts of the context that the tailoring file was produced in.
One difficulty with annotations as compared to automatic descriptions may be that
there must be time spent to write the annotation. As with all documenting the time
and effort to describe what someone did should be in a reasonable ratio to the
time the actual work (here: tailoring) was done. Considering the fact that tailoring
itself is usually not the primary task for the person who tailors a basic willingness
can be assumed to spend time on tailoring and a little effort on annotating the
tailoring file which may be the decisive difference that makes others use the
tailoring files.
The advantage of automatic descriptions is that there is no additional work on the
side of the tailor needed. Several information already available in the system can
be used for automatic description, e. g.:
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•

the provision of the author of a tailoring file can be useful to contact her to
understand something better or to complain. If tailoring is an accepted activity
it is beneficial for the author to be credited the tailoring file;

•

the automatic provision of the version of the tailoring file or the name of the
file that it was derived from provides is an important information for people
who like the tailoring file and are keen on a debugged or extended version;

•

technical information on what is contained in the tailoring file (e. g. macros
and toolbars contained in a word processor’s document template) provides
additional structure.

Which of this information is really useful to go with the tailoring file can depend on
different aspects like the application, the part of it which is tailored or the user
viewing the automatic description. Good default settings are particularly valuable
here and should be subject to a discussion within a group sharing tailoring files.
Moreover, the automatic descriptions cannot be expected to provide as rich an
information as the annotations that may provide context not only by listing statuses
but by letting the annotation author draw context links between these and describe
motivation for or embedding of the tailoring file.
Depending on how refined a substantial percentage of the annotations are
expected to be a further subdivision into several topic-related plain text fields for
annotation or the assignment of keywords to create some additional structure can
be useful. This could support browsing through tailoring files (see suggestion 3)
which could be presented or sorted by keywords or the content in certain plain text
annotation fields. While on one hand it may be nice for the author of an
annotation to be free what to write in a plain text annotation field it seems to be
recommendable that conventions about the usage of the plain text field are
supported so that the reader understands if the author intends to describe the
motivation of the tailoring activity or the technical aspects of the tailoring file or the
task that the tailoring file supports.
The annotations can be considered to be a communication channel between the
persons writing and reading them. Moreover, both annotations and automatic
descriptions may serve to make exploration easier since they already provide
information about the functionality of a tailoring file.
In both the word processor and in the search tool case the possibility for textual
annotation of tailoring files was provided. In each case the annotation information
could be seen when browsing through the list of tailoring files. In the word
processor case the annotation information could also be seen when receiving a
tailoring file from another person by means of the mailing mechanism. In this
case, it supported the decision if the received file should be opened or saved or if
it should rather be deleted.
Mørch (1995b) provides context in a similar way by a presentation of the rationale
in his layered architecture for tailorable applications.
Suggestion 6: Allow for Exploration of Tailoring Files
Tailoring files may include aspects of presentation, e. g. a corporate letterhead, of
manipulation, e. g. a toolbar for special tasks, or of action, e. g. in a macro. Even
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with context provided e. g. by annotations it is not always clear to other users what
effects a tailoring file has, particularly if it includes actions or a set of different
tailoring aspects. One way to support understanding here is to provide means for
exploration, i. e. finding out what a tailoring file “does” without necessarily
producing all the effects of the tailoring file persistently, thus avoiding the danger
of deleting previous work by some unforeseen effect of somebody else’s tailoring
file.
Note the difference of browsing and exploration: While browsing through tailoring
files means to pass by a collection of tailoring files and by this get an overview
over tailoring files and activities, exploring a tailoring file means to learn more
about a tailoring file without having to fear that existing data are deleted. This is
particularly important for more complex tailoring files which themselves do not
only present but also manipulate data. This is the case e. g. for a macro contained
in a word processor document template, which may format a document in a
certain way. Exploration can considered to be a form of self explanation of the
system.
According to Engelskirchen (2000) investigative and experimental exploration can
be distinguished. The former is an excursion through the system where the user
takes a look at the self-descriptions offered by the system. By the latter the user
actively builds and tests hypotheses by just trying something out and looking what
happens. Also exploration can be strongly interwoven with use of a system when a
new use situation arises, a user tries something out and afterwards may use the
knowledge gained to continue working.
Engelskirchen names several mechanisms which can support exploring particularly
in collaborative settings:
•

Help texts and tutorials: help texts and tutorials can provide static and basic
information about a file or system. However, in dynamic settings, these static
information should be enhanced by dynamic information e. g. by annotation to
the help texts.

•

Exploration cards: exploration cards are more task-oriented and point to
particular relevant information. They are basically note cards with entries (steps
of task, success control, corrective steps) serving to guide the user through
some particular task. Exploration tasks are less static than help texts and
tutorials and can serve to guide a user through a particular task also in a nondefault setting.

•

Interaction histories, graphs and filters: Interaction histories list actions
performed by a user and help a user to understand how she got to a certain
point in using a system. In a collaborative setting, however, the state of the
system may depend on several users so a single person’s interaction history
may not suffice to understand the way to the system’s current status. Interaction
histories may be visualized by interaction graphs. Several forms of filters serve
to adequately reduce an interaction graph so a user can more easily detect
relevant aspects of his actions that led him where he is now.

•

Cancellation: Cancellation serves to undo a user’s action. The possibility of
cancellation can provide users with a feeling that they can try out a system
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without damaging anything. In collaborative settings cancellation is often
difficult due to the fact that it would include undoing other users’ actions.
•

Neutral mode: In the neutral mode an activated function is not carried out, but
a text explains what would have happened if the function had been carried
out. Therefore, in the neutral mode no damage can be done to the system, but
also the result of an action is not really experienced.

•

Freezing points: Sometimes it can be helpful for a user to define a system
status, the freezing point, that she wants to return to before she starts trying out
the system’s functions.

Note that annotations (see suggestion 5) could be considered to be means of
exploration, too, since they. like help texts for a general, provide information on a
tailoring file. However, in this context they are not primarily considered to be
formal means of information but more to be means of more or less formal
communication from the creator of the tailoring file to its user.
In the word processor case a preview mode served to support investigative
exploration since with the preview mode could get a first impression what a
document template looked like and decide if they wanted to save it at all.
In the search tool case exploration was a critical issue, since using and trying out
the search tool involved the actions and settings of many other users and thus
became a rather complex affair. Particularly for the user acting as local expert
being able to test newly created search tools was critical since he wanted to know
whether the tailored search tools did what they were supposed to do.
Suggestion 7: Make Administration and Coordination Easy
Means should be provided to administer and coordinate the tailoring activities of a
group. Administration of tailoring files relates to the static aspects of keeping
existing tailoring files in a way that they are useful for a group whereas the
coordination of tailoring files and activities relates stronger to dynamic and
creative aspects of tailoring where the aim is to possibly create synergetic effects.
The interviews of the word processor case revealed the importance of such
administration and coordination for several interviewees e. g. in relation to
organization-wide document templates for administrative purposes. In one of the
use situations the members of the organization find document templates of
administrative purpose on one of these intranet servers (e. g., ordering and billing
forms). These templates are created and updated by a central organizational unit.
All the other users can just copy these templates and ideas for new forms have to
be proposed to that unit. In anther use situation in the public administration strong
aspects of coordination could be found. One of the employees from the
administration site reported how she created a document template together with a
colleague. Both of them carried out parts of the whole job. Then she put her part
of the template on a disk and carried it to her colleague who pasted the parts
together. In yet another use situation both administrative and coordinate aspects
were mixed: everybody in that department had used her or his own mode to
create particular tables. The interviewee started to standardize the layout of these
tables by creating a first template containing some macros. He then discussed it
with his colleagues. Having found an agreement with them, he asked his boss for
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a final approval. Thus, the interviewee bundled and coordinated the activities of
several people. Then, an administrative effort followed: he put the templates on
the LAN giving most of the persons of his department read and write permission.
One of the users of whom he thought that he would endanger the template due to
lacking skills was just granted read permission bur no permission to write. When
everything was set up, the interviewee informed his colleagues verbally about the
location of the shared template on the LAN.
The administration of tailoring files is necessary particularly with a growing
number of tailors and tailoring files. The administrator is a person to have an
overview over tailoring, thus being able to order the tailoring files. Administration
of tailoring files resembles the administration of an operating system or data base
in general. The administration may include taking care of a shared workspace by
removing old versions or by checking and debugging files that are put into the
shared workspace. The administrator may also to compare and combine several
tailoring files. This requires administrative access rights and possibly the
installation of a tailoring sandbox where a tailoring file can be tested (see also
suggestion 6: Allow for Exploration of Tailoring Files). In the word processor case
administrative rights were provided to delete files from the shared repository.
Henderson & Kyng (1991) suggest that systems used together demand that
tailoring should be coordinated. The coordination of tailoring may involve a crosssection of technical mechanisms and organizational measures to support efficient
collaboration. While an administrator focuses on work with tailoring files, the
coordinator (which may be the same person) focuses on the collaboration of
different users and groups. Tailoring files can be considered to be artifacts around
which collaboration evolves and subsequently coordination is necessary. The
coordination may include eliciting and realizing technical and organizational
requirements to support collaborative tailoring. Also, an active information policy
about tailoring e. g. by email, or the organization of workshops or a mentor
system concerning collaborative tailoring can play an important role. Particularly a
person coordinating tailoring activities of a group has a critical position to foster
the tailoring culture (see suggestion 8). She must invent and apply technical
mechanisms for coordination and have a standing within the group in order to
motivate them to tailor and make tailoring a collaborative effort even if that may
take time off their primary work task.
Suggestion 8: Support a Tailoring Culture
Besides and in addition to technical measures the success of collaborative tailoring
also depends on socio-organizational aspects like a tailoring culture. The necessity
to understand that tailoring and particularly collaborative tailoring can bring
benefits to a group working together or to an organization was a prerequisite for
our application partner in the search tool case (see Kahler et al. 2001) to identify
one colleague to be responsible for coordinating and administering collaborative
tailoring. The interviews in the word processor case revealed several forms of an
emerged or installed tailoring culture ranging from a person-to-person exchange
of tailoring files or ideas to persons acting as local experts, some of them being
officially recognized. The interviews also show that tailoring culture is often
developed in a bottom-up process where few persons tailor, then exchange ideas
and files, a knowledgeable and interested person emerges as local expert and
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ideally these efforts are institutionalized by officially recognizing the tailoring
activities or nominating someone officially responsible for coordinating and
administering collaborative tailoring.
In their Buttons system MacLean et al. (1990) explicitly supported the sending of
tailored files via email. The users in their study in the beginning had mixed feelings
towards the buttons and perceived them as unfamiliar and messing up the screen.
However, after a while they got used to the buttons and did not only share buttons
with others but also over time appropriated buttons and started to perceive them
as personal and positive. The notion of the importance of a community of people
who tailor is supported by Carter & Henderson (1990). Based on their experiences
with the Buttons system they claim that a tailoring culture is essential to the
effective use of a tailorable technology. Such a tailoring culture grows as tailoring
becomes part of users’ everyday work and makes them experience the technology
as being under their control. They conclude that (p. 113)
“tailorability is a relationship to rather than a property of
technology. Tailorability addresses how technology fits into an
organisation and how groups and individuals make use of it.“
The steps of appropriating tailoring and tailoring files in everyday work and thus
creating a tailoring culture is represented by three possibly coexisting levels of
tailoring culture:
•

level of equals: An important part of a tailoring culture is that people help
each other and collaborate in tailoring who work on the same level and
possibly on similar tasks. They are the ones who know best what kind of a
tailoring file may be suitable for their current work or for a colleague. In our
word processor case we found the case of two persons collaboratively providing a document template that was used by their whole work group and a use
situation where two law students exchanged useful tailoring information.
Gantt & Nardi (1992) report of CAD (Computer Aided Design) users cooperating in tailoring their environments or programming applications, and Trigg &
Bødker (1994) even found a “network of who-asks-whom” (p. 51), where often
the nearest co-worker is the first person to ask.;

•

different levels of expertise: For more complex tailoring tasks it is helpful to be
able to have a more experienced user around who has a close contact with the
people of a particular work group. Often, this is a member of that group
whose technical interest or just some chance of being in need and able to
learn how to tailor makes her a local expert. Carter & Henderson (1990) use
the term transactor for a person who mediated between users, designers, and
technology and whose role emerged to be central to the development of a
tailoring culture. Gantt & Nardi (1992) identify gardeners and gurus, who help
end users write, complete and debug CAD macros and themselves write
macros and shell scripts that are beyond the scope of end users’ abilities;

•

organizational embedment with tailoring as a community effort: The
development and preservation of a tailoring culture benefits enormously from
an organizational embedment and recognition of tailoring activities. This
prevents tailors from work overload from tailoring being an unrewarded
additional activity and may create additional value for the organisation. In the
case of Gantt & Nardi’s (1992) CAD tailoring, the local developers were given
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recognition, time and resources for pursuing their activities while their
managers benefit from “someone who can be officially be relied upon to help
end users, and to maintain standardization of the macros and programs they
use” (p. 112). The official recognition and organizational embedment of
tailoring should be part of and go hand in hand with tailoring being a
community effort (see MacLean et al. 1990).
The efforts for establishing and maintaining a tailoring culture must certainly be in
line with those for a general organizational culture but with the advantage of a
smaller and thus better manageable scale and more concrete options for action.

Conclusion
The proposed suggestions for collaborative tailoring concern technical and sociotechnical aspects of system design and use. Similar observations and
recommendations have been made in other sub-disciplines of information science,
computer science or organizational science, so none of the single suggestions is
new in itself. However, the are put together here with the particular focus on
collaborative tailoring. On one hand, this focus allowed a careful selection based
on previous empirical work particular on tailoring and collaborative tailoring. On
he other hand the focus allows a level of concreteness that clearly goes beyond
just general statements about how software and its use in organizations should be
designed. e. g., while the notion of organizational culture usually stays fuzzy, the
notion of tailoring culture, which can be considered part of organizational culture,
is much more clear-cut and can be related to measurable indicators such as
official recognition of tailoring activities.
The eight suggestions stem from several backgrounds from file management via
CSCW to the organizational aspects of information systems and cover overlapping
areas of tailoring and complement each other. Depending on the organizational
setting, work task or refinement of the system used they may be of different
importance. There are cases where it may be most important to have different
ways to share tailoring files while in other cases one simple mechanism suffices. In
again other settings exploration of tailoring files may be completely unnecessary if
they are well annotated whereas in other cases insecurity prevails about what
exactly the files does and if the tailor has implemented everything correctly. Thus,
the suggestions can be considered to be concrete enough to put into practice but
still leave room for adjustment to a particular setting. This usually will bring “hard”
technical and “soft” human and organizational aspects of the suggestions to go
hand in hand.
One of the limits of collaborative tailoring is certainly drawn by the answer to the
question how efficient it is. However, this may be as difficult to measure as the
efficiency of working with groupware or a common file system or the answer to the
question how useful are standards. While no single answer may be reasonably
provided for this, the literature review and my own experience clearly shows that
there are positive cases in which technical and organizational difficulties to
collaborative tailoring were overcome in order to establish a working and
beneficial culture of collaborative tailoring.
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